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Abstract 
The metabolic processes inherent to life on eanb are driven by chemical 
transfOnnalionsIMlareloonum~roustocount.lmportantclassesofreaclionsinvolvethe 
transfer of charge, i,e, elcctronlransfcrandprolontransferas",'Cllasgrouplransf Cr 
reactions_ The re<.:ent X-ray cl)'stal structure reveled that proton coupled elcctrontransfc r 
reaclivilyplayscrucialruleinthephotosyntbeticappa/lltus. ThetheorylOdescribeproton 
coupled clcctron lransfer is nol as cvolvcd to IMI which described elec\ron tr dJlSfer.There 
exist a number of unresolved issues. The primary goal of this work was to undcrs landata 
very fundamental level. the molecular propertie-s that dictate chemical rcactivity so as to 
quanlifythc important factors which influcncc tile charge lransfer excited-state dynam ies. 
In thiswork,wt'have appl ied a variety of different tcclrniqucsto study thepropenicsand 
thcmcchanismofgroundstateandexcitedstateinlcmlolecularandintramolecularproton 
transfer and chargctransfer inehromosphcre assemblies 
The bbim system was studied to oUlline fundamenlal in~'estigalion wilh respect to 
tile excited stale inlramolccularpNlon transfer. 11Ie wound statt'potcmial energy surface 
,,-as charactt'rized by lemperature dependent 'J-I NMR to estalllish the energetics of the 
enol I keto inter-wnversion in the ground Slate. Analysis of the tcmpcralure dcpc ndcnt1J-l 
NMR yieldcdt.H' '" 27 kjmol - '.t.S i = - 133jK- 'mo/- I . Upon excitation, bbim isa 
dual cmiller ",ith high energy emission hand al 427 nm and 550 nm re,pectively. The 
in lensil)' of tnmsitions was found to be solvent dependcnt. Addilion of 010 resulted in 
dramatic changes in Ihc in lensity and energetics of emission sfl"."<-1rum envelope. The 
emission spectra were subjecled to a Franck-Condon line shape analysis and provide 
structural and electronieofthccxcited states. 
Thepootophysical propeniesofbbim were dependent on the electrolyte. Dramatie 
changes in the absorption and emission spcc1ra were obser·,ed ",;th [NB141F and 
[NB14JOH. Titration experiment with a number of [N(Bu).]X. where X is tlooride (r), 
chloride (en. bromide (8r - ), iodide 0-), acetate (Ac - ), hydrogen sulphate (/-/50.-), 
hcxatlooropltosphatc (PF6-). The cquilibriwn constants were valuated using singular 
value decomposition_ or global analysis. The analysis suggests a complex equilibriwn 
consisting of eight distinct species in the ground stat. Fortheexcitcdstatebbimasi milar 
analysis describe above yicldedsix step equilibra. The potcntial application ofbbim as a 
anion sensor which can discriminate the anion howevcr this compound are air scnsitive 
..... hen excited in prescnt ofair. 
A second distinct study was focused on the 3-arnir>OC(!lllTIMin (3-AC). The 
emission spectral fitting results were consistent ",ith a small change in the structW1lI in 
the ground and excited state. This study was first 10 use emission spectral fitting as a tool 
10 probe the excited state and was consistent with expectatioll of the energy gap law was 
obeyed. At the prcscnl time more expcrimcntsare rcquired to understand the position of 
Subsliluenland Ihe natW'C ofcmitting state. The data suggests the intcrventionofa ICT 
and TICT Slate in excited slate decay. DFT calculations were carried oulto understand the 
electronic stTUctUI\: in the ground statc. 
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Electron Transfer and Proton Transfer Reactions 
Cllapterl 
The strnlyand understanding of the principlC'l of energy conversion in nature can 
provide important ideas for improving our li"C'l,1 Phot()$)'nthesisoonverts sunlight into 
chemical energy forming carbohydrates and oxygen from carbon dioxide as shown in Eq 
The photosynthetic reaction cemer, i.e, Photosystem 11 (I'Stl) is an elaborate 
apparalllS and an integral part of the photosynthetic process, In PSI1. thcoxidatio nof 
water takes place producing molecularoxygcn in green plants and providing electrons 
to PtaQ which arc utilized to dri,'c important metabolic reactions which provide chemical 
energy to the organism, I The proccss is initiated when sunlight isabsorbcd by an ant enna 
system that is arranged in large light harvesting complexes (the light harvesting apparatus 
LHI and LHI!). The structural arrangement of LHI and Ul11 facilitate rapid energy 
transfer to the reaction center on picoS<."Cond time scale. En~.,.gy transfer results in the 
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Figure 1.1 . Schema!ic picture ofe1ectron·flow and approximate reduction potcntiBi in 
PSII. 
After light exci tation. the P;"'o excited stale isa strong reducing agent. Eq 1.2 ...... hich 
triggers an electron transfcr!oa ncarby dcc!ron acceptor pheophytin (Phe) in 2-21 ps.' 
The charge n.."<:ombination in P6eO -Phe- takes place in 3()..4() 11$' in gcndically 
modifiL-d assemblies when: Q .. has been remowd or altered. t.l 
Phe + P680 ~ Phe + P6s0 ;;; Piito + Phe'- (1.2) 
However. lhe electron travels funher do"11 from Ph" to plastoquinoocs. A (0 .. ). in a few 
hundredsofps.l The radical calion p ....... is regenerated by electrontransfcrlyrosine 
(Tyr,.lon Ihe donor sidc ofPSIl which pre"emslhc collapscofn:dox separated Qi 10 
Pteoassemblies .... 1 Alooin the do ...... r side is the M ... tlUSlcr. which is responsible for the 
catalytic watcroxidation to generalcoxygen and eleclrons ..... hich are usW tore storeP6eO 
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to P690 (Figun: 1.1). DIe oxidations at the Mn<lustcr occur in fourstcpscalled the S-
cycle or Kok<yclc. I.9 
The diagram bclowillustratcs that the charge scparatcd state is produccd afieran 
electJ"l)n is tro.nsfcm:d within pic<:>scconds from the electron donor (D) to the electron 
acceptor (A) of the reaction center. resulting in a charge-scparnt~"<.I state or redox 
scparatcdstale. 
Figu,"" 1.1. Energy diagram illustrntingpbotQ-excitation followcd by an elcctron-trans fer 
step resulting in charge scpanltcd spccies 
At thi s juncture. it is critical to n:cogni7.e and understand the wide ranging 
importance of El.T phenomena in both chemistry and life. We have briefly described the 
role of electron transfer in the naturnl conversion of solar encrgy into chcmi calpotcntial 
A brief insight into the history and fundamentals of electron transfer in panicular 
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photoinduced dectron transfer will also be given below in section 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. The 
lhooriesandmechanismsof .. leclronlransfcrwillbedescrib .... dinscction ),),4 
1.1 .2 lIistory of Electron T nmsfer 
Electron tnmsf~.,. reactions have ~n intensively investigated since the late 
1940s10-11. In 1983. Henry Taube was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry for his won 
in the elucidation of inner sphere and outer spher .. ck'Ctron tnlnsfer reaction m~-chanisms 
in metal complexes. In 1952. Libby discussed .. Iectron transfer processes between 
isotopically labeled ions and gal'e a qua)itativc discussion on the basis 0 ftheFrancl-
Condon principle with a focus on the neglectcd role of solvent reorganization out side the 
inner coordination shell.l~ From 1956 to 1965. Marcus "TOte a series of pioneering 
papers which described the development ofa quantitatil'c theory for electron Inlnsfer 
using statistical mcchanics.2<l The fi rst recognition of an electronic absorption 
corresponding to a chargc-tnlnsfertransition in solution ,,-as fora ncw abso rptionbllndof 
an aromatic organic eompound and halogen (iodinc) by Iknesi-Hildcbrand in 1949(Eq 
1.3),21 
In 1952. Mulliken designedaeonceptualtheorctie.al model fora s),slemC(>nsistingof 
electron donoriacceptorC(>mplexes.In 1954,F<'IrstcrandKasparobservcdthefonnation 
of an excimer (a combination of an atom or molecule that exists in an exeit~od state with 
another identical atom or molecular enlity in its ground sI3tC)22 , This work ultimately 
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tonn.xl thc basis of a massive field of study for photoinduced electron donor/acc~ptor 
intelllctionsresuit ing in asystematic understandingofchargctransfer. 'Ibeevolmionof 
el""tron u-.msfcr thror)' occum:d over a relatively short time frame due to a surety 
between cxp<:rimcntali sts and Ih,,"Orcticians. From Marcu>'" fir.t paperll published in the 
1950's to ihe 1990·s.scvcmlprcdictionsfromMarcushavclx"Cnverified. 11Ieseinc1 ude 
sclecled milestoncs as outlincd below: 
Recognitionofthcsclf-cxchangcrcaction. 
The connection between optical and thennal electron transfer in mixed valence 
complexes was considcr.xl by Noel Hush who pioneered c1e<.:tnm transfer theory 
for charge transfer processes. 
!be role of molecular vibrations involv,,'<l in the transfcr of an clL""Ctron was 
clarified following the valuable contribution of Norman Sutin who rccognited th e 
role of bond length changes in the dectron transfer. 
rhe roieofsolvcm in electron transfer 
The dependence of the rate of electron transfer (k .. ) on t. G~and predictionofthc 
inverted region 
Rcrun-Wcller"s contribution in understanding thcIJ.Go dCp<...,dence of the elect ron 
transferprocessandthcproblemofdifTusionalmask.ing. 
Verification of the invened region by Miller and Hutcheson for bimolocular 
rcactionsinrigidm~'<liabypulse",diolysis 
Closs. Miller. Meyer. and Sulin who designed chromophore-quencher 
donor/acccptor adduCls that gavc definitive evidcnec of the in"c ncdrcgion. 
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• lnvened region for Dextcrcnergy trnnsfer. 
Marcus theory is now s«n to contribut<, to an urnk"'tanding of chemical reiK:ti~ity in II 
,"ery ",ide range of ET phenomena. in chemisti)' and ""as recognized by the Nobel Prize 
awardedtoR.A.Marcusinl992. 'l.' W.2-1 
I.I.J t: IKtronTl1Insrcr 
Electron transfer (ED is a fundamental chemical process for moving an electron 
from an electron donor to electroo acceptor. lllese rcactions do not roecessarily break or 
fonnchemicalsbondswhicharethebasisoftheoulCrspheremechanism.lninner-sphere 
ETtheelectron transfcr from rcductant to oxidant occurs via aoovlllent booo; this isthc 
so-called booo~-d electron transfer. A famous exanlple of an inner sphere ET process that 
pl"(l<;:<,. ... -..Is via a transitory bridged intennediate is the ..... duction of ICoCl(NI I) !f - by 
ICr(H:!O)ci ' . llle ek-.;tron transfer that occurs is medialed by a chlorine ligand bridge 
and is termed intramolecular electron transfer.Z! Here tlw." individual elw."mical moieties 
exhibit a strong ek-ctronic interaction.107 In outer-sphere electron transfer. the redox 
partners are in direct contact "'ith one anothcr in therrecursorcomp1e~ and the coupling 
of the donor and the acceptor electron "'avefunctions are orders of magnitude smaller 
than the inncr-spherc electron transfer mechanisrn. llle m~-diathata<Xount for long range 
electron transferproccs5es ineludingsoh·cnts. non<o"alcnt booosor covalcnl booosor 
saJt bridges which provide rouk"S for the migration ofan elcclron from donor to acce ptOT. 
As an example. self-exchange describes the degeocTIIle reaction between two 
substitution-incrtcomp1cxes. 
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In such cases. one sees very weak ek-..:tronic imeTaClions before the ET evcm occurs 
bel""een the reactants in the tranSilion Slate.lUl Anoth('T example for long-range ET is a 
major step in pho!Osymhesis in green plants.l'I Dcspitc thc f:letthat solwnt or bonds 
medialc ET between!) and A. ET can also occur through incoherent hopping proccsses 
betwccnlclCaiileddectmnicstates.l4l 
Electron transfer can initiale by photoexcitation whereby a photon of light 
prommesancicctrontQahighencrgyorbiml leaving a IQW cnergy orbital half full. Figure 
I .J shows the ~'T1ergy gap (AE) bet"",",n the highest occupied molecular orbital (I-lOMO) 
of the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the acceptQT. and 
illustrates the promotion ofan ek-..:tron from the IIOMO to the LUMO 
- u; .... hv - u;.., --t-- LI.""'" ' [- -+-if't -
-+- -+- - = -+- -+- - = -+- -+- -
D A D' A 
Figu,"" 1.3. Excitationofadonorfollowedbyclectronlransfer 
Essentially thcrcarc tltrecdistinctcategoriesofde<:trontnmsfern:aclionslhatcan 
be dividL-d as follows: thennal.optical and pho!Oinduced ele<:tmn transfer. Figure 1.4 
shows three categories of the ET processes which may involve either a charge shift 
(0 - + A .... 0 + A- ) or the fonnation ofacnargc separated Stale {O + A .... 0' + A- ).lt 
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Figure 1.4. Schcmaticdiagramrepresentingclectrontrnnsfcrcatcgorics: (A) thcnnal ET. 
(B) optical ET. and (Cl photoinduced ET 
The lirstcatcgoryofeleclron lransfer reaction isthcnnal electron transfer. I nlhis 
casclhefreecncrgyoflhcrcaclanl is highcr lhan Ihc free cncrgyofthc product (lIGo < 
0) which is thennod~·namically favored as sho"ll in Figure 104 (A). The second calegory 
of electron lransfcr is oplical electron lransfer. l'igure 104 (B). In Ihis case Ihc free energy 
ehange (lIG""j between reactanland prodUCI is grealer than zero. and Ihereforeaddit iona! 
or excess cncrgy is required 10 create Ihc producl. 1n IhiscasephOlocxeitation resull sina 
vertical transition into the charge sepal1ltl>d ~Ulle from the reactanl (D-A) 10 the product 
surface (D+-A·). The oplical eleclron transfer is represented as a direct electronic 
ITansilionfromthcrcactanlsloproduclssurfaccasagivcninEqJ.5.l 1 
[D - A[ + hv .... [D+ - A-] (1.5) 
The third category of electron transfer reaction is photoinduced eleclron lra!lsfe rePEl). 
Figurelo4(ejdispJaYSlhepolenlial cncrgyeur".esforphotoinducedelcctrontransfcrlo 
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fOml a producl (charge-separaled species). Upon excitalion, the exciled stale species 
(D'-A) is fOmlcd and Ihis spl.'Cies will undergoeleclron lransferlo fOml the producl 
(charge separaled Slale, 0+ -A-). Rcl a.~8Iion oflhe chargc separaled statc by cilher a 
radialivcoroon·radialivcpalhwayleildslorcpopulationoflhegroundslale. 
Photoindoccdeleclron tral1sfer(PET) bctweenan excited donor or a.cccptorand 
lhegroundslatcofadonororacceplorcrcatcsrcdoxscparatedinlcrmcdialeswhose 
lifdim ... is dictated by Slruclure (cll'Ctronic. vibronic and S(>lwnt intemclions) as well as 
chemical bonding in the donor·acceplor pair. Thebchavioroflheseintennl"diatesinlhe 
limit offonnation ofa large dipole is strongly dependent on the polarily and nalureoflhe 
solvenl. i.e. solvent glasses. rigid films etc. For example. PSII slill undergoes 
photoindoced electron lransfer al 4 K. How·evCT. mOSI donor/acceplor addocls will DOl 
tmnsfl"T electrons once Ihe solvem is frozen.Jl 
The PETreaClion is one oflhc mOSI critical processesofconwrsionoflight int 0 
tmnsil"Jllly slorcd Tl"dox energy,JJ·JI and inefficiently moving eleclrons du ring key steps 
in pholosynthcsis. J6 mClabolism.J6 and organic reaction mechanismsJ1 Many examples of 
chemkal reactions ex ist thaI are driven by PET processes.- II is unsurprising Iherefore. 
Ihal much elTon has been expended 10 achie,'e an undcrslarlding of the fundamenlal 




Elcctron transfer rcactions can be dividcd into three steps. In the first step fhe 
electron donor (D) and the ek"Clmn acceptor (A) fonn an encounter complex in 
bimolecular systcms. This is esscntial in order to improve the orbital-<)\"erlap between 
acceptor and donor. In a sccond step the electron transfer takes place. inw hich the donor 
and acceptor reorganize their nuclear configuration such that the rcdoxpan ncrsarc 
isocncrgctic. In the final step, dissociation of the activated complex occurs to form thc 
scpar3tcdproductsof thcclcctrontmn,fcrreaction."",,1<l 
1.1.4.2 Ciassica l Theory ofElcctroo Tl"lIosfer 
Marcuspropos..""ci aquant itativc physical model that predicts the rJtcconstan t of 
an elcctmntrtlllsfer reaction from an electron donor to an clcctron acccptor using the 
expressions that were derived from transition state theory. Marcus theory provides a 
general framework for understandingthc rclationship behwcn the kinctic barrier audits 
th~-rmodynamicdrivingfor<;eforachargetransfcrrcll.C1ion.Marcustrcatedthc solvcntas 
II. dielectric continuum and. most critically. his model met the r"quircment for 
eonsc .... ·ationofcncrgybyhavingthcclcctronlr.msferoccuralornear nuciear 
configumlions for which lhet01al potential energy of the rcactants and the surrounding 
solvent is equal to thaI of the products and thesurroundingsolvcm. U.,l.20.lJ, 14.JI·l< 
Elec tron transfer between pairs of cations in aqueous solution shown in Eq 1.6 
may be discussed using quantitati.'c clcrncnts of Marcus lhcory. Thisrcaction iSal~l'ical 
sclf-cxchangcclcctrontransfcrproccss. wh~'Tetheastcri,kdenotesaradioactiveisotope 
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The above equalion shows lhe fonnmion of new ions as a consequence ofde<:IJ'l)Jl 
transferal lhe microscopic level oowever.allhemacroscopiclcvcl. lhcrcisnochcmieal 
change. As a result ofele<:lron lransfer.lhesolvation spheresofcach melal ion ncedlO 
reorganize (see Figure 15). This produces a solvation barrier for the ele<:tron transfer 
process. Therefore. the reaction coordinate for this reaction is the change in lhe solvation 
spheres arout>d the two metal ions. The eie<:tron lmnsfcroe<:urs in throe stages: (i)lhe 
coordination shells of the t,,'O ions are reorganiled in the transition stale, la bel1edTS,by 
conlractinglhebondslenglhof thedonorandexpandingthebot>dlengthsoftheacceptor: 
a process kno"n as inr>er sphere reorganization. (ii) Qnce the redox partners are 
isoenergetic. electron transfer tak~'$ place. (iii) the coordination sheils of the two ions 
relax from the TS geometry to the equi librium g~'Omdry of the product (Figure 1.5) 
~ . \. J.../ 
2HlM Y ./ 
aG' "" .,/ 
,,, , 
Figurt 1.5. Representation of the energy diagram of reactants and products showing 
eie<:tron transfer whcre Ihereaclive species arc sUlTOut>ded by solvent molecules. 
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The transition Stotc (fS) is an essential intermediary octween the reactant and product 
states because of two conditions during electron transfer: (a) energy must oc eonsc ... ·~-d 
and (b) the nudei must remain stationary on the time scale of electron transfer (the 
Franek-Condonprinciplc). 
Marcus thoory was proposed to estimate the rate eOn£tant of intramolecular 
ciectron transfer reactions (kET) in terms of the free energy of activation (~G ' ) of the 
rcaction,asgivcnbyEqI.7.'l-Il.~lHI 
(1.7) 
whercvET isthc frcqucncy factor for eleetron transfer, K., is the cieetronic factor whieh 
represents the probability of the ciectron transfcroceurring (K' I '" 1 for adiabatic and 
K., < 1 fornonadiahatie processcs) and vn is the efTective frcquency of nuclear motion 
through the tran~ition ~tate (1.'" i! lO'lS- I). n.e ~G* for electron trdJISfer can be 
calculated from Ihe Gibbs fll'C energy of the reaction (/l.C·) and Ihe r~"Organi7.3tion 
energy (J.) and isgivcn by 
/l.C'", (J.\~GO)' (1.8) 
where J. is the total reorganization energy required for thc system to reach the optimum 
configuration gi"en in Eq 1.9. 
whercJ.land~aretbein1ramo!ecularandSQ1\"entrcorgani7.3tionencrgiesrespectively 
ThUs. the reorgani7.3tion energy (J.) can be obse",'ed as a vertical displacementoflhe 
produel frce energy surface "'hen the t,,·o parabolas cross each other (Figurc 1.6 ). 
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F i gu~1.6.Schcmaticonedimeru;ionaJparaboliccurycsof thcrcact3ntandproduclSlate 
according 10 Marcus theory. 
Thevalueoftheint~mal reorganizalionenergy,Ah thatdependsonthedifTcrcnccinbond 
IcnglhscanbeeslimatedusingEql.lO.1' 
A = '" fj(R)rf(Pl l 1 [.q J' (1.10) 
/ 4- 1l(R)i+fCP); , 
where f(Rl / and f(Pl / are the reduced forceoonslants forlhc illl vibration of rea Clan land 
product molecuk""S and t..q/ is the difTerence in the equilibrium bond lengths in the 
reaclanlandproduclmolcculcsrespcctively 
The outer sphere (solvcn t) reorganizational cncrgy A" value can bccstimatcd using 
thc dielectric continuum model thallrcals solvents allhc micro5COpic Icvel as having 
their bulk chardCIeristics chaml:terizcd by their optical and static diek-ctric constant 
vaJuL"S.ll>cAo valueisgiwnbyEql.II.19 
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2r" 2rA r"A Dop D. 
(1.11) 
where r" and rA are the hard sphere radii for the donor aoo acceplOr respc<:tively. rDA is 
the separutiondislance betw.,..,n the dOl>Or and theacceplOr. Dop and D. are the optical 
and stalic dielectric conSlants of the sol\'ent.and toe refers to the chargctr3nsf em..'<Jfrom 
dOl>Or to acceptor. AQ is innlK'l1ced by a number of factors including the distance 
separuting the reactants. as wcll as the polarity of the solwnL Estimates for the val ueof 
AQ for intmmoleeular elcctron transfer may bc caleulated bydie1cctric conti nuumthcory. 
where~isgi\'enby 
AO={to:t{tof) (1.12) 
where lIji is the change in dipole moment on forming the D'+ - A- adduct. tot is the 
Malaga parameter and a l is the ,"olume of the DA system. The dipole in a sphere 
assumcsa point change in a spherical \'oid that is dcfined by the radius of the DA syst em 
However. the role of the solvent is very poorly understooi,Q. While the dielectric 
continuum model works well for absorption in the D/A adduCl. it foils \0 model ooW 
solwnt inlemctionsare manifested in radiative decay, the tempernture dependence ofAo 
and neglcctsthat the solvent may mediate elcctron trnnsfer by increasing thcelcctronic 
matrix coupling constant H"A' More sophisticated models arc slowly emerging that are 
quantitativelyaccurntcin describing.l. 
AccordingtoEq 1.7aoo 1.8. the mtc constant ofelcctron trdOsfer {kllT)wili increase 
with driving force (toGO) doc to decreased activation "nergy. where -lIGo < A (the 
Marcus normal region). At -lICo =.1 the kf;T valoc reaches its maximum. where 
" 
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e1<Xtron transferQ<XUTS withoUt activation (activationle50S regime),(the Marc US optimal 
region). At large t..G" (-llG" > l) the ker value decreases with !he increasing driving 
force. t..G". (invert~"<J region). This ",gion was confirmed by Closs and Miller.·' Three 
regim~.,.areiJJu~trml"<J Figure 1.7 
~ Wi. ,Gly ....... 
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.' igu,"" 1.7. The parabolic curve plot of logarithm of the raleofelcctron lransfcr as a 
fUnclion of driving force bascd on theelassical MarcusmOOcl. 
According 10 Marcus Ihcory. !he ellX:tron lransferrate cOnStanl (kBT) for a non· 
adiabatic el<Xlron transfer reaclion is proportional to the magnilucicoflhe electronic 
couplinge1ement ore1cctron·lransfermatrix elemenl (IIDA ) bet"'cen the donor (D) and 
the acceptor (A) and the Franck-Condon weighted density of stales (FCWD)." This is 
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often reasonably accurate at the high temperature limit with hWj «keT. In the Ca5e of 
electIon transfer at the lower temperature limit a semiclassical expression of the Marcus 
theor),eanbcused,""MMJ 
Eq 1.13 is called the semiclassical Marcus e<.juation which works aeeumtely for the 
normal region (-lIG~ <.l.) as well as in Ih~ high temperatur~ limi!. Th~ result is thai this 
equation predicts that k,"I' is dirtttly proportional to _lIGo in the normal region unti l a 
maximum is reached for the optimal rcgion. and thcn any further increase in the driving 
In the ahsence of interactions bctween the reacting species. the potcntial enc rgy 
surfaccs of the reactants and the products are unperturbed at their int~rsection point 
When the eloxtron transfer takes place. thc molecules arc rather close to each othe rand 
some electronic interaction is expected, Such an electronic coupling leads to a 
rcconfillurationofthc energy surfaces at the crossing point (Figure 1.8). I foneappliesthe 
Fermi Golden Rule. l! in which the rate constant ofelcetIon transf.". is proportional 10 the 
magnitude of the e1cctronic coupling clcmcnt or clcctroMransfcr matrix clement (HOA ) 
and the franck·Condon w-cighted dcnsity ofslalcS (FCWD) one has. Eq 1.14 
·lne magnitude of II,)). is rather different for the cases of non adiabatic (diabmic) and 
adiabatic FT_HvA can bcdefined by Eq ],15"· 
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where 'I'g. '1'$ arc the diabatic electron wa\'cfunctions of the reactant and product 
respectivclyandH' 1 is the Born·Oppenheimer Hruniltonian for the systcm, !nthecaseof 
adiabatic ET. the magnitude of /IDA is large(2:Z00cm-'). On the other hand. for 
nonadiabatic ET the magnitude of HDA is small « ZOOcm- '). 
l1'Icdiagrnm below sho,","S twO differcnt types of electron tnmsfer rcactions. non-
adiabatie. and adiabatie.6oI In both eases. thc systcm consists of ado nor lac ceptorpair.in 
whieh thcdonor(D) is exeited by absorbing photon of light at an appropriate wa~elcngth 
and then cle<:tron transfer OCCur gi\'inga product (charge separnted state) 
Reaclioncoordinate 
FigUN 1.8. Schematic showing one dimensional potcntial energy surfoces for two 
different electron tnmsfer rcgimes.(l) non-adiabmic and (2) adiabatic Gibbs free energy 
surfaces 
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As shown above, scmiclassical Marcus theory pR'<licts the del"'ndence of the 
electron transfcr rate coll5tant (kllTj on scvcral paramctcrs such as the electnmic cou piing 
clcment(11DA)' the free ~'T1crl!Y Or the driving foree of the reaction (lIG"), the t01al 
rem~ni7.ation cnerg~' (A). and the absolute temperature (Tj. These parameters can be 
affected by various factors including the types of chromo ph ores. the dis tancebetwcenthc 
1"'0 chromophores. the orientation oflhe chromophores, the effeCloflhe bridge that 
Connccts chromophores. and solvent effects. Changcs in aJi of these variablcs can afl"cct 
kor vaJuesobser\"oo. These effects will brief1ybcdeseribcdinthcfoJlowingparagraphs. 
1.1.-1.4.1 ChromophorcOcpcndcnce 
rhe extent of thc donor and acceptor character "aries from one chromophon: to 
another on accoum of their redox potcntials. The relationshipbctwCCll lhc frcc energy of 
reaction and the redox potentials is given by the Rehm·Weller equation for infinite 
charge scpamtion bet"een donor-acceptor and is gi\"en by Eq 1.16.·'· 6<\ 
where E"(D+ /D). E"(A/A- ) are the oxidation and reduction potential energies of 0 and 
A. rcspectively. and E"o is the electronic excitation encrgy to the lowe SI vibrational state 
assho"'lIinFigureI.9.lnthecascoffinitedistancebetweendonorandacceptor. one has 
to take into account the Coulombic attraction energy. llG ip • bctWCCll D+ and A 
modified Rehrn-Wel lerequation is given in Eq 1.17 
The Coulornbic attraction energy is defined by 
" 
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.... hcre D.p. D. are lhe optical diele<:lri~ and slali~ dieleclri~ ~onstanlS of the soh"ent 
A~cording 10 Eq 1.13, 1he electron transfer I1Ite ~onstant depends on the ~Go value. and 
according 10 r;.(] 1.17,the~G°\"alue depends on the donor- acecptorredox potential as 
sho .... n in Figure 1.9. 
Figure 1.9. Schemati~ one dimensional P'l'dbolic energy cu ..... ·es for the photoinduced 
electron transf~.,. reaction 
1.1.4.4.2 Geomct ry Dcpcndenct 
l"he goometrie orientation of the chromophorescan be effected by the o\"erlapoft he 
II: system which directly alters the magnitude of 1he ck'CIroni~ coupling clement 
20 
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(IIDA).6,·6t Forexamplc(Figure 1.10). in the folded eonfonnation ofa mole<:ule. there is 
the possibility of exciplex fonnation (a combination of two different atoms or molecules 
that exislSonly in an exci ted state)69 between the two chromophores linkedt ogethcrby 
long chains. lhc dependence on g~"<)melry has been experimcntally and lheoretically 
in"estigated for bolh organic and inorganic compounds.61.7<).'6 The study by Wasielewski 
e, lIl. 77 has shown that forfourchromophoresedgc-to-cdge.diSUlnce varies based on their 
orienUllion. II was shown Ihatlhe rate oflhe ele.::tron transfer ehangedue to different 




Figurt l. IO. Molccularschemalicshowinglhceffc<:lsofgeomClryandconformation on 
electron transf~"Tand exciplex fonnation 
1.1.4.4.1 Solnnl l)cpcndence 
The solvCT1t errc<:t on the rail' constants and activation parnrn~"\c", of the electron 
transferreaclions has been widely invcstigated7J.7S·76.,,"'-J Marcus has proposcd that the 
sol"cn! may influencc the k~ by two paramete",. First. the Gibbs free energy of the 
reaction (dG') can be changed by varying solvCT1t polarity." .... Second. the sol,'cnt 
" 
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reorganization cnergy ("-0) varies according to the mag.nitude of the opt ical and the stalic 
dielectric constant (Dap. D.). both of which arc dir~'Ctly proportional to "-0 as shown in 
Eq 1.11. In the cascofa highdicleclric constant,lhe molccuie assumes a change in ils 
confol1Tmtion. which might increase the HOA magnitude by bringing Ihe donor and 
acceptordosc togdher. Inaddilion, the size and snap<: ofsolventmolccule saswellasof 
solwlllvisco,ily have heen com:lated wilh kd l l 4'l Figure 1.11 shows thai ground and 
c.xcil.xl stales are surround~'<I by solvent molecules. Slate (b) illustrates Ihe activate<.l 
encounter complex and (c) shows the charge scparal.xl stale. Since Ihc eleclro ntransition 
take place in a fixe<.l nuclear configuration, st31es (b) and (e) have the same molecular 
distance octween the D and A. Aner electron transfer, state (c) produces an ion pair. 
Solv~1l1 rnolc'Cules will roorgani7.e. slabili7ing the ion pair. The stabilization that occurs 
incrcas.c with incrcascd solvent polarity. 
Fi gu re l , ll ,SolvcntoricntmionefT~'Cts()nlhedon()r·acceptoreicctrontransfcrsystcm 
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Proton lrlInSfer (PD belwl...,n a donor and alXeplOrisa critical reoction inooth 
chemical and biological processes.- Proton lrunSflor in acid-bascreaclions isawe Il 
known ground SlalC phenomenon that is different from cxcitl'<l Slale proton transfer 
(ESPD because the cxciled moleculcs undergo a drnrnalic thange in theiracidit yductoa 
new electronic redistribution of the IT cll"Ctron cloud upon exciUltion. The electronic 
redistribution reduccs the electron densily on the acidic moiety. making pmton 
dissociation more focilc. Therefore ph01o-acids increase acidity. whilc photo-bases 
increase basicity upon electronic exeiUltion. This is illustrated in scheme 1.1 \10 which 
sho ..... s the 2-NaphthoJ (2-NpOH) excitation and photo-diS5OCiation in the well known 
Fllrstercycie 
Schem, 1.1. h'!rster cycle of2-NpOH excitation and photo-dissociation. 
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More lhan 50 years ago, pioneering work was undcnakcn by Wel1cr,W-I~1 
F6rstcr: 02•IOJ and Wcbcr l(W to study this phenomenon. lnthiscasc, thcphot ocxcitation 
may trigger a photoinduced proton transfer CPPT). For molecules with both acidic and 
bas ic moieties in Ihesarnemoiccuie,oneofien""cs hyJrogen bonJing betwee nlheaciJic 
hydrogen and the basic clectron pair. ' Ol.l 06 
1,2.2 Euited slate Int ramo i c~ulA r Pmton Tnnder(ESIPT) 
In 1955, Weller reported the fLrst example of ESIPT reactions. '01."lt in which he 
noticedan unusuallylargeS tokcsshift(-lxIO'cm-') in thcdual fluoresccncccmission 
spe<:trum of the methyl sal icylate molecule, Weller proposed that upon excitation,lhe 
ESIPT process occum.."<l Ih rough an immmolecular hydrog~'" bond between the oxygen 
atom and the hydroxyl proton ofthc molcculc as shown in scheme 1.2. 
Excited-sale intramolecular proton transfer in Ihe methyl sal icylate 
molecule 
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In the simplest four stale cyc1e. the medanism starts wilh Ihe photoexc;lalion ofa 
hydrogen-bonded complcx 10 an c"cit~'<l Slale having a differenl pKD "alue from Ihe 
ground c1e.:lronic Slatc. The cxcil~'<l slate species mpidly lransfers a proton across the 
hydrogen bond producing an exciloo tautomeric species. and then relaxes 10 the grou nd 
slate where proton Irnnsferoccurs to restore the ground Slate and complele the cycle 
Wcllcrproposed that thc blue tluoresccnce emission at 450 nm is due 10 thc tautome ric 
fonn which is often Ihe case in ESlPT reactions. Funherexperimenlal and lheoretical 
details will be found in Chapter J. ESIPT ",actions haw n.""eiwd extensive aUenlion by a 
nwnberofresearehgroupsaroundthcworld. This is bccauseofitscharnctcristically large 
Stokes shift which leads to inleresting applicalions such as Ihc proton-transferlascr.109-1Il 
micropattt."I11ing."l chcmoscnsors, "4-"6 phOIOstabilizers. ' I1·'" 
e1C\:trolumiocseence organic laser diodcs,"9 and DNA complexing agents. ':!\! lllese 
I)"pesofreaclions have been broadl)" described ina number of ex cd lent reviews covering 
different aspectsof ESIPT process. both cxperimcntally9f..IlI· 'll and lhcorctically.m.l29-1lI 
Ultrafast techniques such as lascrflash photolysis and time-resolved tluorescence ha,'C 
been used todetcnnine the populations ofdiffercnt sp<-""ics on nan()'jCCond(nsl, 
picoSt""ond (ps) Or femtosewnd (fs) lime scales in order 10 understand the underlying 
kint.>tics 
ES[PT reaclions are often the firsl slep in the sensitization of enol-keto 
taulomcrization which cau",",s a large dC\:tronic and structural rearrangement. As Figure 
1.12')6 shows, the proton transfer isduc to changes in the polcntial cocrgy surface upon 
excitation in which the proton iSlrnnsferred in the fs time seale 
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FiguN 1.12. Schemalie illustralionofpotemial energysurfoces for the ground (So) and 
excik-d (S]) electronic slates of ImT as a function of the enol-keto isomeri7J1lion. The 
vertical armw indical~"S photQexcitation of the ground stales from So to SI. IJo 
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ESIPT usual ly oecurs when the proton donor site is distal to the proton aceepto rsite. 
and there is no intmmok'Cular hydrogen bond Ix'!wcen the acidic and basic moieti~s. In 
such cases. clusters of solvent mole<:ules(e.g .• watcrand hydroxyl icsol vcnt) clusters can 
accept Or donate protons and mediate ESIPT. Numerous examples of such ESIPT 
processes mediated by so lvcot exist. Woifbcisci al.m observed green nuoTeS«'T1ce 
emission (.l.rn..., 540 nm) where 7-hydroxyllamnc was pholoexcitcd in acidic aqueous 
media. The authors proposed that the long wavelength fluorescence emission isduc to 
either the formation of an exciplex or to the phototautomer that "'"Quid arise from an 
ESIPT reaction (Scheme 1.3) 
Schem~I.3. Thc proposed excited-sta\e behaviorof7-hydroxyllavone in water 
Scheme 13 suggests that Il lO assisted excited-state proton transler may take place. 
allowing a water cluster to scrve as a suitable molecular probe. Additional insight was 
provided by Wan eI(ll lll and ttohcla,.,.wwhoproposedthatthcexcitcdstatc of their 
compounds undergoes an ESIPT mediated by a water clusler. 
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1.3 Scope of this Thes is 
llte work presented in this thc8is is divided into five self-<.:onlained chaptcrs 
ineludingtheintrodUClion 
In Our studies. chromophores are compoS<.>d ofa covalently linkcx1 donor and 
acceplorunil,someoflltcsechromophoresalsoconloiningeilhereleclronwithdrawing or 
electron donating groups 
Chaplcr I provides a dctailed and fundamental ovc .... ·icw of the basic chemical 
processesof ET and PTIO help understand the cxcited stale bchaviorofthe molecules 
studied. In Chapter 2 the experimental dctai ls"",,,, describcd. In Chapter 3. the studies 
Were designed aimed at undcrstandinglhc fundamental photophysical propcrticsof2.5-
His(ben7"im idazoly}-1.4-dihydroxybcnzene (bb im). Ubim exhibits excited state 
intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) and CT behavior in DMSO and THF solvents. In 
Chapter 4. an invcstigation of the effe<.:1 ofelectml)1e (anions) on Ihe ground and excilcd 
stmes of bbim. and intcr-intramolecular proton transfer from bbim is discussed. In this 
work. the nature of tlte interaction of tltc hydroquinone all and benzimidazole NI-I 
subunits wilh different anions Was examined. In Chapter 5. a detailed investigation into 
the photophysical pmperties ofJ-aminocoumarin (3-AC) and some of its derivative dyes. 
in solventsofvaryingpolaritywasrcportcd. Electronic exeitalion of3-ACresults in the 
locally excited singlet slatc whichtlten undcrgoos intramolecular charge transfcr(1Cn 
In Ihis chapter. the excited state dynamics of 3-AC are studied in an al1emptto dClcmline 
the prescnceoftw'istcd intramolecular charge transfer {TICn statc.and theirinnuencc 
()n dcactivotingdcrivotised 3-AC excited stales 
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Experimental Methods, Methodologies and 
Analysis 
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This chapter is divided into t"usect;ons. In the first section general ,onceptsof 
exdted state fonnalion and de<:ay will be introduced and a general description Mlhe 
te<:hniquesuscdinthisworkwillbedcso;:ribed.Thc$<.."Condsectiondescribcsthc 
expcrim,ntal and Ie<:hnical lk"llliis of the measurements and inSIT\lmentalion. lhe 
experimental m~"\hodologies emplO)'~--d in the data acquisition. and the description of the 
data analysis. 
2.1.2 En iledSlale t"ormalion 
Absorption ofa photon orphotoncapturcbya mole<:ulc lcads 10 fonnal;on of an 
excilcdstalC "'hich cOnlainslhecncrgyoflhepholon. Once fonncd.lhcc xci lcdsyslcm 
will dislribulc the iocorporntcdcnergy via a number palhways as shown in Figure2.1 
hv I'hosphorescence 
Elcr.",","ro,,,,,,-"'\\. t / "OO"OC,~, 
Prolontransfer ____ ~'Xciled ~ lnlcmalconversion 
Mole<:ulc 
___ ---- Conformational change 
Chargctransfer / ~ 
Excimcrfexciplexformation I \ Photochemistry 
Energy transfer Qucr>ehing 




Absorption isa venicaltransilion in the Franck_Condonscnse' yieiding a new eieclrun 
configuration on a higher lying potcntial energysurfoce, Figure 2.2 
.· jgu~2.2.TheFranck-CondonJ>rinciple 
Immediately after pholon absorption. the newly formed excited state has the 
eiectrun co-ordinalesoflhc excited state (i.e. SI, Sletc) an<l II!e nudcarand solvent co-
ordinalesofthe gruuRd state. 1lIc absorption spl"Ctrum can be viewed as a supcrposition 
of all transitions from the ground state of\'arying confonnation, sol\'8tion and 1 owencrgy 
vibrational Ie"els that arc Boltzmann populall-d (levels for "'hich k8T» hw). Taken 
together, the full ",idth at half maximum (jwhm) for each transition is broadened due to 
thedistributionofconfonnersandsol\'ationen\'ironments. 
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Once the excited sUite is formed. vibrntional modes within the excited state potential 
encrgy surface start to oscillate leading to vibrntional cooling and solvent rrorgani7.3t ion 
appropriate to the excited SUite electronic structure. llH: Jablonski diagram shown in 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the energies and spin parentage of the various stPtes which maybe 
accessed as the excited state relaxes 
Figu"" 2.3. The Jablonski diagram .. "hich illustrates the energy difference bet"'een the 
excited state and ground state 







Figurt 2.4. Time scales liroc for some e"'cnts of pootochcmica] and pootophysical 
interest. 
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2.1.3 I'hlllllph},. icall'rO<'e-:s.e-:s 
Ka:oha',rule1diclateSlhalali rcactivityarises fmm the lowest lying excited Slate 
The population of the lowest energy excited state following absorption ofa photon is 
descrii:,.,d hy the difT"remial "'Iuationsexp"-'Sscd in the following $<.'Ctions: steady·state 
t incties and cmission arc described in section 2.1.3.1 andthctimcdepcndcnceofexcited 
Stale dynamics is described in sections 2.1.3.2 and 2.1.3.3. A brief overview of 
instmmental tcdniqucs is found in scction2.5 
2.1.3.1 Slead,...stal e Kinclics 
Steady·stateexcitationlcadstoadistributionofexcitedstateswhichdependson: 
(I) Light intensity. 
(2) The magnilude of the ralCcolIStants that inlcl'I:onven the exciled stales. 
The implicit assumption is thateao;hof theexcitedstatesisthennaIlY~'<Iuilibl'1lted with 
the soh'cnt. Undcr these conditions. One may analp.c the kinetics in a $teady·stale 
experiment knowing the number of photons absorbed and the quantum efficicncies for 




(2) Fluorescence 'C' ~ C + II", d(:~.) = -I.:,('C'] (2.2) 
(4) (m"rsyst"mcrossing 'C' ~ lC' dl:~·l = - l.:rsd'C'] (2.4) 
(6) Photochemistry lC'~CllemIC/llproducts 





l1\(,refore]lC'] isdependentonlhck, formation slepoflhe excitro Slaleand the sum of 
thekineticpalh,,·ayslhaldcacli,·alelhecxcilOOslatc 
With the m~-.;hanism illustl1l1ro above. the steady-slate emission intensity is 
governed by ['C'] and charocteri1 .... -d by t/I.", asgiwn by 
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whcrc4J;,isthcquantumeffic;cncyforthercact;ngphotoactivestllte.k" k~" (lndk {u 
are the rate conSUlnt, for radiative. non,radiative and intersyslem crossing (t.S~0) 
respeclively. Thc parameter E~ kl is the sum of all other processes which dcactivate the 
cxcitcdslUte 
In many systems. intersystcm cmssing (t.S .. 0) to fonn a triplel stale is possible 
provid~>d there is spin-orbit coupling Or another m~'Chanism that allows spin 
intcreonvcrsion to oc<:ur whilc conserving cncrgy and spin-orbit angular momemum.u 
Fonnationofatriplct slUtcor other Slatcs with different spin multipl icityisdrivcnbyille 
r .... quirement to reduce electmn-ek'Ctmn ,...,pulsion and is a consequence of Hund's rule 
Thusthcquamumyicldfor triplClfonnationis 
where the Icft hand superscript dcnotcs spin muhiplicity and the subseript is associated 
with each rate proccss dcfincd aoovc. 4Ji>< is thc quantum yicld for intcrsySlcm crossing. 
lftl\e system is subjo:.'ClCd to laser pulsccxcitation. a non-cquilibrium mixture of excited 
stalcs is creat~>d. These Siaies undergo relaxalion with a characteristic rutc corullUl1 
dcpcndcnt on 100 system. The rate conSlant for excited statc dccay kd is givcn by 
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Time resolved Or pulsed lighl excitation giws kinetic information direclly. llJc 
excited state lifetimeofa fl uorophore is defined as the time re<juired for the system to 
return 10 the ground slale en~"Tgy via mdiativc and non·rddiatiw decay palhwa~·.~. Time· 
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy can be uscd in cases where rad iative decay occurs 
providing a measure ofkobs forthcsysk>m.lrr .. diationofasarnplcu.ingapulsed laser 
produces an cle<:tronic cxeitC<l state which thcn rclaxcs afkr tho lascr pulse has pa.sed 
through the sample. The excitation laser pulses should bcshorter than the radia tive 
lifetime of the sample under investigation. After pulscd excitation. emission from the 
excited state is monitored as a function of time. pwvidingdynami cinfonnationaboutthe 
system undl"Tstudy. lnthe kinetic limit where asingie species de<:3yS from 5, .... 50• the 
data are adequatdy fit by 
where lois tho Iluor~scenceintcnsityat time I =0 after the Iaserexcitation.I(t) is the 
Iluoresccnccintcn.ityall = i.andTisthefluorescence lifetime. r = (k) - I for systems 
that exponentially d~"C"y and kob• is the linear combination of rate constants for all 
processcsthatde3CtivatcthcexeitC<lstatc.c.g.Eq2.16 
(Tj-' =kobs = t ki (2.16) 
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2.1.3.3 LlI.srr FlII..h Ph"I"I~-sj. 
Flash phololysis is a purnp-prooo lechnique uscd to generate and siudy excited 
states over some 15 orders of magnitude in time. depending on the apparatus , The 
premise of the laser flash experiment is the use ofa very shon laser pulse to create 
excited 'Iatesormherreaclive spe.:;ie, and to fi)l lowthe fate of these transi ent, over time 
byubsurption5pe.:;tmscopyte<:hniq","s 
2.2.1 Compounds 
The compound 2.5-bis{benzimidazolyl)-I.4-dihydroxyben7.ene (bbim) was prepared 
by the reaction shown in Scheme l.I.! Th,- author thanks Dr. Hongchao Li for synthetic 
work and donation of high quality materials , The excitcd stale propenics of these s~'stems 
are described in Chapter J. 
Schm~ 2. 1. Gene",1 synthesis of2.5-bis(ben7,imidw.<Jlyl} 1.4-dihydroxybcnzene (bbim) 
The phOiophysical eharacterizationofthc coumarin based assemblies is dcseribed 
inChaplcr 5 ofthisdiss<--rtuljon. n.e preparation and characteri7.ation ofthccoumarins 
and their derivatives were accomplished using the protocols developed by Dr. Amit 
Kudale, Mr. Jamie Kendall and Dr. Graham J. Bodwdl as shown in Scheme 2.2." 
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~~~CIIO N'Ace1)'lgJ)ci". 
~Oll NaOAc. AclO 





Sl:heme 2.2. General synthesis of3·Aminocoumarins (3-AC). 
Thl.' coumarin based chromopoores were prepared as p=ursors for more comple:< 
asscmblies to scudy e1cctron·proton transfer. The purity of compounds tllat were used in 
this work has been a5sessed by IH'LC that was pcrfonncd b~ using an Agilent Eclipse 
XDIl·CIIl5jl (4.6:< 250 mOl) column in 30 ~. lIzO ar>d 70 ~. M~-CN (70"10 to 100% in 10 
min). Tctra·n·butylammonium [N(nC.II~).IX. (r- fluoride (F- ). chloride (CI- ). 
hcxafluoropoosphate (PF6-) sa.lts were obtaincd from Aldrich and used asrcceived. 
2.2.2 So l\'ent~ 
Iligh purity spectroscopic grade solvents from Burdick ar>d Jadson (Il & J) were 
uS<.-d because the demonstrated purity > 99.9% by GC analysis as dctennincd by the 
manufactuer was crititalto the photoph~sical measurements. Dcuteratcd solvents (99.9~. 
D alom). such as OMSO-d~ COlCN and M were purchased commercially from 
Aldrichandusedwitooutfur\herpurificalion. 
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2.3 S. mplcPrt p", ... 'ion 
1ltefoliowingprolocolwasfollo","CdforallexciledslalemcasuremenlS. 
A. 1lte absorplion speclrum oflhe solvenl was oblained using air as a reference. This 
allowed the immediale assessmenl of solvenl purily if the solwnl conlained 
absorbingimpurilies. 
13. The emission spectrum of lhe solven! was obtained 10 check for emilling 
impurilies in lhe solVl"fll. using 2-3 excitalion wawlcnglhs from 320 run 10 600 
nmdependingonlhelliltureoflhechromophore 
C. Once lhe solvcnt was sc=n~-d. lhe sample was dissolved and lhe absorplion 
speclrum wasobtained.lflhe sample "'"85airscnsilive.lhe absorplion speclrum 
",-asobtaincdbcforeandaftcrpurgingwilhNz 
The advanlage of the slak-d slandard prolocols was lhal if lhere wcre cmilling 
impurilies. Ille only source would be lhe sample. This procedure leads 10 less lime 
cKp"ndedfortmublcsOOolingforanomalousbchaviourduringanalysisofllledata. 
Sampleswcre prepared gravimClrieallyand dissol\'ed ill soh'enlS using Ille screcning 
procedure &i"cn above. All sampk-s were purged by using NI (99.9"/.). Depending on Ille 
solubility required of bbim. IIIe solven! employed was eilller DMSO (13 & J). DMF (13 & 
J) or THF Ihal ","85 dislilled fmm Na (5) Wilhoul benzopllenonc. 1lte cXp"rimenlal ,,"-suits 
were found 10 be indcpendenloflhesourccofTIIF;i.e. Uurdick and Jadson or freshly 
disliliedTHF.llIcconccnlralionofthebbimsolulionwasadjuslcdaIA",,,,,loprodueean 
absorbance value of 0.5. The bbim samples were Nl'PUrged for 50 minules 10 reduce lhe 
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Oleoncentrationduc!Otheextrcmescnsitivityofthiscompoundtooxygcnunderthe 
conditions employed. For more details. see Chapter J. 15-20 minutes ofNl purging were 
sufficient to minimize the amount of 0 1 for the study of coumarins and their dt'rivati"c$ 
For all of the transient absorplion measurcments. thc ground state absorption spectra were 
recordedbcforeandafterflashphotolysisexperiments(-10Iasershotsj.lfanychanges 
wercob1i<:rvedowriheCOllJ"!;Cofihecxperimcnl.a fresh sample was prepared. In all 
cases. thcdata wcrc taken such that there " 'cre cxtcnsi"c o\"criappingdata scts 
2.4 Intermination of Equilibrium Constant 
2.4. 1 ' II NMRTitration 
'1'1 NMR spectra were measured on a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. A solution of 
bbim in DMSO-d6 was prepared (1.0 x 10" M). and one ml was tl'llIlsfem."<.l to a 5_mm 
NMR tube. A small aliquot of tetra-n-butylammonium fluoride ( [N(nC4H9)4W- ) in 
DMSO-<I. was introduced in an incremental fashion. and the corresponding spectra of 
these mixtures were rttordcd. 
2.4.2 UV·Vi • • ndFluo ..... cenctTitrati"n. 
Spectrophotometric titrations wcre pcrformed using a LOx 10-' M concentration of 
BBIM in DMSO with a fresh tetrabutylammonium salt ((TBAIX, where X- F- , cr, 
8r- . r. Ac- . HS04 - , and PF6- j. Acid titrations were performed using a 1,0 x 10" M 
concentration of J-AC in McCN with a fresh trifluoroacctie acid (TFA) solution added. 
and the UV-vis spectra of the samples were recorded. All spt'CtrophotOmdric titration 
cur\"cs were fitted by global kinetic analysis protocols which ,,'ereuscdtodeterm inethe 
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2.5 Ground Sl~lei\1fasurfmfnIS 
2.5.1 Amorption Specl r'lI 
Absorption spectrn with a wawlength mnge from 190 11m to 1100 11m. were 
obtair>ed using 1.0 cm quanz cuvel1es supplied by Stama (catalog number I/Q/ I0.(JU4-
SIC). Spectra were acquired using an Agilent 8543 diode !llTlIy spectrophotometer 
interfaced to a computer, Data analysis and manipulation ofspectrn "'"CTCcarried out by 
using CI>em-Station software provided by Agilcnt. The extinction coefficients were 
detennir>ed from gravimetrically prepared solutions that were s)'stcmatically dilut~-d to 
insure that the absorption spectra were linear with concentration according to Bccr's law. 
Thcprocedure used would readily identify ifag.gregatioll l prccipitation was a problem. 
The estimated error in extinction coefficients was ± 10%. 
2.5.2 Tem""r'lIlu...,..llef'l'ndentAb~o rplion Speet r'll 
Temperature dependent absorption spectra data were obtair>ed 
thcnnostatted ~lcwlctt Packard diode array 8452A spectrophotometer interfac~"<I with a 
computer (PC) system with liP 89532A software. Temperature was controlled by using a 
refrigernted circulating bath, (NESLAB) RTE-8. The solution ..... as stirred in a 1.0 Cm 
quanz CU"Clle by pumping N, gas. and the tempernlUrc of samples was monitored using a 
thennoele<;:tricvoltagc in mill;"ohsand using a refcTCllCe table that eonfonned toNIST 
standards to con,'en voltage to the corresponding tempernt""" The sample was 
equilibrated at each tempcrnture for 15 min before the spectl"Q5l;opic measurement. The 
author thanks Dr. L. K. Thompson for loan ofthc tCmperalUrC balh. 
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2.5.3 ' H !'I'MR and TempCI1lIU R'- l)fpcnd~nl ' II NMK 
PmtO" nuclear magnetic resonance ( 'H NMR) spectra were oblained using a 
Brukcr A"ance 500 MHz NMR speclrometer, and all shifts are referenced to TMS 
Temp<:rnmre dcp<:ndant 'II NMR data were measured for BB1M in DMSO-d. (99.9 alom 
% D atom) using the same NMR spectrometer. Temp<:mtu"" "'as increased al 5 °c 
increments from 25 °c 10 95 "c. and allowed to equilibrate for 10 min. The ' . 1 NMR 
speclra were taken at each desired temperatu"". The sample was then cooled 10 room 
tcmpenltun: and the ' .1 NMR spectra remeasured to insure lhat 00 a,:I\'enlilious side 
reactions had occurred at highcrtcmperatun:s. 
2.0.1 Emi§s ion a ndt: missionQua nlUml'icids 
Emission and excilation spectra " 'ere obtained using a Photon Technology 
International (PTJ ) QuantamastC1" 6000 emission sprttrometcr. Excitalion light was 
provided by a 175W Xe are lamp. lllc emined light was collecll-d \)if to the excitation 
beam and detecled by a Hrunmamatsu R-928 photomultiplier tube (pMn in photon 
counting mode. The I'MT was hou...,.;l in a l'rQducts for Rescarch (pR) waler-cooled PMT 
housing. All measurements were recorded using a 1.0 cm quart7. cuvette supplied by 
Stama. The schemalic diagrnm of the Quantamaster 6000 emission spectrometer is shown 
in Figure 2.5. Emission and e~citation spectra were corrected using com:clion factors 
supplied by the manufa.cturer. All components of the steady-state spectroll uoromeler are 
illustmtedinFigure2.S.' 
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I Arc lamphousinll. 2 Adjustllbleslits. 
JExcitlltionmonochromator. 4 Sample 
eompanment. 5 Bame. 6 Filter holders. 
7 Excitlltion/emissionop\ics. 8 CuvcUe 
holder. 9 Emissionport~hutl"r, \0 
Emission monochromator. and II PMT 
detector . 
• ·igu", 2.5. Optical system of the Quantamastcr 6000 spcctro(luoromctcr. The light 
sourl:e is usually a high pressure xenon arc lamp. The monochromator is used to sek..:t 
theexeitation ..... avclcnllth.andtheflllOfCSCCr.ceisdctectcdthroughamonochromatorby 
a photomultiplier (PMD 
Fluorescence quantum yields (1fJ ... ) were dCk'Tmincd by relative ac tinometry from 
correctc'<.l spcctraof thc samples , Thcsamplcs wcrc optically diluiC with Abs. < O,2atthc 
excitation wa\'elen~h The quantum yields of standard solutions ofquininc bisulfate 
were measured using aqueous lhSO. (0.1 M) (Au = 365 om and lfJ"n" 0.54). The 
flooresccnce quanturn yield is given by Eq. 2,17 ' 
••• =.".(~)(t;)(;;;;;)' 'WI 
where lu~ and I"a are the sample and standard integrated emission intensities 
re'!"''Ctively; Au"andA. ta are th" samplc and standard absorbance at th" cxcitati on 
wavelength rc'pc<:tively.and nu"andn,ta are the refractive indicesofsamp l"s and 
standard solwnts respectively. A list ofactinomCk'TS and the photoph)'sical data arc 
summarizedin Tablc2.1. 
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Table 2. 1. Standard malerials and lheir lilemlure quanlum yield values 
Em .... ng~.nm 
Com.e!!und Sol" .,ol i.~ .. Rdrrroce 
Cresylviolcl Methanol 0.54 600-650 J Phys. Chern .. 1979. 83. 696 
Rhodamine 101 Elhanol-t 0.01% HCI 1.00 600·650 JPlrys. Chern .• 1980. 84, 1871 
QuiniMbisulf. t., 0.IM II )50. O.s.o 4OO~00 J J'hy.~. Chern .• 1961. liS. 229 
Fluorescein O.IMNaOH 0.79 500-600 J Am. Chern, Soc. 1945, 1099 
Norharmane O.lMllzSO. 0.58 400·550 J.Lumin .• 1992. 51 .269·?4 
Ilannane O.IMlhSO, 0.83 400·550 J. Lr,min .• 1992, 51. 269·74 
Ilarmine O.IMlIzSO, 0.45 400·550 J. Lumill .• 1992. 51. 269·74 
2·methylharmane O.lMHlSO. 0.45 400-550 J. Lumi'!., 1992,51. 269·74 
Chlorophyll A Elher 0.32 600·750 Trans. FuruJaySoc" 1957, 53.646 
Zinephlhalocyanine 1-/0 pyridine in loluene 0.30 660·750 J. Chern. Phys .. 1971. 55.41J1 
Ikn7.ene Cydohexane 0.05 270-300 J I'hys. Chern .. 1%8, 72,325 
Tryptophan Waler,pIl7.2,25C 0.14 300-3S0 J. I'hys, Chem .. 1970. 74.4480 
2-Aminopr ridine O. IM H)SO, 0.60 315-480 J. I'hys. Chern" 1%8. 72.268 
Amhrncene Elhar>Ol 0.27 360-480 J I'hys. Chem., 1%1, 65,229 








Figure 2.6. Fluorescence ofCou-NpOH and its derivatives measured relative to quinine 
bisulfate standard solution to <.ldcrmim. nuorescence quantum yiel<.l at room tcmp"rature 
inachlomfol1llwlution 
2.6.2 EmissionUfetime 
The PTI laser subsystem equipped with a Nl GL-3300 laser (fundamental linc at 
337.1 11m) was uscd as thc cxcitation sourcc. Data collcction was accomplished using a 
proprictary stroboscopic tloehnique which requi,"", a 40 n~ dday lime provided by a 40-
footfibcropticdelaylinc.Thcintcnsityvs.timcprofilcsarecollcctedinamannersimilar 
to a boxcar data acquisition system. The time intervals for data inlegratiooarecompulcr 
controlle<.l:andthe~incliclraccisahistogramoflhcphotonscminc<lpcrtimcin terval at 
sellime delays. Thc stroboscopic technique then allows acquisilion o[decay data that 
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occurs within the laser pulse, The pulsewidth of the Nllascr is 450 ± 50 ps on a shot per 
.hot b;J.,i~_ The integrJtion coupled to prior acquisition of a high quality instrument 
response function (lRf) allows for the deconvolution of T < 400 ps to be cxtmcted frum 
Ihedala.usingtheprocedureoutlinedbelow 
The timing of the laser pulse and data acquisition waspcrformed using a Stanford 
Research System Mood 00535 filUr-dmnncl digital delay pulse generator. Kinetic 
analysis of the lifetime data .... 'lIS accomplished using soHwarc providec.l b~' PTI or was 
exported and iii using Origin software. The IRF data were collcctcd prior to data 
acqui,itionforthesamplebyuseofascatteringsolution(coffeematein .... 'liter). 
2.6.3 l..aser FlashPhotolys is 
rhecxeitationsourceofthcinstrnmC'Iltuti lizcdthelhirdharmonicofaQ·~witched 
Quanta·Ray Brilliant Il DC R_ 2A Nd· Y AO (neodym ium·doped yttrium aluminum garnet) 
lascr thatgcncratcspulsesoflightat355run,,'ithdurationof8ns 
Time·resolved transient absorption ~ignals w~.,.e acquiroo u,ing pulsed laser 
excitation from a Quante! Brilliant B laser coupled to a tr ipling NLO crystal. for 355 run 
(8 ns pulse width: 5-10 mJ/pulse: 20 Hz) pulsed excitation. Thc probe beam was oriented 
'XI' to the excitation source, The time sequence for the laser nash cxpc.,.irnent, is 
illustmtedinFigure2.8 
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2.6.3.1 Expuirncnlal Stlup 
Tne Applied I'hotoph~ics LKS 60 laser flash photol)'sisapparalusandtheoplical 
pulse profile are schemalicaJiysho"l1 in Figurc 2.7 and 2.8 rcspe<:tively. 
Figurc2.7.A schematic rcprcscmation of the nanosecond transient ab>orpt ion><.1·up 
Figuu2.8. (A)Typicaloplicalpulscprofilegcncraledfromiheproocpulscasdcteelcdal 
the photomultiplier (PMD. (B) is the tnm~ient species produced by the laser pulse 
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The fundamental of a Nd-Y AG la>er is at 1046 nm (2.87 x 101< S·I). which i, usually 
doubled (532nm) (5.64 x 1014 , I). tripl~d (355nm) (8 .45 x 101' s\ or quadrupled 
(266run) (1.13 x 10115"). The excitation wavelength used in this work 'vas the third 
harmonicofa 1064 run pulse coupledtoa frcquency triple at 355 lUll with pulse width 5-
8 ns ffo'hm). The output power of lhe laser was - 5-8 mJlpulse al a repetition ratc of 20 
Hz. The probe beam was produe~'() by alSO W Xe are lampoperaled in pulsed mode, The 
detection wa,'elcngth was monitored using an £13.4 grating monochromator and the 
resulting beam WllS d~ected by a five-stage photomultiplier lUbe (I'MT) which was used 
to me.1sure the intensity of the light at each wavelength of analysis. The PMT output is 
cumnt V5 time. The conversion to voltage vs. time was accomplished by tenninating the 
PMT output across a 50n resistor. In order to protect the sample against unnecessary 
radiation exposure between measurements. a shutter was placed between the lamp and the 
laser to prevcnt complications due to pootostationary statcs. A digital oscilloscope 
rceordcdthe signal resulting from tlte laser pulse. This signal was then scnl to a Cumpulcr 
pmvidedb~' AppliwPhotophysic5usedtoanaly>ethedala 
A computer controlled the timing of the laser oscillator. Q-switeh.lamp. shutters and 
lrigger. Kinetic lrace, were oblain~-d by signal averaging ofa number uflraces 10 gel high 
spectral re50lution. The lifetimes of transient ab50rption were averaged at each 
wa"cI~nglh. The awmge decay CUT\'e, were fil 10 a suitable exponential <kcay funclion 
The transient absorplion dala were ploued as t.A versus time using OriginPm 7 5Ofiware,9 
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2.7 Dafa Aoalysis 
2.7.1 Ahsorprion Deconvolution 
Dcc(>nvolution of the ahsorption spectml data may be necessary ifinfmrnation about 
the positioo. height and width ofindividuaJ component hands is required. There are a 
number of methods designed for absorption band drxonvolution. The method employed 
in this ,,"rk to locate the maxima is moment analy_<is, ailowing the band"idth to vary 
unlil a satisfactory fil was found as described below 
Thc proccdurc for dClXlnvolution of electronic absorption spectra can be described 
as follows: 
Creute a table and afigurc for wavcnumhcrvs , absorption data. 
Determine the number of absorption bands that are necessary 10 describe the 
sJX.-.::trum. TholW numbers can eho,",n by the pmgmm using the fir;t and second 
derivutives of the spectrum, dA/,n' and ,fAld • .1. Except for hidden hands. the first 
derivaliveis7.erobutlheseoonddcrivutiveisnegative 
Calculate the hand profile for each contributor by using the first and sc<:ond 
dcrivatiwsof theabsorption.pectrum 
The energies for each oflhe transitions werc fixed and only the handwidths 0 fthc 
individuul Guussiancurycswcrcallowed to vary in the fitling procedure t o achieve an 
adequate fit as shown in Figure 2.9. In some cascs, manual adjustment is required if 
the spectrum has more than four or five strungly ov~rlapped hands 10 make the 
calculatedandexperimental spcctracoiocidc 
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An example of dewnvolution of an absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 2.9 
wavenumber, cm-1 
Figurt 2.9. Decon\"0Iutionspectrumiliustratingthccncrgyof4transitions 
Figure 2.9 illustmtes that the filled and c~pcrimcntaJ spectra arc Sl"en to be in good 
agn:emcntonlhelowcncrgysideoflhespeclral bandcnvciopes.lnsomcothcrcases 
there is increasing uncenainty in Ihe fitsoflhe spectra as thc energy is irn;reased. where 
thc ca1culated residuals stan to exhibit difTerern;es t>et'-'"CCI1 Ilw:experimental andfiucd 
data. As such. a cautious int~"'l'''-"1ation of the fiUing parnmetcrs in the higher energy 
lransitionsis warrantcd 
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2.7.1.1 l\iMlhrmaliu l Funelions for Specl.,d Rands 
Theabso'l'lionspectral band is usually described by the fmjucncycorrcsponding 
10 the abso'l'tion maximum, lhe intensilY or the molar absorptivity at the absorption 
maximum and the band"idth which is usually ddcnnirn..'<.l at half height 
Ahso'l'tion speenll usually have a Gaussian line shap", in which the overall 
absorbaoce,A,ata ,,'avenumberii can bc expresscd in tenns of the Gaussian sum given 
by F..q2_18. 'O 
Where the A , 'aJuc can bc dctcnninoo experimentally, AJ .. .." is the total area under the 
cu ... ·c from the baseline for an individual abso'l'tion band, oJ is the f"""ion of the i'~ 
cornponcntandvjiSlheposition ofthepeak ·s centcr .... is2 .. sigma ... approximatclyO.849 the 




rhe emission spectral tits were based on a single mode Franck-Condon anaJ~si~ of 
the reduced emission spt'<:tm. l}·u lbe emission speel'" Wen: corr~te-d "ith the emission 
abscissa oonvened by the method described by Parker and Rccs.'6 lbe theoretical 
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quantity required is the number of photons emined pcr energy inte ..... 'al. The spectral 
fiuingprogram was generously provided by Juan Pablo Claude and uses prQceduresand 
algori thms described elsewhere.P.II.I' The emission spectra filling provides infnnnation 
on the electron vibration coupling constant or Huang-Rhys factor . ./<) S. quantwn 
spacing. hw. thc zCro--+zero energy gap. Eo, and the full width at half-maximum of the 
individualvibr<.>niecomponems.6vln .Asaresuhofthcfillingprocedurc.thevibrational 
spocing, hw. was fi~ed while the other emission spectral fining parameters (4 S, and 
6vln) were allowed to vary until a minimum was found. "1 
2.7,2, 1 l'hys ica l Model 
The emission speclral filling can be carried out using one-and two-mode spectral 
fits.' J· Il. II.2 ' For the emission speclra that have One accepting vibrational mOOe. the 
emission spectral filling was carried out by using one-mooe spectral filling. The emitll'<l 
lightintcnsily.l(v) allh.,3"""'ge energy v in wavcnumbersrelalive 10 lhe intensity of 
IheO-Olransition.isgivcnby 
where En is lhe energy gap bet",-cen the first Ilibrntional lewlofthegroundandexcited 
states and hw is lhe quanlum spacing for the medium frequency acceptor mod.,. The Eo 
and hw parameters ofthc one·mooe filS are described in Figure 2.10. 'Ihe ful1·",idth al 
half_maximum of the individual vibronie components is 6v'I, is given in em-'. and S is 
thc ek"'lron vib"'tion eoupling constant or Huang- Rhys factor as givcn in Eq2.21.20 
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where M is the reduced mass of the atoms.ll w is the ~ibralional angular fn.'<Iucncy. and 
AI iSlheinlnunolocular"",rgani7.alional energy 
."igure 2.10. Two dimensional encrgy-coordinalc diagram forOn<;l-modcspeclral filling 
illuSlrating the energy gap. Eo. quantum spacing.llw. "",rganizalion energy. A,. and 
nucicardisplaccmcnt.4q 
l1\cobscrved<'TT1issionspeclraoriginatefromlheo\'crlapofdifTcrenllransilionslalcsof 
Ihecxcitoo SlaIC. Figurc 2.11 illu.trnlesall of the emission speclral fining paramelcrs Eo. 
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Energy 
Figure 2.11 . One-mode model of the emission spectra depiction of emission spi.'(;tral 
finingparnmctcrs. 
The bandwidth at half-height (t>ih/~) is ",IaK-d to the contribution~ from the ool\'em 
reorganization cncrgy. (Ao). and low frequency oolute modes treated dassically(hw« 
keT)o It aloo includes inhomogencousband broadening (t>v'h)o' In the classical limit. 
(t>ih/~) is predick-d 10 vary with temperature as shown in Eq 2.nY 
Ao = 1~::~~(22) (2.22) 
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2.7.3 Kinetics 
2.7.3.1 Tim~ R~.ol\"Cd [)~ ta Ana l)"si~ 
Thcanal)·,iscqu3ti(,"slIJldthep",,,edurefordeconvolutionof(/(/))from the laser 
required removal of the t<mpoml convolution distortion ""ntained in the IRF 
measurements. Wher~ the lifetime of the excited stat~ is less than the laser pulse time. the 
a«umption that the Ill5erexdtation may Ix treated as a de lta function is not valid. rhe 
IRF is rccordC<l using las<"fseatlcr which yidd, the time profilcofthe laserpulsc. n..: 
convolutionofthcinstrumcntresponsefunetionisgivcnbyEq2.23. l• 
let) = I; D(s)L(t - .~)ds (2.23) 
where 1(/) is the recorded profi le (fluorescence intensity decay at time I). L(t) is the 
instrument response fUnClion (IRF). and D(s) is lhe delta (0) which models Ihe laser 
exeitation . Forasingle-exponential function.thetimcdependentintensityisgiv~nby 
I(t) = Aexp(- t/T) (2.24) 
,,·here Ti,thedecaytimeandA is the pre-exponential factor. Using equation 2.23 and 
2.24 yields thc following relationship which has oc-en solved incio=l forrn. 
Aexp(- t/T) = i'D(S)L(/ - S)dS (2.25) 
This provid<", a mochanism for removal oflhe lRF from the observed I(t) time profile. 
For more complex dccay data. the muiti-exponcntial dccay. the o pulsc respon sc. isgivcn 
by Eq2.26. ll 
I(t) = t.A;eXp(- t/T;l (2.26) 
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Ar istheamplitlideoftheprocessthat contributO!Stokincticdccayatt; o and Tjislhe 
associated lifetime for Ai 
Tim.( ... ) 
Figure 2. 11. Laso:r pulse (red line).experimentaldccay(black linel. the best numerical fit 
(truccxperimcntal fuoctioncon>,olu ted with lascr pulse) grttn line. 
The most widely USl..'<l method to exlrnct the true t1oorellCCn~ response function 
from the deconvolution methods of analysis is the nonlinear least squares method 
(itCTat;vedcconvol ution). 
2.7.3.2 Tran8ienl Ab~orp lion 
From the thcoretical equatioltS described abovc. the transicnt absorption from the 
(ransmined light intensity passing through the sample as a function of time. I,. can be 
calculated. The transmitted light intensity changes with time and the intensity of the 
incident light 10 isconstanl. By Bcer's law. the absorbance before and after exci tation is 
given by 
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whew AtS and Acs are the absorbance after and before excitation (pwnp pulse) 
respectively. and the transiem absorption at a given wavelength A is given by Eq 2.28.16 
~A or !lOD = -log ::~::~; e2.ZS) 
where I, and 10 are the probe intensity mea.>UTl-d with and without the pump pulse 
respectively_ The optical density change. 600. obtained from nanosecond laser flash 
photolysis can be analySl..-d using the Marq..ardt fitting algorithm producing transient 
lifetimes or rate constants. However. filling of transient decay can invoh'e single-
eX!Xlocntial. dual-ex!Xlncntial fits. and multi-exponential asswnptions. Once the ~OD has 
bcencalculalt-d.thelifdimecanbeextractedbysingle-ex!Xlnentialfitsaccordingto 
, 
~OD = 60Doerp -;,- (2.29) 




Fillingofthc absorption change can bc condUCled by employing a muhi-.expo ncntial 
equatIOn. 
, , , 
!J.OD=Aexp-;,-+Berp - r;+cerp-T; (2.31) 
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2.''''. 1 Introduction 
Kinetic analysis using global analysis software to lit datasets is a powe ffultechnique 
used in ,·cry divcr.;e fields ofsciencc such as kinetic anal)·sisll)J and equilibrium 
systems. l9.JO The data sets of multi"·a,·clength absorption and emission data were 
analyzed by using SPECF1TI32™ (Spectrum Soft,,·arc Associ3tes).ll~1 SPECFITI32Tht is 
based on tile algorithms dcvelopcd byZubcrbiihlcrandcoworkcrsdcserioc-d in references 
)).36. SPECI'ITfJ2Tl>' is a sophisticated. multivariate spectra treatment program for 
modclingand fitting a divcrsity of kinetic systems and equilibrium titration 3D data sets 
that are obtained from multi"·avelength spectrophotometric studies. Typically)O data 
sets consist of simultaneous measurements of absorbance vcrsus wavelength. This 
program handles multi"'llwlcngthand multivariate spectra for equilibrium and kinetic 
systems with singular value deromposition (SVO) and nonlinear regression modeling to 
determine thc stahility constants from spectrophotometric titration data by using the 
u-,venberg- Marquardt method.1' The details and advantagcsofthis program are clearly 
describcdbyWardclul.lI 
The simultaneous calculations of the equilibrium constants ..... ere completed using 
SI'ECI' ITfJ2Tl>' soft"·arc. The 3D data obtained from absorption and emission for a 
multi"'llvclcngth spectrophotometric titration were used with tile known concentration of 
thesarnple under investigation (host) which is maintaioc<l constant and t heconcemration 
of tile ligand such as anions (guest) which varied. A new spectrum was obtained after 
each addition of guest. taking the dilution faclOr imo account. The expcrimcntaltittation 
dala set was imponed into tile SPECFlT132™ program as multiple data $1,.1 files in CSV 
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fonnat.giving the initial coneenlnllion of the host and th<.' volume of the firs tadditionof 
the guest. All titralions had the same volume added for each spectrum. and the 
SPECTFITI)21M program automatically calculated the new concentration of the host. The 
critical stepischoosingtherightmoddbylnowinginadvancethechemicalnatureofthe 
system under in,'cstigation or the modd that can be justified by theeigcnwctor factor 
analysis ofthcdal3 sct automatically perfonned by SPECFITI32™. SPECFlTI32TM uses 
the NC"1on.Raphson method. solving equations numerically to detcnninc the speciation 
equilibria for complcximCiric equilibria. More dClails of the Ne"tun·Raphson mdhod can 
befoundelscwhere.J9 lnthcmodel.variousstatesofinlcractionsbet'H-enthchostandthc 
guest are represcntcd by o\'crall sl3bilityconstants/!n' where n " 1.2. 3 •...• n which are 
specified in tenns of titration stoichiometry. The assumed model has two titratable 
components (M. L) invoh'cd in six dilTcrcnt stoichiometric states. such as bbim (host) 
titrated with tc1rabutylammonium acetate (guest). (see Chapter 4). In this model. then: are 
two free states. Mtloand MoLl and fOUI complexes M,L,. M,Ll. M, Lj. and M,L.. where 
Mrepresentsthefirstspeciesandisdenotedasahost.andListhe~ondspecies..which 
can beconsidcrcd asaguest. For the spectroscopic litralions. all spL'Ciesexcept MoLl an: 
coloured and may contribute to the olr.ier.ed .~pectrum. For the hbim tilrations with 
letrabutylammonium ocetale. the coloured spL'Cies were the four complcxL'S. M,L,. M,Lz• 
MtLj. and M,L.. The equilibrium constants(/!) may also be taken as fixed values 
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2.7.4.2 Singular Value O"""mpo.ition (SVI) 
SVD is a specialized tcchnique for analysis of mult;l"3rialc dala in man)' matrix 
comput.ations and analyses. and also is an imponant factorization ofa rcctangl.llarrea.l or 
complex matrix. Additionally. the SVO exposes the geometric sauclUre of a matrix. an 
importantaspectofmanymatrixealculations.lbcglobalfiltingoftimcdcpendcntdataof 
spectroscopic results is made mOre cffieicnt by SVD . .oo." 
Let Y denote a matrix A. containing spectral data for m wal'clength and 11 timc delays 
afterpootolysis."·hichcanbeexpressedastheprodoctofthrcematriecs. Theequatioo 
fors;ngularl 'alucdccompositionofYisgiwnas 
Y= USyT (2.32) 
when: U and Y both consist of colwnns of onhononnal VCCtors (yT is the transpose of V). 
and S is an rlX 11 diagonal matrix. The factor 5 is the square root of the eigem·a.lut"S. 
which contains the non-negatiw singular valU<."";ofY. The tenn U is called a singular 
vectN, (Uk)' and yT contains the dements of the singular I"CCtOrs.(Yk) ' The nonzero 
clements of 5 are the so-calk-d singular values. 5k > 0 for 1 S k S rand 5[ = 
o for (r + 1) S k S n " ·here. without loss of universality. m 2: n and therefore r S n 
The dctennination of the singular vectors can be obtained by high-to-low soning of 
singular values. One imponantresuhoftheSVDofYisgil"enby 
In order to ealculat<, the SVD. it is ne<:enary to ea!culale VT andSby yTy as foil o",'s: 
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yTy = VS2yT (2.3 4) 
andlhcn follow by calculating U asgivcn below 
u = YYS-1 (2.35) 
There are sewral more methods for calculating the SVD thatMve as good an accuracy 
andspced and " 'hich can be found in Ihc litcralUTC on the mathematics and computation 
2.7.4.3 No nlinur FittingorMulti_ • .-a,·dcngth Ilata_ 
Non-linear least squares fitling is a maihCJtlll.tical optimization technique. This 
tl-.;:hnique isan integral pan of ihc analysis whichancmpts to find a best fit to a sct of 
data by attempting to minimize the sum of the squares of the dilTerenccs between the 
fiucdfunclionandthcdala"-hicilarecallcdrcsiduals.Therdoreihcgoaiofanoniinear 
lcasl squares fit is to find Ihe pararnelcrs of an expression Ihat yield the best fit bet " 'een 
data p.1irs (X_ Y) and the ~alue of the expression for each value ofX. The Levenberg-
Marquardlalgoritilm is an iterative proccdurc thaI providcs a numerical solution I o oon-
lincar least squares fitting 
Multidimensional nonlinear leasl-squares filling requires Ih" minimization oflhe 
squan-d residuals R' which are given by IIIe diITcrcnces between CA' and a redw:cd 
malrix(Y') 
R'=CA'-Y' (2.36) 
A'isalincarleasl squaresestimatewhich isgi"enbY 
A' =C+Y' (2.37) 
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whereC· is the pseudo-inverse ofC,andC is the matrix oflheconcentration. 
Non-li""ar kast squares filling parameters are d~"\ermined using an iterative process 
hy using a fitting algori thm to minimi7.e the difTcrern;e betw~"en the square of measured 
and calculated values (Ym,a.' Yea/d. which is the sum of the squares of all components of 
R,as given by 
ssq= ~~ Rfi (2.38) 
wheressq is the quality of the lit 3S gi\"Cn by the sum of squares. and Ristheresid ual 
matrix. Filling the non-linear parameters gives a measurcofthe stabilitye onstantsoftlle 
system under invcstigation that defillC the matrix of concentration prolilc sCwhichis 
givcnby 
ssq == ~ ~ Ril == C (2.39) 
In spectrophotometric studies, tile relationship between the concentrations and the 
measurements Can be d~""SCribed au:ording to Beers law using the following equation 
Y""' .... == Yca/c+R (2.40) 
Non-lir>ear leasl squarcs lining paramcters are a function of nonlinear parameters ofK. 
Tne parameter K represents the equilibrium constants in the case of C<:]uilibrium systCl1ls 





J =&p (2.42) 
rhcshift,·cctortJ.parisgivcnby 
tJ.par=-rR (2.43) 
whcreristhcpscudoinvcrscthatcanbccalculat .. '<lby 
2.7.4.4 .:rrnrAnalp is 
l"he NC\\1on-Gaussalgorithm allows a straightforward cvaluationofthe errors in the 
non-linear parametcrs." The inverse ofthc Hessian matrix contains infonnation about the 
standurd errOrS and is given by 
u-' = U'J)-l (2.45) 
The standard error 0; of the fitting paramctcrscan bc obtaincd by thcequation 
... here dr.r is the ,.JIo diagonal d"""""lofthe inverted Hessian matrix H - l. and OR is the 
standarddeviationofthemeasurementerrorinY",.a • 
... ·herc df spccilics the degrees of frc~'<lom. which is equa l 10 df = m - np. where II! 
rcprcs\'""I1ts the numb...,. of experimental values. and np is the number of optimised 
parametcrs. More dctails ofthc software and the rclated non-linear algorilhms can be 
found in the liler-dlure." In summary. global analysis has a unique power 10 provide a 
me.::hanism to analyzc data and dctermine Ihe rate constant and stability constant sina 
more powerfu l manner than othcr fitting methods. Global fitting includes a large number 
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of data pointS8lld besides fitting the global analysis has the ability to s imulateproduct 
formation as a function oftimc. 
OFT and TO-OFT theoretical calculations were perfonned by Shaheen Fatima.. and 
Dr. Csaba Szakaes. The author thank.s Shaheen Fatima. Prof. Erika Merschrod. 8Ild Dr 
Csaba Szakacs for help in assigning thc bbim and J-AC bas...-d tr .... nsitions. The MJ>216-
J lG(d) bill;is "", was u""d for subsequent single point calculations. OFT and HF geometry 
optimizations and electronic structure calculations provid~-d qualitatiw information about 
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. Time dependent density functional theory (TOOFT) 
calculationswcrepcrfonncdonthcgasphascoplimiz<--dgcometryoftheground state (5.J) 
hyusingthe B3LYP funct;onal and 6-31-G(d) basis sct. Thcthcorctieal ealculationsare 
inciudedforCQmpletcness 
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Chapter 3 
Excited Electronic State Intramolecular Proton 
Transfer in 2,5-Bis(benzimidazoyl)- t ,4-
dihydroxybenzene (bbim) 
Chapter) 
The main principles of p«,II0n transfer in the gmund and excikd electronic states an: 
described below. The coverage of the literature is limited only to seleck-d systems that 
illustrate the imponant features of pm ton transfer in ground and excited states. 
3. 1. 1 Ground Stlile Prolon TnllD.frr(GSPT) 
l'rQton tl1lnsfer (PD oc"\ween mok"<:uk"s in the ground state has a rich and divcrse 
literature. Scheme 3.1. t Mechanistic details in aqueous media are in many respects well 
documented. For eX3I11plc. the free cnergil'S of proton transf~.,. (usually quok-d as pK,,) 
arelmo""n for a massivc array ofmolecules.1 The dyn3I11ics of proton transfer are OOtU 
well documented. For instance. the equilibrium for H,O .... H· + OH - has pl('. = 
14 and pK ... = 15.7 using the concentrntion dC'l/,:ription. (K,., = IH;~~:~ - )) with 
", = 1 X lO,os - 'and "r = 5 X IO- l ~r's- '.' in aql1<. .... us media. If the ",action is 
studied in oon-aqucolls media. then pH, pK~, etc are 00 longer meaningful and an: poor 
indicators of acidity based On H,O as a proton acceptor. Ilowever. the prQblem may be 
undl'T1>tood within the confines of proton dooor-acceptor internctions. i.e. Uronstedllcid-
basctheoryorLe,,·iseicctronpairoooor/acccptorintcractions. 
Marcus]"l und~'T1>tood that there was an intimate conne<:tion betw"",n thermally 
3Ctivated clL..:trun and pmtontrnnsferprocesws. The theoretical expressions for proton 
tT"Jnsferfrom donor 10 acceptors may be understood by using ooncepts such as driv ing 
force (<1Ga) and n. ..... rgani7J1tion energies. l'orexcitcd states. the kinetics ofPT can be 
rapid. with the key miCrQs<;opic elements in understanding PT being the quantum nature 
of nuclear motion and the eicetTOStatic coupling with slIrrounding SQlvent mok..:ules. In 
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thiskinetielimit,thebarrierforPTisdietatedbysolvemrearrangementand tunneling 
3. 1.2 t:xdtcd State I'roton Tra nJrcr(t:SPT) 
Absorptionofa photon of light by a molecule results in the fomlationofaF ranck-
Condon excited statewherc cleetrondcnsity has been redislributed fonningan electronic 
~tructure apprupriat~ to the higher en<,rgy excited state, The newly fonned excited state 
possesseslhenuclearandsolwntco-ordinatcsoflhegroundstateandthcclectronic 
configuration of the cxcited state (Franck-Condon state). This is a conscquclll:e of 
electron motion being much faster than nuclear mOlion. With time (10- ts ... 10- 12 s). 
changcs in thc clectronic and nuclcarconfiguralion ofthc molecule will occur. alo ngwith 
longer lime scale solvent dynamics (10- t> ... 10-9 s). dissipating cnergy as light 
(emission) and heat (non-radiative). The mechanisms for excited state dc-.:ay may be 
broadly "'parated into two categories: rddiative decay (Il,) wilh <,mission of light and 
non-radim;vc rclaxation (knr ) with thc exeess energy from pholoncaplure bcingrelcased 
to the sol...,nt as heat. For mok-cuk-s with an ionizable proton. another pathway for oon-
radiative relaxation is introduced which involves proton transfer to an appropriate 
occeptor as illustrated in Scheme 3. 1. The excited state pK~ is defined as the ratio of 
k;/Il:' with k; the rate constant for H' transfer from dooor{O) to acceptor (A). and k:, 
the rate constant for the proton transfer from HA' toD- ' 
Proton transfer from an excited molccule to an acceptor is called Excited Slate 
Proton Tmru;fer (ESI'D. Chemical compounds femuring intramok-cular hydrogen 
bonding wi thin a molecule result in Excited State Intramolecular Proton Transfer 
(ESIPD. ESIPT occurs in molecules when the acidic hydrogen and the basic electron pair 
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of the mole<:ules are spatially very closc togcthcr, Scheme 3.1 
D I ~····A k~ \i" ····11; K" . Ji... 
h+, " holo " 
, 
DH·····A =0 ····11,\ K K ..!.-, 
'. 
Schcmc .1. 1.f3imolecularprotontransferme<:hanism. 
3.1.3 Exciti'd State Intntmol..-cular Proton Tntnsfer (FSIPT) 
ES1PT reactions have received a lot of attention and have been imcnsivcly 
investigak-d for ",veral decades ... 21 ESIPT occurs in mole<:uies with the ground and 
excited states having two difkrcot structurcs. 11lc reln'ant dynamics in this work io>·olve 
hothprolontr"dIlsfer(PTjandformationofanexcitcdstatctautomer. fhis class of ESlP"1 
reaction, i, chamclerized hy the lr"dIlsfer ofa proton across a If-bonded molecular 
fragment which initiatcsthe formation ofa taUiomer in an ciectronic excited state. The 
keto-cnol tautomcr isomcration is one subclass of possible ESPTand ESIPT excited state 
proton transfer reactions and is the focus of the investigations described hel ow 
In the ground state, proton transfcr (1'1) to initiate a kcto·enol tautemli7.l1tion is 
endergonicwi thpositivcGibbsfreeencrgychangeandthcenol isomcr is the dominating 
form. Thcenol form isstabilizcdby intramo l ~ularhydrogco bonding and in order to 
induce isomeri7.ation. thermal energy is required in the adiabatic limit and photonie 
encrgy in thcnon·adiabmic limit. Upon photoexcitation.aproton transfer reaction takes 
place on an ultrafast timescalc 1eading to rearrangcmcnt of the excited enol fonntogivc 
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theexcited"ketofonn"t81llomeT.n 
Figure 3. 1. Structures of the tautomeric isomers of bbim. 
n..,excited statc keto isomer rcwrts to the groWKl stale by relcase of energy 
either by radiative or oon·radiative relMation mechanisms yielding the keto tautomcr 
with a ground state electronic conligumtion. Reverse prolon transfer then results in 
refonnation ofthe enol isomer as iliustTated in Figure 3.2 
Reaction coordinate 
Figure 3.2. Potential energy diagram for the ESIPTmechanism. lJ 
Increasing acidity and basicity of acid and basc groups in a molecule follo,,;ng 
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electronic excitation is thc driving force for increasing Ihe I1lte ofinllllfll olecularprolOn 
trnru;fer in the excited state. '4.2l TheS<!different species in the ground and exci ted states in 
the ESIPT sequence result in a large Stokes' shift between the ground state enol 
abSOrp1ionandlheexciledstatetautomeremissionwhichaccruefmmthelargestructurnl 
changes. Bascd on these properti{>s, molecules that undcrgo ESIPThave bcen utilized in 
dc\'ice applications such as the proton-transfer laser . .!<; in fluorescence m icropalleming.l1 
inchemoscnsors . .II in photostabilizers.1'I in electroJumincscent organic laserdi odes.,JO and 
inDNAcomplexingageolS.J1 
In molecularasscmblies that posscss both an acidic and a basic group in c10se 
proximity. an intramolecular hydrogen-bond is usually ohscr.·ed. Following light 
excitation. an intramolecular prolon transf~.,- betw~ the acidic and basic sites in the 
molecule may occur. 
For high polarity solvenls. able to fonn a hydrogen-bond or othcr solvent-spc cific 
interactions with a solute mok...:ule. ESPT is a bimok...:uJar process with the salven! acling 
asaprotonacceptor. J1.lJ 11lerearesevel1llstudieswhereimennolecularprolontral1sferto 
solvent. or an addt..J base. competes with intrnmolecularproton transfer.J..I These studies 
",;lIbcdiscu,sedinChapter4 
rhediscussion outlined above has focused on the general features of ground and 
excited state proton tran,fcr reactions. Detai led investigations into struc turercactivity 
rdationships in ESIPT reactions have revealed several factors Ihat dictate thc dynamics 
involved in ESPTand ES[PTrellCtions. The re1evant literaturc is outlined bclow. 
8) 
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ProlOn transfcr reactions have b<" .. ,nexlensivcly investigated aoo the lilera ture 
published in Ihis area is vas\. Structures of im-cstigak-d mok<.:ulcs rclevant to Ihis 
dissertation are shown in Figure 3.3 and the corresponding ~ound and excited Slate 




T. bleJ. 1. Photophysical propenies oiala from lhis lhesis (bbim) aoo from literal ureexllIllples 
,1.Ab. E., '.- ,1. ... . E .... pK, N pK,' pKlln) pK; 
Quantity Solvent (nm) (em - ') M- '('m- ' (nm) em-' < •• 
bbim DMSO 318 31441 3.9x 1ft 
3" 29940 S.h 10' 23420 0.021 
385 25914 3.5x1O' 550 18182 0.091 7A 
404 3.8x1O' 
HPP ' 6.6xlo-l 500 20000 7.8 10.2 7.1 
HdihBQ' 6.6xlo-l 605 16530 <0.001 0.01 83 > 12·13 
HBQ ' 6.6 x 10-1 15813 0.00570.35 37 7.0 14.2 
IWO ~ 1.6xIO' 3" 28986 0.0035 1.55 2.0 9.9.5 
IWT ~ 6.Jx10-I 360 21118 0.010 0.69 2.7 6.6 88 0,54 
K ' 28000 "8 21400 0.11 0.96 
TPBI ~ MoeN 1.69 x 10' 480 20833 0.49 6.04 
1.74 x 10' 
HBI ' 8,83 
1.62,,10' 356 
316 31646 1.35 x 10' 413 21142 0.1355 
l2S 30770 
\i, GroWJd and exciled Slate pK "alues ofprolonalion (PK,) . 'O) Ground and exciled SIaIC pK "alues of dcprotonation (PKl ) 
• Reference 65. ~ Reference 66. ' Reference 42. d Reference 8 and' Reference 1. 
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3.1.4.II' ionccringStudics 
Over 50 years ago. WcllerJl•J1 first sugge,ted the occurrence of the ESIPT 
r~action in methyl sa licylate (MS). The author noticed dual fluorescence with an 
unusually large Slokes,hift in the fluorescence enlission spc<:lrum ofMS whilclhc 
mClhylclhcrdcri\"ati"eexhihitedonl~'onefluorescenceemi5Sionpeakwith the cxpc<:tcd 
mirror-iJrulgc relationship between the absorption and flun",,,,ence spectra. The author 
proposcd that. on excitation. the ES[PT reacti"n occurred in the enol form bctwecnthe 
"xygen in thecaroonyl group and hydrogen of the OH group to give the keto form as 
shown in Figure 3.4 and that the fluorcsc"nce emission observed was fro matautOnlerie 
species (keto formJ as shown in Figure 3.4. 
Figure 3.4. Potential cncrg~' diagram f", the ESII'T nle<.:hanism of methyl salicylate 
One of the applications of ES[PT was nmed by Acuna (II 111.1"; the authors reported 
that o-hydroxybenzamidc (salicylamide) was effective as a laser dye. in which excitation 
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of the salicylamide photOUiUlomer geRel1lled by ESIf>T produced intense stimulated 
emission a\ 439 nm. The exei\l-d photoUiulomer of salicylamide gencl1lted by ESIPT 
shows strong fluorescence with emission quantum yield (41~ .. ) - 0.27. 
"""yl""'M ""'Vo.. 
'&!-'&' 
"v )01 nm 'J~ ... So ., .... / 
ri gu~3.5. Pr<.>po$<.-dphotochemicalme<:hanism.16 
Theehemieal structures of compounds conUlining intramole<:ularhydrogcn bonds 
between a phenolic group and a hctcroatom group such as oxygen, nitrogen or sulphur 
haw been extensively studied primarily as a result oftlleir use as pootostabilizcrs in 
polymers. The role ofa photoslabilizcr is (0 intercept a photon which undergoes rapid 
relaxation tllercbyexlendinglhe lifetime ofa polymer and stabilizin glhe materials from 
photodegradution oflhe matrix. lncorpol1ltion of stabiliZt..7S into plastic prevenls the 
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formation Qf radicals and other direct pootQr~actions of the matrix. For example. 2-{2'-
hydoxyphenyl)benwxazole (structure Hila SOO"'1I below). has been studied by several 
authors.3' ''l woo observc<l a strong tautomer emission with absent or very weak emission 
for the normal species 
Sch~m~ 3.2. Chemical structure of2-(2 '-hydoxyphcn)"l)bcruoxazole (HBO) molecule 
Initially hoh el al.#J ()bS<'",~-d one fluorcs.ccnce emission peak in the HBO emission 
spectrum which they assigned to the phot01automer. but this assignment was latcr 
disputc<l by Mordzinski el al.<lJ who rea ... ~igned this species a~ a triplet state. Mordtinski 
assumed lhat ESIPToceurs from theexeited enol form to produce the excited keto fo rm 
which was deactivated by inlersystem crossing yielding a triplet slate. The y found the rise 
time of this statc to be about 200 ps at room temperature and about 10 ps below 160 K. 
rhese pionecringexpcrimcnts arc interestingduc to the laser power dependence of the 
excitation. At high laser fl ucnce. the kinet ics become 2"" order. consistent with a 
bimolecular triplet-triplet annihilation process. The paper also contains a wealth of 
lcmperaturcdcpendcntlransicnlabsorpliondata. Howe>"Cr, the o!>s<-r ... ed beha ... iouroflhc 
excited chromopoorcs points to a complex excited state manifold whose dynamics arc not 
clearlyundcrslood 
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3. 1.4.2 Soln ntEITects on Intu llnd Int ramolecular Proton Tran~ fer 
Abou-Zicd e/ ll/ '" ha,'e studi~-d the ground statc ~'quilibrium, excited stalC 
dynamics and solvcn! dcpendent dynamics of HDD. These authors proposed that HDO 
exists in equilibrium between the syn- and anti-rotational isomers as sho"n in Scheme 
J.J. Abou-Zied ellll, conciude !hat the phenyl hydroxyl proton may interact ,,;th solvcn! 
fomling eithcr an intcnnolecular hydrogen bond or an intramolecular hydrogen bond 
bet,,'Ccn the bcnzoazole nitrogen and the ph~nyl hydroxyl proton. The intcnnolecular 
hydrogen bond (soh'ated fonn) possesses a longer lifetime in highly polar sol\'cnlS like 
DMSO. In the case of the intrnmok'cular hydrogen bond lifctime of the tautolncr spceies. 
this is dramatically longcr in a solwntoflow polarity such as hexane n:lativ etopolar 
solvcnts such as McOH and DMSO. 
"'t~.u:d .yn·.,..,t 
Scheme 3.3. Proposed photochemical mechanism describing excitation. proton transfer 
andESIPT inHDO .... 
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Robcrtse/Q/." have studicd lhe llBl molecule in variousSQlvents that facililatc thc 
fOmlalion of an imermolecularhydrogen bond which weakens thc intramolecular proton 
lransfer as ill\l5trated in Figure 3.6 
o:--b , 
"igull' 3.6. Ground and excited-Slate PT rea<:tions of HBI in various biruuy SQlvents.19 
Recently. lijima el u{.'l proposed a new family of ESII'T molecules. 2-{2'· 
hydroxynaphthyl)bcnWLolcs (1-3) shown in Scheme 3.4. These molecules revealed dual 
emission at 405 and 500 nm due to the keto-tautomer and an excitl-d rotamcr for 
eompoundsnumbcr 1 and 3; in eontrasl compound 2 exhibits one emission peak at 468 
nm due to the kelo tautomcr form. Comparing compounds 1.2 and 3 wilh 11130. il is seen 
that 1. 2 and 3 contain the naphthalene moiety which leads to an extension of the 
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aromatic ring strocture. The naphthaleoc ring should dccrease the energy gap bctw ccnthe 
ground and exeilL-d statL"S for the keto-mutomerwhieh should caur;e 8 n.-d shift inbothlhe 
absorptionandlluoresceoccbarxls.butcmillcdnuorescencefrornlheexcitcdkcto-
tautomer was observed al shorter wavelenglhs Ihan for the ImOcompound. The aUlhors 
conclude thaI the introd""tionoflhe naphlhalene moiety in place of the phenol moiety 
increases the energy gap bo.'Iween the ground and cxcit~-d states for the kcto-taulomcr. 
The aUlhorscould nOI give s plausible mcchanism for thesc effects. 
SchcmeJ.4. Chemical struclurcsof I. 2 and 3 molcculcs.·' 
3.1.4.3 II'hoton-21'r<:llonTransfer:S ingJe "s l)oublcProlonTrander 
Various experimenls "'ere perfonned by Anna Grabowska and hl"T co-
won.crs,O·" ·" .2OUl.- to study the nalUreofthe single and double proton transfer i nthe 
excited state. Doublederivaliwsofbcnzoxazole.bis-2.5-(2-bcnloxamlyl)hydroquinone 
(2.5-B(lHQ) and bis-3-6-(2-bcnroxazolyl)pyrocalochol (3.6-BBPC) were reported as 
dually fluorescent systems. The 2.5-BBHQ undergoes an excited Slate single proton 
transfer (SPD prod""ing the k.'IO tautomcr and might also produce 7.w;l1crionic or 
bimdical strocturcs. In cont""'l. 3.6-(lBPC was reported to undergo an excited stale 
double proton transfer reaction producinglhc di];:etolautomcr. Figurc 3.7. 
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CC PT N ~H- .. ~I" .. .. o ~ 
0-H 
2.5-BBHQ Single proton transfer (Spn 
double proton transfCT(Dpn 
~'igure 3.7. Single aod double excited state proton transfer in 2.5-BBHQ and J.6-BBPC 
respectively. 
I'iwserond tfllnsient absorption difference Spectfll of 2.5-BBHQ aod J.6-BBPC 
were reponed ...... hieh gave a negative absorption ora prompt bleach at 645 nm and 
revealed a positive absorption peak at 560 nm for 2.5-BBHQ. [n the J.6-BBPC system a 
prompt bleach at 550 nm. a prompt absorption peak at 490 run. and a broad absorption 
pea};: at 600-770nm , .... crcobSCf\·ed. ThcscrcsuhswcreassignNlasdueeithertoasingle 
or a double proton lransfer as sho"n above in FigureJ.7. 
Weill el al,'9 ha"c suggested that 2.5-BBHQ undergoes double proton trnnsf~.,. at 
the tWO ESIPT reactive sites instead of single proton transfer. The authors said this 
argument was conlinncd by scmiempirical quantum ch"mical calculations. For more 
92 
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G'-dOOWSIrn fl al. '0.11 have discussed the wmputalional methods used to study the 
proton transfer processes in the first excited singlet state ofooth 2.5-BBHQ and 3.6-
BBPe. The computational study demonstnlted that 2.5-BAIlQ and 3.6-BBPC exhibit 
only single proton transfer in the excited state ineachcase,i)ec3use thedi-ketolautomer 
has Ona rclative basis a much higher excited statecncrgy. 
3.1.4.4 TheortliuICalculalion.andln.-e' l igalion. 
Photoinduced intramolecular charge lran.fer (lCT) and ESII'T in HBO were 
investigated theoretically by Sun fl al. )() The authors found that HIlO is a planar 
mohx:ulcduc toastrongintramok-cularh)·drogenOOnd. Upon excitation intramolccular 
proton transfer takes place and causes a change in the HOMO and LUMO energies and 
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2·(2'·hydmxyphenyl)benlimidazole(IIBJ) has been inwstigatcd in the ground and 
excitcdSUIte bys<:vend authors."·!'< Mosqucl1leral.M have suggested that Hili exhibits 
grouoosUltctautomcrice<juilibriabetwccnthecrK)1 form and the kcto form in aqueous 
solution. 1lIe autoorsha,'e studied the acid·basc conformational equilihriaof HBI inlhe 
ground SUite in aqueous solution as shown in Scheme 3.5 
~ (X;:Q,·"" c6--S -lf / 1. \ 
I. 0<."'" CC>-n-r. r 
" 
Sl:hemeJ.S.Acid.basegroundstaleconformalionale<juilibriaofHBI.-'" 
J . 1.5 Bbim Studi ... in th i5 Chapter 
In this work. investigations have been conducted into the structural dynamics of 
bbim using a combination of 'I r NMR spe-ctroscopy and theoretical calculations. We also 
..,porllh~ study of the EsrPT and CT behaviorofbbim in DMSOand THF solvents. 
Abs<.>rption maxima. extinction coefficients. emission spectra. quantwn yields and 
emission lifetimes for bbim ha"e I:>een tabulat~-d tog~>(hcr with comparative litcllIlUlC data 
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The 25-Bis(bcnzimidazoyl)-IA-dihydroxybcnzenc (bbim) molecule has been 




3_2. 1 Ground St ft te Propl'rlies 
Characterization of the solution structure using NMR spectroscopy is presented 
prior to discussing the excited dectronic sUlte propenies. The crystal stTUCture ofbbim" 
shows a planar structure at room temperature ascribed to intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding which plays an important role in sUlbilizing the planarstTUCture. 
Figure 3.9. (Top) Front and (Bonom) side·"iew ORTEP representation of 25-bis(2· 
Bcnzimidazolyl)hydroquinonc{bbim) {50"/o probability cllipsoids). Groy - carbon.light 




The th~'()reticaJ and ~xperimentallR spectra ofbbim, ,hown in Figure 3,10, ,how 
vel)' imctlSCbands3t3020cm·1 and 3300 cm·1 respectivdy,a,signed as thc asymmetric 
R·OII stretch. The intcltSity of the OH stre tch provides th~ evidence for a hydrogen 
bonding interaction \.\1(h thc imidawlc nitrogen which is the dominant II bonded motif at 
roomtemperature,Figure3,lO,~l' 
,A, 
1SOO 2000 2SOO 3000 
Wav.numlMr,cm·1 
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llte ground stale structu", ofbbim Dt 298 K in DMSQ-d. $(llution was probo....:l using 
'II NMR specU'QSWpy. Assignment of tlie 'H R,."$(>IJ.1JlCeS and ~oupling «>nSlants IU'C 
outlirl<...:linFigurc3.11 
Figul"i' 3. 11 . llte 'H-NMR spectrum of bbim_ inscr1 chemical struct"'" of bbim. l1Ic 
peaks were assigned as: 'H NMR: {j ppm 7.32-7.20 (H, and H". m). 7.63 (H,. d. 3J - 6 
Hz). 7.75 (Bb.d. 3J - 6 ~I z). 7.79(~1 .. s). 12.70(NH. s). 13.31 (Olt 5). 
3.2.2 Ttmperaturel~pendfnt ' 11"'MIt 
The 'H NMR s[X!\:tra temperature dependence for bbim in DMSO-dj $(llntion 
was investigated from room tempel1lture to 365 K. lltese e:<perimcnts demonstl1lte that 
the rotation between the bisbenzimida7.o1c and hydroquinone bond axis irocreases ",ith 
temperature. As the temperature was increased abo"e approximately 328 K for bbim. the 
signals at 7.32-7.20. 7.63, and 7.75 ppm bo.."Cam<." increasingly broader and band 
intensities were allcnuated , Similar behaviour was obser .... ed for the NH and OH bands 
which shift toward TMS. Ilo"-""c,. cooling the sample back to r(>(>m temperat"", 
restored lhe original peaks as shown in Fig"",3. 12. 
97 
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• "igll re 3.12. IH NMR ICmJl"'ralurcd"Jl"'nden<;~ ofbbim in DMSO-<i, solulion. 
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The values of the chemical shifts for the hydroxyl prolOn of bbim DMSO-d~ as a 
function of the temperature are given in Table 3.2. The cOl'T'esponding plot of the 
observed chemical shift changes Ali for OH and NH against T gaw a linear tit ( ~' igure. 
3.13) 
Tablt 3.2. 11-1 NMR shifts as a fWlClion of lemperature(±2 K) in DMSO-d. 
"Tempreature (K) II. Hb I~, H. I~, OH 
289 7.789 7.626 13.303 12.701 
308 7.745 13.257 12.667 
7.785 7.621 7.318 7.318 13.207 
7.317 13.164 12.589 
33' 7.738 13.109 12.550 
'" 
1.777 7.617 7.315 7.3 15 7.734 
358 13.025 12.491 
7.307 7.307 7.718 12.956 12.416 
(a) The thermal ~"quilibration lime required between experiments was 5-10 mins bast.-d 
on the slabil ity of the temperature rcading. 
(b) SOO MI-Iz Bruker peaks are rcf~'Tenced rdali"e to the I)MSO-d6 signal at 2.500 ppm. 
This peak arises since the isotopic enrichment of deuterium in the DMSO is slightly 




FigureJ.U. Temperature dependence oflhe II{ NMR shifts assigned 10 the OH and NH 
groupsofbbiminDMSOSQlution 
Table 3.2 shows that the chemical shifts of the hydroxyl proton shift wilh 
increasing temperature 10 higher field values. Figure 3.13 shows an inversc dependence 
of Ihe chemical shifts on the temperature for bbim in OMS()"d6 SQlution. leading to a 
nearly linearpiol wilh a slopc of-O.0044 pprru"'C with an increase in Icml"'r:lture (298 -
368 K). Thcchemical shift ofthc hydroxyl proton to higher field isanribulcd to both an 
increase in the cxchange kinetics and an inercasc in conformational dcgreesoffre edom 
wilh increasing temperature. The small value of the slope (do/dT) meanS that bbim is 
associated wilh different compounds in equilibrium and that the equilibrium lies 10 the 
left side (etlOl-form) as shown in Schcmc3.6 
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& heme 3.6. Ground state intramolecular hydrogen bond equilibrium in bbim 
Tne rates of the dynamic chemical exchange processes (kcl of intramoit'Cular 
proton IrdJISfcr along the strong inlernal hydrogen bond of the hydroquinone 01-1 and 
benzimidazole subunits were eslimated from the IcmpernlUre dependence of '11 NMK 
spcctra as sho"'ll in Figurc 3.13. Lifdimesofthecomribulingspccies(tcl.andt he Gibbs 
free energies (lICf l althe coab;cence lemperBlure (Tel are giwn in Table 3.3 
T~ble JJ. l1Iermodynamic parnmetcrs of dynamic exchange of the proton on the phenol 
moielylo thearninconthcbenzimidazoieforbbimat diffcrcnttemperaturcs. 
TempemlUre kG t/ 
,-' 
298 101 
318 10.7S 23.8842 
328 17.2638.3426 
35.Q2 77.4913 
368 30.2867.26 IS 
~ Thc mte constants (kcl were calculated al the C(>alescence lcmpemture using Eq 3.1" 
Lifctimes .... 'Crecalculaledat lhccoolcscencc lempemlurc(T,) using Eq 3.2. Es timationof 
lheoctivationenergybarricr (lICI) at the coalescence lcmperatur<, was made using Eq 




.IT!") •• ", tIT .... . . ", 
Figu~ 3.14. Len: an Arrhenius piOI. the slope (-J5HO Kj of which gives the Arrhenius 
acth·ationcncrgy Ea. Right: an Eyring plot. the slope (-3254 Kjand inlen;ept(7.62jof 
whichgi\"ethcacti,·alionenthaJpyflH'andactiv3tioncntropyflS'respecti\"ely 
"', kC"'""J2 (3.1) 
wh .. rc dv is th~ halflinewidth ofthc resonance frequency of the O~l NMR peak in Hz 
1 
tc"'k,." (3.2) 
flGI : 19. 143T« 1O.31S- to9t) (3.3) 
whcre T, is the coalescence temperature (T, - 358 Kj. Thc free energy of activation was 
dctennincd byan Hyringplol. 
ConformationaIAnal)"sj~ 
AM I and Hartree-Fock (111') calculations for geometry optimi7,.ations and single_ 
point energy (HOMO-LUMO gap) calculations were perfonned with Gaussian 03. Semi-
empirical calculations for interpretalion and graphical repreS<"Iltalion wcre carried oul 
using Yet anolher Extended Hucke! Molecular Orbital Package (YaEHMOp).!1 "These 
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calculalion lesled a rolalion aboullhe dihedral angle bclwccn 0 and N (Figure 3.15), 
showing an 1[.1:"lnding bridge mainlained even pasl angles of 30". Howe,·cr, 
dcprotonation of bbim docs 001 significanlly change the charnel"r of the HOMO and 
LUMO energies follo,,·ing removal of one or more protons in any sequence. The 
calculations show there is no significant change in lhe HOMO-LUMO gap or in the 10la1 
"nergy with lhe lransferoflhe hydrogen bonded prolon from 010 N 
• N J-i .c 0 • • 
0 ••• • ,...--..... . • ••• • 
• • •• • • 
. ~ ....•. ~ .. ~ .. 
FigurtJ .1 5. ldealiledSlructu",oftheisomcric(enol_form)ofbbimmoleculeindicaling 
bonds about which rolalion can occur. 
The isomer (cnol-form) and lautomer (keto-form) stNClUres for bbim "·ere 
Oplimi7-cd by using densily funclional lheory (DFf) using lhe MP2I6-J1G(d) basis SCt 
Willi used for subsequcnl single point calculations. The LUMO shows significanl /(-
bonding character across the C-C bridge belwccn fragments. suggcstingtaulomerizalion 
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Figu...,J.16. The struclurcofthc ItOMOand LUMOorbimls for the enol fonn. which is 
responsible for the isomer and t3ulomer energy tr:msilion in the emission spectrum of 
bbim . 
• "igure 3.1 7. Calculated OFT structures of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the bbim 
ketolau!Om~.,.struclure 
3.2.-1 AbsorptionSpO:ClrosC<JIIY 
The UV-Visabsorption spectraofbbim in DMSO. DMF and THF solutions are 
illustrated in Fil;urc 3.19. The UV.Vis 5p1--.;1111 an: dominated by strong absorption bands 
'em") and 318 om (£.:39000 I>r'cm"') rcspecli\'cly.l1H: overall band cn\'elopcs arc 
relatively inscnsit;vc\o the nature ofthc solvents used. The limited solubililyofbbirn 
, .. 
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precluded a more detailed solvent study. Spectroscopic data forbbim is summarized in 
TableJA. 
A more ddaik-d analysis of the UY-Yis s~rum of bbim by deconvolution of 
underlying transitions was undertaken. "The UY-Yis spectral <'nvelopc"S " .... e 
deconvoluted using the procedure outlincs in Chapter 2. scction 2.5.1. 
;; / 0-. ~  
i . /' , . 
. ~
~~t+-+-II-+~--j 
~' igul"(' l.IS. Absorption spectra showing the rcsuhs of Gaussian d~"ConvoIUlion 
cakulutions for bbim in DMSO solulion al 298 (± 2) K under I atm Nl 
The spectral envelope of bbim consists of 6 trnnsi tions as d~-duced from lhe 
deconvolulion proc~-dure. h is apparent that the complexilY of the UY-Yis speclrum 
ariscsfromascriesofo,·erlappinglransitionsandlheirvibroniccomponcnts. The key 
trnnsitionsal 24750cm· 1 and 25975cm·1 arcassignedIOIr-Ir'lransilionslocali7)"-don 
lhe beTl2oimida:r.aolc fragments ofbbim. The transitions al 29940 cm· t and 31445 em·1 
are due 10 the IA-dihydroxybeTl2yl bridge (H1Q). and hi(::her cn~.,.gy trnnsitions are 
'" 
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villronicprogre,sionsaS>ocia(ed wi(h the symmctric ring breathing mode of the bridging 
H2Q wi th v = 0 --> v' = 0 at J I8 nm; V = 0 --> v' = 1 at JJ4 nm and v = 0 .... v' = Z at 
385 nm respcctivciy. 
The bcn:loimida:wle and H1Q bridge are rdativdy uncoupled dectronica ll y (weak 
coupling limit); the inten,ity of the IhQ progressions are directly due to the dominant 
planarconfonnation as a result ofH-bonding. 
('~ bbiminTHF 
(b~ bblminDMF 
Wave length , nm 
Figul"t 3. 19. Absorption spectra of bbilll in (a) TI-II': (b) OMF and (e) OMSO solvents 
under I atmN1298(:l:Z)K 
3.2.5 EuitedStat..,.Propntic. 
3.2.5.1 I'hot<xhcmistry 
Air saturated OMSO solutioru ofbbim arC extremely photosensitive as evidenced 
by the changes in the lJV _Vi s spectrom of bbim shown in Figure 3.20 upon extended 
hroad band white light irradiation. There was a bleaching of the hands at 404. 385.334 
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and 318 nm and the growt h of two new bands al - 355 and 375 nm ",spectively. The 
pholOlysis of bbim was found 10 gi,·e the same final SI"~lrum ind~pendcnt of the 
C(>nccntr.llion. Allempls were mooe 1o cha'-dclerize lhe prodUCls using UY-Yis 
speclroscopy and 'H NMR. However. Ihe NMR spttlra illuslraled a number of peaks duc 
10 a complex mixlureofproducts. and no furilierHliempls 10 cliarncleri7.e products was 
undcnaken.ln lhis ,,·ork.a signifieanl allCnlJlllionoflhe pholodcgradationofbbim was 
achieved by purging Ihe DMSO solutions of bbim wilh Nl for al leasl 50 minules. Air 
saluraled DMSO solutions of bbim thaI w...,'" not expos...-d 10 light lasl~-d for w~"eks with 
no change in Ihe UY-Yisspeclrum 
Figu..., 3.20. (Lef\) UY-Visabsorbance specl",ofbbim in lhe presence of air befo ",and 
after broad while lighl e~posun:. (Right) UV-Vis absorbance spect", of bbim in the 
absence of air al298 (~2) K under 1 aIm 50 min Nl. 
3.2.5.2 t: miss ionIElcita tionI Absorba nC* 
Excila!ion of hbim (l.., - 404 nm) in Nl purged 1)MSO solUlion gives rise to two 
major emission bands al427 run (23365 em·l) and 550 run (18180 em·I). The excitation 
spectraofhhim( .t_ - 427and 550 nm)displayed identical band cn\"e1opcsbapcs. 
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InlCn'Slingly.lheabsorptionbandS8tJJ4and3ISnmdonotshow\'ibronicprogressions 
in the excitation spL'Ctra. 
Wave length,nm 
.·igure 1.21. Absorption. excitation. and emission spectra of bbim in DMSO solution at 
29S (± 2) K under I atmNl 
From the spectral data Soo"l1 in Figure 3.21. the following obsCTvations "'ere made 
excitation of bbim al A = 370 nm results in dual emission with the high energy emission 
at 427 nm and long " ·a\'clength emission a1 550 nm. The emission sp<.-ctrnl envelopes 
were found to be indepcndemoftheexcitation wa\'elcngth. 
Comparison of the absorption sp<.'Ctra and excitation spedrn monitored at 550 nm 
re\'ealsthmthe\'ibronicprogressionsfoundiniheabsorptionsptttraareabscniinthe 
e.~cil8lion sptttrn. The excitation spcctrnl band envelope differed from that obscr.cd for 
the absorption sp<.-ctraconsi$lent with wlIvclengthdcpendem non-radiative pal hWllYs. 
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3.2.5.3 Timc-RtsOlnd Emiss ion 
lascrflashcmissioncxpcrimcotswcrepcrfonned todct"nnine the lifctimcs for the 
excitedstatesofbbim. Followingpulscd lascrcxcitationatJJ7nm(pulsew idth 350 ps). 
th" emission decay kinetics were monitored at 428 nm and 550 nm. The emission dreay 
kinetics aller deconvolution from the laser pulse was adC(juatcly modeled by an 
exponcmialdecayfuoction(Eq.J.5). 
I, == locxp-kl (3.5) 
where 10 and I, arc the emission int"nsity at time 0 and lime t respectively. Howcver. the 
rate constants wcredcpcndent on the moni toring wavelength. Figure 3.21. Monitoring 
the emission a1427 nm and 550 om yielded Ie - S.9( ± O.2) x 10' S·I (T - 1.9 os). and Ie -
t.4( ± 0.1)xlO' s·I(T - 7.3ns)respecti,·el)· ,,;thx2dosetol.0.NIIDO~ondtransieot 
abSQrption experiments using 355 not pulsecxcitation revealed that there WCT<~ no long· 
Ih'cd transient species that might be assignable to any species such as a triplet based 
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Figure 3.22 . (A) Fluorescence deeay of the enol-form bbim emission at 427 nm. (B) 
Fluorescence decay of the kdo-forrn bbim laUl<lmer emission at 550 nm in DMSO 
solUliol\ at 298 (±2)K under 1 atmNl 
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The emission speclra for bbim W~'Te subjecl~'<l 10 Franck-Condon line-slmpe 
analysisasdescribcdinChapler2. and Sivenby 
where Eo is energy of the v' = 0 ..... v '" 0 transition. hill is Ihe qUllillum spacing and is 
the average energy of al l vibrations that deactivate the exeitcd state. lIu'h is fu ll ""idlhat 
half maximum for each individlllli vibronie componenl (typically S). rnld 5 is the 
electron-vibrational coupl ing constant or Huang-Rhys factor and the vibrational 
..... >organ i7.ation energy for the medium to high frcqueneymodcs. lIv'h isgivcnby 
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where,l" is th~ '."Iv~nt rrorganization energy_ The modelll'S"um~s that Ilw ror the exd ted 
and ground ,tatesan· similar and thee'luation i< valid at the high temperature weak 
C<lupling limit (kaT« Ilw) _ The emission and tits are shown in Figure 3.23 
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Figure 3.2.1. (Left) Corrected emission of the t3utomcr emission spectrum of bbim in 
DMSO solution at 298 (" 2) K undcr 1 atm Nl. (solid black line) and the corr~sponding 
ono-mode spectral iii (red dashed line). (Right) Corrected emission of the tautomcr 
emission spectn.ml of bbim in Till' solution at 298 (" 2) K under 1 alm Nl. {solid black 
line)andthconc-modcspcctrallit(reddashcdlinc).atroomtcmpcrature 
Ihe parameters derived from the spectral filling procedure can be used to calculate the 
Fralick-Condon weighted dcnsityofstatcs. 
11lc paramctlTS from the filling procedure are 8iven in Table 3.5. The parameter<; 
dcrivcd[romthcfiUingprocedurearere)ak-dtolhenon-I""ddiativcI""dteconslantknrby 
whcre fic contains tho "ibmtionally induced electronic C<lupling matrix element which 
dynamically couplcs the initial and final electronic states 
112 
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Table 3.5. Emission sptttral fitting parameters. Franck-Condon factors. and 




E"",(cm· t) 18182 18018 
tl(O~(em") 1200 1200 
Eo (em") 18160 :3.0 17990:110 
S 1.012±O.004 1.028±0.03 
t.v'll(cm·') 2200±27 
In[ F{ealclf ·27.19 ·25.57 
I 1.70 
A". (cm·' )' 
)",(em·'t 1214 1233 
)",(cm" )' 2253 
• Calculate'" from Eq. 3.9. b Calculaled from Eq. 3.10.' CalculatL-d from Eq. 3.13 
' Ca1culate-dfrom Eq. 3.1 I. ' Calculatcd from Eq. 3.12 
In[F(calc)[ = - ~lnlooo:W!:_lp l -S-(~) 
t.v 2 
+(Y+l)2(J) /161nZ (3.9) 
r=ln~)-1 (3.10) 
In Eq J.9, the factor of 1000 em" is an arbitl1ll}' scaling faclorlO make the logarithmic 
lcnn unilk-ss.and £1), hw alld t."i", are inem· '. 
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rheSlOkesshift is givcnby 
where Ih" total R"Organi7.lltion energy, At is a linear combination of the wlvation P'.) and 
vibration (.A'i)encrgics 
At=~+'-., (3.12) 
and solvcnt reorganization cnergy,}.",;sg;vcn by 
3.3. 1 G round State Structure and Conformationa ll>ynami n 
The structural dynamics of bbim wCTe invcstigakod using a combination of IH 
NMR abwrptioll spectroscopic mcasurements coupled to thc OFT calculations dcscribed 
in section 3.2.3toclmraclcrize the confonnationaJ dynamics and probe the dominanl 
solulion structure ofbbim in the ground state 
The", ~xist< an equilibrium between the iwmcric enot fonn and a z\\incrionic 
fonn (Schcmc 3.6). But 'H NMR spectroscopic results provided nO cvidencc for 
laut(}mcr fonnation even at the highesttempcr-dture. The ground state spectra are due to 
one species. thc enol fonn, for which thc slruetured absorption bands at 304 nm (32895 
em·I). 318 nm (31446 em" ). and 334 nm (29940 cm· l) are assigned to vibronic 
progressions from the symmetric ring breathing mode of hydroquinoRC (HlQ) whcre 
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Itw = 1300 em- t,ll The app<:arance of the hands in bhim is unique and indicatiw ofH-
bonding imeractioru; betw~..,n bridging H,Q and benzimidazole N. DFT calculations by 
C. Javier7 suggest tbat the oscillator strcngth at 3020 cnf ' is enhanced by intramolccular 
H-bonding with t/lt, imidazole H' acceptor. 
3.3,2 Th~rmod)·nam ics 
The intramolecular hydrogen bond between imidazole N ... HO - R 
donorlacc,'ptor plays an imp<)nant role in stabilizing thc planarstructurc of bbim in room 
tcmp<:raturesolution(Figurc3.9).1l 
The thermodynamic pardItlCk>r.> dL-dlJCed from an Eyring plot of variable 
temperature ' H NMR data are free energy of activation <1GI = 75 kjmo/- 1 \lith 
l!llil == 27 kjmo/- 1 and /lSI == - i33jK-'mo/-'. These values indicate that the rate 
constant is favoured entropically and disfavoured enthalpically. The broad p<:aks 
obscrv<:dabo\'e 3lR K (Figure 3.12) may be due to fast exchange of the II_bond betw~"en 
thc hydroquinone and imidazole. Subtic ehanllCS in frequcncy for a ' H resonance would 
beexp<."Cted as a consequcnce ofincrcased torsional motion (Schemc 3.7). Thcse hroad 
peaks return back to the original structure when the sample was cooled to room 
temperature, This temp<:rature dependence of the NMR sfl't.~trum suggests thermally 
activated torsional motion wi th increasing temperature as depicted in Scheme 3.7. 
Calculation by S. Fatima indicatcthat a H-bonding bridge is maintained e,en at torsion 
angleof30". 
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& heme 3.7. Torsional motion and ..... pid proton exchange bct ... ·cen imramolccular 11 _ 
lxIndinginthcbbimmolccule 
3.3.J Photosta bility 
The bbim is extremely photosensili,·e as evidenc~-d by the changes in the UV_Vis 
spectrum in the presence of air shown in Figure 3.20. Tile photosensitivity in tite 
presence of 0 1 iscounter-intuili\"c gi,·cn that this family of compounds is utili7.ed as 
photostabilizersinpolymcricmedia 
The hypothesis is that the mechanism of tile intersystem crossing to the tripiet 
state locali7.ed on hydroquinonc (HQ) iscompclili\"e ",ith excite<! state decay to low_ 
lying bbimexcitrostatcs.Oncetitetripiet is fonnl-denergy Iransferto J~O, generales 
10 1.'" ,,·hich is highly reactive. Removal of 0, by N, purging signilicamly allenualcs the 
photochemistry 
The observation for photoinstability of bbim in the pres.:nce of 0 1 following 
cxcitation is pre~umed to in\"olw a sensitizalion of a triplet bbim ebbim) excited state. as 
reaction of 111Q wilh 0 1 is spin forbidden as the 01 has a triplet ground state. A 
mechanismissuggestcdbclowtoaccountforthcpholoinstability.lnthe absence of an 
obvious source of spin orbit coupling. spin intcrcon,·crsion 10 fonn a triplet (1lS=2) 
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must proceed via a mechanism whe", spin and orbital angular momentum are conserved 
during the transition. At this juncture. it isproposcd that the intersystem erossing OI:eurs 
as gj,'cn by Eq. 3.14 and 3.15 
\nn')H,Q-\nn')H,Q (3.14) 
l (lIn·)H,Q .... l (IlIl·)H,Q (3.1S) 
where the tautomeric CmO mediates via a low-lying (1I1l ' ) excited state. The ground state 
spectra do not show a transition that is assignable 10 nll- as this transition is disallowed 
and its low oseillator sacngth makesobservatioll of this transition di/licult rclatiwlO 
ollK'TO\'erlapping inlense hands. In lheexciled slate. the mechanism of non-radiative 
decay can be drastically changed by the presence of an (nil') state. Once \nn ') is 
formed (Eq 3.14). there is an intcmal conversion to the \lf1l ' ) state (Eq 3.15). In this 
mechanism. spin and orbital angular momentum are conserved during intersystem 
crossing and this prOl:CSS has been dcsignat~'<l as follo"'ing El-Sayed's Rules. When the 
lOloxidi7.eS the IIQ the consequence is the c",ation of radicals which may be undergoing 
\'eryrapid reactions in solution60. In contrast, in thc absence of air (lhe SOIUlio npurged 
withN, for around onc hOllr) the bbim shows subsumtially incrcased photostabi]ity. This 
gh'csan indication thaI in thc absence ofOl 00 I3Q or olher products ,,'ere formed. 
,U .4. 1 Soln nr urecls 
No signiticant changes in absorption spectra were seen in di/Tcre11l solvents. The 
moSt stable form of bbim in DMSO so lution in the ground stHtc is the intrnmolecularly 
hydrogen bonded form but there may be another conformation which is hydrogen 
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bonded 10 lhe DMSO solvent In !he case of DMSO as soh'em. lhe coowrsiOfl of lhe 
enol-fonn 10lhe kelo-fonn via uhrafaslprolon lransfer lakes place along an 
inlramol~ular hydrogen bond (doSl..:i fonn). The formalion of lhe IDUlom~'1' in lhe 
exciled Slale gives rise 10 a red-shifted excilalion speclrum oblained al wavenumber 
(18182 cm·'). Oilier emission bands socII as lhe blue emission band wi!h an emissioo 
maximum al (23420 em" ) may be ruosumed 10 be due 10 an enol·fonn in "'hieh lhe 
inlramolecularhydrogcn bond isnol Slrongcnouglilocom-ertalloflheenol-fonn 
species 10 lhe laulOmcr(kelo-fonn) species. 
II is suggeS!t...:ilhal lhe higher energy Slruclur~..:i emission specuum (enol-fonn) is due 
loolhereonfonnalionssuchasanopenfonn(inlennol~ularlyhydrogenbonded",i!hlhe 
SOI,'ffil) and as well lhe fral1r-enol fonn which is fonned when lhe lIydroquinone ring is 
rotaled. DouhaJ el <ll. ll llrKuc lhal. by inlernal rotalion. !he molecule would fonn lhe 
Iral1f-eool fonn or open syslem which would imemlOlccularly hydrogen bond 10 !he 
solvent These eonfonnalioos would be Icss likely 10 undcrgo ESIPT. 
Uponexcilalionoflheenol-fonnloilsfirslexdledsingIClSUllc.lheenhancedacidilY 
oflhehydroxyl group causcs an uhrafasl inlrnmolccularprolonlransferfrorolhe 
hydroquinone 011 group 10 lhe benzimidazole N. This may lead 10 a loss of lhe planar 
suucture for Ihe excik..:i Stale which lcads lolosinglhevibralionalstruclureasil1uslra1ed 
in Ihe excita1ion spec1ra sllo"'n in Figure 3.21. The bbim in DMSO solulion exhibilS a 
more in1ense enol·form peak compan....:i wilh bbim in DMF and TIIF solulions. This can 
be aUribu!t...:i to slabiliZlllion of1hecnol.form moiclybyahydrogcnbond bc\weenbbim 
'" 
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andtheDMSOmoleculc. This changes the ratcofexcited sUIte pmton transfer and aJso 
changcsthcintcnsitYra1ioOctwcentheet>Olisomerandtheketotautomcr. 
Schcmc 3.8. The a<Xcpted mechanism for excik-d SUIte intramolecular proton transfer 
process for bbim molecule. 
More in\"estigstionsha.·c bcen done on this issuc for molecules similar to the bbim 
For instance. the clTeet of rotation on the photophysies of similar molecules "''lIS 
investigated by Stephan ("I al.61 The contribution to the observed spectrum from the 
molecule with a "closed eonfonnation" emits actually no isomer (enol-fonn) 
fluorescence. The fluorescence emission of such molecules is wUllly due to the excited 
kcto-fonn. This strongly sUI:(gt"StS that thc bluc emission by bbim isdue to thcopcnlrans-
~>JI{)I fonn and that there is an intennok-.:ular hydrogen bond to solvent for the Ira"s-erK)1 
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fonn. This leads us to conclude that all the nuorescctlCc deriving from the ci5-enol 
confonncrofbbim must similarly be due to the kdo·fonn. 
3,3.4.2 ROlle af C ha rge Tnmsfer Gn the Radiationlen J)eca}' of th r hbim TautGmcr 
Thebbim molecule undcrgoesexcitC<i state intramolecular proton transfer along 
the intemal hydrogen bonds (wong hydrogen bonds exist on both sides 0 fthemoleculc). 
This leads to the possibility of double proton transfer with the possible fonnationofa 
zwiu~rionic strucm....,whkh subse{!uently undergoes electron transfcr. The ground state 
redox potential forbbim is known.02 ESlrT brings about changes in the ability of the 
ekctron donor (deprotonated hydroquinonc moiety) and electron acceptor (protonated 
bcnzawlc) to respectively donate and acccpt elewons. The new cxcited state structure 
with a proper redox pair can undergo a charg .. transfer process. In this case, the 
intrnmoll><:ular charge transfer process takes place afler an ultrafast ESIPT occurs as 
shown in Scheme 3.9. The singlcprotontransferprocessal....,adyoccurstoa slightexteOl 
in th.:ground statc bascd on the temperature dependent NMR datadescribcdabove. 
Previousrescarch has been devoted to studying singJe versusrlouble proton 
tl"'dflsfa. IO·II,'., ' • .2<l.21 .• 1·· · PreviousinvestigatorshavesuggestC<ithat only a single proton 
is transferred in the excited state fonning the kdo-cnoltautomer tx><:ausc the di·keto 
tautomerhasthehighestcncrgyofthCOIhcrpossibl"fonnsofthetautomerintheexcited 
elcctronic state. In Our hypothesis. we proposcd that no di·keto tautomer will fonn. bot 
that a double proton transfer takes place in the first singlet excited state without a 
potcntial barricr. Uponcxcitationofbbim, the imramolccularhydrogen tra nsfcr occurs on 
One sid" of the molcrulc producing the tautomcr confonnation afler a proton is 




proccss(on one side of the molecule) as shown in S<.:heme 3.9 
SchcmeJ.9. Proposcd mechanism of the ooupled intramolecularprotonandch.arge 
transfcrinthefirstcxcilt'llsingk'lstuteofbbim 
The solubility of bhim is generally very low. This hindered unempts to study the 
cffectsofsolvcntpolarityaooviscosityontheratcoonstantofclectrontransfcr.lnthis 
work a study of solvent eff~'CIS on the excil~'ll slate behavior of hbim was carried out 
using jusl the IWO solvents. I)MSO and Till'. We four><! that Ille process of proton 
transfer plays a role in charge transfer. Changes in the solvent polarity could affect 
scveral factors such as the rate ofsol\'cnt rela.~ation. theintcmalcharge transfer. proton 
lransfcr. and changes in lhe radiative and I>On-radialivedecay rales. It will bcd ifficuhlo 
predict which effect is domirtlUll. How-e,·cr. the figure below shows that the nUQTCs<:ence 
emission maximum ofille l3utomcr decreases from DMSO 10 Till' (18018 and 17482 
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~m-' respec~ively). This ~ktioll is in ~ood agrc<!menl with the experimental results 
showed ~hat the fluorescence quantum yield of ~he tautomer de<.:reases (Table 3.4) and 
~hereforethattheradiationlessdc<.:ayprocessismoreefliciellt(~ io ""''\(»~ . 
THf). 
Figure 3.2-1. Tautomer emission peak solvem dependence ofbbim 
Generally. the excited state has a larger dipole moment than the ground St3te. 
~lighly polar solwnl molecules can reorient around the excik-d state molecules. lIowever. 
thcbbimmolecu1econlaillshydroquinoncasanele<.:trondooorandbenzimidazolcasan 
electron acceptor group "'hich. upon cxcit3tion. will increasc their dooor and acceptor 
character. Therefore. the excited stale can be more eff~"Ctive at accepting or donating 
electrons than the ground sta\e_Follo"'illgexcilation. the intrantole<.:ularproto ntransfer 
induced imernal charge transfer takes place. Prieto <'I al.6J found lhatille rlCW5pt"(:ieS 
3flcrchargc transfer is lhc lowerellcrgy slate 
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illc ro1eoflhe solvenl polarilY is nol only 10 lower lhe energy of the e~,ited SUlle 
The small n:d shift in the ,ase ofTHF is evidrrn:e tMtlhe laulomer mighl undergo charge 
lransferintheexeiledstale. lnagreeme1l1wilhlheCfhypolhesis.alimitedcorrelalion 
br..1weenthcob1;crved fluorescen,,-,quanwm yield and the solvenl polarity isobser\'ed for 
the tautomer of bbim in DMSO and TlIF. The expmmrntal N.."Sults conlinn the 
hypothesis that. for the tautomcr form ofbbim. the radialionless d~'Cay obser\'ed i",'olves 
an intmmolecular CT from the diSSIXiated hydroquinor>e (donor) 10 the protonated 
ben7.imidawle (acceptor). The slructure of T& sOO"11 in Scheme 3.9 is our proposed 
mechanism. The prolon Ir.'lnSfer gcr>eratcs a molecular slruCIU,"" ,,;th the appropriate 
intramolecular redox propenies (Scheme 3.9). and proton tmnsfcr is required for CT 10 
We did not note the fluorescence due to the charge tmnsfem"d sJlC<'ies which 
possibly is due to ultrafast radiationless decay. It is possible IMtlhere is minimal 
floorcscence. possibly o"crlaid with the floorcscence oflhe tautomer sp"cies. This ,.. ..... ms 
reasonable in view of tile reported quantum mechanical calculations."-6l Hence. changing 
the polarity of the media for the ESIPT process suppons the cMrge transfer from the 
hydroquinonc (proton donor) to the henzimid:u.ole (proton acceplOr). This will decreasc 
the quantum yield of bbim in 1llF in comparison to bbim in DMSO. The decreasing 
quantum yield probably is due to increasing nonradiati"edecay in the casc ofbbim in 
TllFsolution. Therefore. the observed ,",'Suits can he interpn>(~-d under the hypolhesisofa 
CT prtloCess. The rale conSlant of the charge transfer in the excited taulomerdccrcascs 
"'ocn mo"ing from bbim in DMSO 10 bbim in THF. Therefore. il is suggeSted IMt a 
zwi llerionic struclure is more favorable in the case ofbbim in DMSO than in n~F media. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
The excited-state behavior of the 2.5-l3is(benzimidw.oly)-IA-dihydroxybenzene 
(bbim) has been in\'estigated by meansofsteady-stnte and time-resolved floorescencc. 
The fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime of the tautomer generated after ESIPT have 
Ix...,n found to be solvent dependent. The bbime~ists inthe ground state in the Iruns-enol 
fonn and intennolcculnrly hydrQgcn-bondt.-d (open fonn) in DMSO solvent. It is 
suuested that the blue emission comes from these spi."Cies. The cis-enol fonn undergoes 
an ultrafast ESIPT from the hydroxyl group to the benzimidazole nitrogen to give the 
tautomer. which. in theexeitoo state. expcriences fastcxcited-state in tmmolC(;ularproton 
transfer (ESlP"l) from the 011 group to the benzimidazole nitrogen to yield the 
z,,;ncrionic tautomer from "hich a charge transfer species TC· is fonned. The e~cited 
state tautomer ofbbim exhibits a solvent polarity dependent radiationless transition 
which is the change that the Iautomer is most likely to undergo follo,,;ng a charge 
migration from the deprQlonak-d hydroquinone ring (donor) to the protonated 
ben7.imidil7.o1e (occeptor) (leading to the charge-transfer species. TC' ...... bose emission 
was not detected). The intramok"Cular proton t.-.msfcr step prQvides the excit~-d state 
structure with the suitableelcctron donor and electron acceptor pairs to lead to internal 
charge transfer and confonnational changl""S in bbim. Therefore. the process dcscrilx-d 
maybe considcred to bean exarnple ofa proton-coupled charge transfer. 
The energetics of the excited state can be altered by the solvent polarity. thus 
afTecting solvent rcorganizational energies. In this work.. we show how the rate constant 
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Interactions ofthe Ground and the Excited States 
of 2,5-Bis(benzimidazoyl)-l ,4-dihydroxybenzene 
with Electrolytes 
Chapcer4 
The imroduction presents the main priociples relC\"Mt to the chemistry in\"ol\"ed in 
ground and exci ted state intennolecular protoo transfer (ESIPl) as a function of sol vents 
andclectrolytes. 
4.1.1 Inlcrand l nl fll mnlceu la rlnlcflIelions with [ Icerrolyla 
Inlcnnolecularprolon transferprocl'Sses in ,,·hich a proton iSlransfcrred from a 
hydrogcn-t)()I}d donor to proton acccplor such as flooride Can prnduce a color change. I ... 
Many sludies hal·C involl·ed double bettzoxawlederi,·atives ,,·hichexhibit apparently 
only single prolon transfer in the firste~cited 5tate.1.IO 
Compounds that undergo prolOn trnnsf~.,. through an intramolecular hydrogen 
booo have many applications." ·11 Various authors hal·c demonstmted the usc of these 
compounds as Iluoreseent and colorimetric chemosensors for anions such as ace1at~. 
phosphate. flooride etc. where the response is detectable by UV-Vis absorption. 
flooreseence and III NMR methods. ~hcme 4.1 illustrates ground state stepwise changes 
for phenyl-1H-anthmI1.2-d]imidazolc-6.1 l-dione(PAI) ,,·hich occur folio ,,·ingclectronic 
e~citation and subsequently proton trtmsfer.1be III NMR Iluoride ion titmlion s)Je'Clmof 
PAl indicated the cxisl~n<:e ofa new species thai was ascribed to the FIIF - unit at 16.15 
ppm; the FIIF- ion caus...'S the dcproton:ltion of the N~I group in PAL Scheme 4.2 shows 
the excitl"d state stepwise changes for PAl. The deprotonation of the PAl e~cited state 
was facile due to increased cxcitedstote acidity and the higll stabi lity of the f IIf - unit 
The Iluo",scence spectm showed a new emission peak for PAl at 600 nm with an 




Sthenle4. 1. Ground S(ale slepwisechanges for PAl ,,;lhfluori(\einlernction. II 
£~2 UyV ~ UyV ~ UyV 
o 0 0 
Schtmt4.2. Excited statc stepwise changes for PAl with fluorideintcnlCt ion.1t 
In thi s work. the efTccls ofelcctrolyll'$ on Ih.: ground and excited state ofbbim. and 
intcr-intramolccular proton transfer from bbim ha"e been investigated. Ground and 
cxeit~-d slatcmccbanisms haycbcen proposed to (\escribe Ihe spectra obsen'ed forbbim 
in the presence and absenceofaddcd elCCtrolYles. The etrw of 11.:0 and D:O on lhe 
groundandexcitedstalchasbcenin'·cstigaled. 
Absorption maxima. extitJCtion cocfficien15. emission spectra. quantum yields and 
emission lifClimcs for bbim have been IIIbulaled in Chapter 3. Table 3.4. 
132 
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Illlhepreviouschapler.lhe ground sUite and excitoo sUite d}'llamics forbbim were 
studied in solulion. In this chapler. the inleractions ofbbim "'ilh TClra-n-butylammonium 
salts [N(nC.1I9).]X. where X is fluoride (F~). chloride (Cn. bromide (8,- ). 
iodide (r). acetate (Ae). hydrogen sulprulle (HSO. - ). hexafluorophosphatc (PF& - ). 
aredelincalcd, h isi.:oown lhal s),stems which undergo ESIPTare scnsilil'e to the nalurc 
ofelcclrolylCs. 
The ground Slate properties as a function of [N(nC.H9).]X were studied using lH 
NMR and a~rptioll spectroscopy, which ir>eludes litrnlions of bbim with 
[N(nC.H9).]X.llte excil~.,j s\.ate pn:>po:rties will be presemed later 011 ill the chapter. 
~.2. 1 ElcctroJ)'t" Jntcradions .. -il h th e hb im Ground Sla le 
4.2. 1.1 lll NMR Studies 
llte III NMR and peak assill"mellts ofbbim we"" discussed in ChaPler 3 5CCtion 
3.2.1. Figure J.ll.llte N· . I and O-H peaks forbbim arc elcarly evident at 13.30 and 
12.70 rcsp.,ctively at room tempo:rnlurc in DMSO-d. solution (Figure 4.1). The peak 
position for both N-H and 0-.1 are subsUitionally shifted dowllfield as expected for 
significant H-bonding. 
The addilion of one equivalent [N(nC.1I9).]F to a mAl solution of bbim in 
DMSO-d.rcsults in the 10Sl of the N·H po:ak at 12.70 ppm and 0·.1 peak al 13.30 ppm 
1'1>0: con.comiUlnl loss of both resonances is presumably due to increased exchange 
broading due to competitive II-bonding interactionswilh F- . Tbeargumcnt for incrcascd 
exchange is SUppOrtl.,j by the broadening of the peak assigned to H. on the bridging 
IJJ 
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hydroquinl.lne and the loss of resolution for the NMR signals on the bbim moiety. 1be 
rate constant for proton exchange at room temperature is 9.91 S-l from analysis of 
temperaturedependentexperimentsasdcscribedinChapter3scction3.2.2. 
II i 
" ~~ " " ~ ".. N l....-.J\ 
. , •. , ....... ., .. OJ ".i,!., 
i I ' 
.,. .. ""'..:.:~""" .. N~
".~ 
I~ 
Figure 4.1. From top to down IH NMR spectra for 0. I. 2. J, 4 and to ~'qui\'alents of 
[Bu.,NtF added to bbim in DMSO.J. 
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Upon addition of 10 equivalcnts of F .anewpcakatI6.1 ppm startt:d to appear 
(Figurc 4.1) and. with this change. Ihc douhlet I"'akat 7.758-7.742,a nd 7.634-7.608 ppm 
bc\:amc one sharp multiplet peak from 7.363 to 7.344 ppm. Meanwhile, the sexld of 
peaks at 7.355-7.273 ppm bc\:amc a sharp quartet of peaks at 6.781-6.763 ppm. lH NMR 
tilralion speclraofbbim wilh OH- gave a simi lar result to the titl""dtion with F- except 
no new peak was observed at 16.1 ppm 
4,2.1.2 Absurrtion Study 
TlIc absorption spectra ofDMSO solutions containing bbim (10 !-1M, ~ - J.48x I O' 
em-' M-Iat). == 38Snm)in the presencc of[B14N]X (X- r - , OH - , AC. cr, Br-, [-. 
n~-, and llSO,) is shown in Figure 4.2. Tlte UY-Yis spectral data as a function of 
dL><:trolyte are summarized in Tablc4.1 
Wavelength, nm 
Figure4,2, EfTcctof40equiyalcntsofall of thedifTerentllllionsundersludyonthe 
absorption spcctf3 bbim in DMSO solution ut 298 (..l 2) K under 1 aIm Nl. 
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Tabl~·U Absorption spectra maxima. ionic radii and clcctroncgativity values of the 
anions used for titration ofbbim in DMSO at 298 (010 2) K under 1 atm Nl 
IBu.N1X ,1.~.nm E.m.(cm·1) Ionic radii. pm Elcctroncgat ivity 























Addition of2cquivalentsof F-toa ])MSOsolution ofbbim rcsults in distinct 
change. in the UY-Yis s""clra (Figure 4.3) a<si gn~-d 10lhe fOTInalion of an adduci 
bclwccnbbimand2 F~.Eq4.1. Theadduclsarccharaclerizedby largcallenuationoflhe 
band imensilies al JI8 and 334 run. In the 350-450 run region. the ",-",* lran~ilions 






FigUR 4.3. Spectrophotometric titmlion ofbbim in DMSO solution at 298 (010 2) K under 
1 atm N, wilh one and two equivalents of [Bu..NJI' added to bbim. 
Upon funher addition of F- (from 3 to 40 equivalentsJ. systematic changes in the 
UV.Vis spectra were obsc .... ,cd with five isosbestic points being seen at 335. 350. 388. 
395. and 408 nm (Figurc4.4). 








Figure 4.4. (A) Spectrophotometric titration of bbim in 0"1S0 solution at 298 (± 2) K 
unJl"T I aim N2 with fBu.,N]F. (8) Absorbance change al403 run vs C<:IuivalentsofF~. 
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4.2.2 Emi •• ion/ Exc ita t;onlAb.orhan~f 
Excitation of bbim (A. ... - 404 nm) in Nl purged DMSO .solution gives rise to two 
major emission bands at 427 run (23365 em·l) and 550 nm (18180 Cm'l) independcnt of 
excitation wavelength. r he ab.sorption. emission and exci tation sJX'Clm for bbim shown in 
ChaptcrJ(FigureJ.21).arercpcatoo in Figurc 4.5 forthereaddsconvcn ien ce 
300 3SG 400 450 500 550 600 6SG 
Wavelength. nm 
Figurt 4.5.Ab.sorption(black linc). cxcitationmonitoringat 550{rcdlinc),andcmi<>ion 
(green line) spectra ofbbim in DMSO at 298 (± 2) K under 1 aim N .. 
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4.L1 .:kdrolylc InlC l1Itlions wilh Ihe Eldled Sift le or bbim 
The emission spectra for bbim wilh F-. OH-. and AC provide evidence that the 
exci ted stateofbbim imeracts with anions. as illustralcd in Figure 4.6. However, the less 
basie anions such as PF;, HSO:;. cr, Br- ,and l - inaDMSOS(>lutionsofbbimdollOt 
induce dctcctablc changes in thc lluoresccnce spectra 
- _ * 40 oqu",". F' 
_ _ * 40 oqu",". ow 
_ blHm*40 oqulv.Ac· 
- blHm*40 oqulv. PFi 
_ _ *40 oqulv. HSO;' 
Figure 4.6. Eff~..:t of40~"<luivalcnts ofall of the different anions understudy on the 
emission spectra ofbbim in l)MSO solution at 298 (± 2) K under I atm Nl 
Thc fluoICsccncc spectrum ofbbim is dependent on the nature and concentralion 
of X . The emission spcctraofbbim (10 liM in DMSO) as a function of]F- r issho"l1 in 
Figure 4.7. llIc emission spcctra appcar 10 be due to Iwodislinct philses depcnding onth<: 
]1' - 1 in a manncrcioscly analogous to Ihal observed in the ailsorplion data. In the first 
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phascoflhelitrdlion.([F-1,0-5~-quivalenls).lhecmissionspo:."::lrumofbbimincreascs 
in imensilyand shifts to slighlly highcrenergy(I..., - 525 nm; 19048 em") 
."igure 4.7. Emission changes ofbbim DMSO solulion at 298 (010 2) K under I aim Nl 
upon addilion 0, 1.2.J.4and5~-quivalentsofTBAF 
In lhesccond phasc([F-1: 5-40equi\"alcnls).lhecmissioninlensilyaI525 nm 
deere"",-""; while a new emission maximum appears al 635 nm (15748 em") wilh a 
shoulder al 525 nm (Figure 4.9). In companS(ln. lhe emission of f ..... .., bbim is a weak 
green (4) .... = 0.091, ) .... .. 550 nm; 18182 em"). Enhanced emission. a new emission al 
Ihe longer w"3\"clenglh. an eXlremely large Slokes shift (9065 em-') and a clear 
isoemissive poinl at 570 nm (17544 em") are obser.'w. In facl. when bbim was lreated 
wilh base ([BL4N]OH). a similar red-shifted emission was obse ......... d, JlOW~"\"CT. beyor>d a 
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critical [OH-J. quenching or the emissi'>n peak at 635 nm was ob",,,,,'ed after more than 
20cqui\'alcms{FigurcA-4appcndix). 
The emission spectral data wcre subjccted to a Stcm-Volmer analysis and the 
dcpcndcnceof /o/ I as a funclion ofF- isshoWll in Figure4.S. Thcdatawcrcadequatc1y 
described by the Stcm-Volmcrcquation givcn by 
Ipll'" I + Ksy[Q ] (4.2) 
Here 10 is the fluorescence intensity of bbim freeofOH- and I is thc emission intensity 
ofhbim with addition of excess of 011 - . Ksv is the Stcm-Vo]mcrconstanl. and [Q) is the 
concentration of the quenchcr. Ksv is given by k~/r wht.>re kq is the rate constant for 
quenching of the excited state and r iSlhe lifetime in the absencc of quencher. A Stem-
Volmer quenching constant was calculated as Ksv = S.5x lOJ M-I • 
'.·L-······-"- "  .. ~· SIo"'$oI8<lt l 'TI • ... ~·O.tH u • 
:; 
11.0lI0'0 •. 000'' •. '''''''''.00011 ' ,000110.00020 
Figure 4.8. Stem-Volmer plot ofbbim in DMSO solution at 298 (± 2) K under 1 aIm Nl 
withadditionofOH-
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In contJ3St. upon addilion of other halide anions. i.e.CI- . Br- . 1- . and also upon 
addilionofPF;aoo HSO:;.oodislinclchangcswcreobserv~.,jexc<:ptforsmal1dccrcascs 
in Ihe emission intcosily(Figure A-8 inapp<:ndi~) 
- _·'0_ .... 5000000 _ _ . , , _ .... 
- -,,,_.,,, 1.000000 ==:::::.:: 
!l3000000 - _· ZO ....... · 






-:l< _ ~ ___ _ 
.. , .... 
Figure " .9. Emission changes ofhbim in OMSO solution at 298 (± 2) K ur>der 1 atm Nl 




4.2.4 Anal)'si. of Sp...,t n,.copi~ Ibt~ 
lsosbesticabsorption and isoemissiveemission spectra arc seen upon addition of 
one of F- . OIr or A,-. This may be due to intennolecular hydrogen bonding or 
dcprotonationofbbiminthcgroundandforexcitedstate.dependingonthcbasicity.size. 
and electroncgativity of the titrant and the stability of the Icavinggroup. I nortlerto 
dctenninethecquilibriumconstant(K)ofthebbimadductanionsthetitrationspL'Ctraare 
subjeck'<lto singular value decomposition (SVO) global analysis with the SI'ECFITI32 
program as dcscribcd in Chapter 2. Thc global analysis places the mcasureil spcctradatn 
in a mauix Y. ""hieh ean be d~'Composcd into a product of matrices A (molar 
absorptivities) and C (concentration) of initial species.])'" The matrices are related by 
wvencquation 
(4.3) 
where R is the matrix of the residuals due to the instrumental and experimental errors. 
Global analysis can predict the presence of unknown spcciesand thcircquilibrium 
constants and molar absorpti"ities by litting thcdatn. IJ," 
For example. the interaction of bbim with F- produces multicquilibria for the 
protonationnr>ddcprotonationofthcfourhydrogensofbbim(Scheme4.4). The reaction 
model and the parameters arc illustrated in Table 4.2. assuming the simplest modclthat 
adequately describes the data and which is consistent with the 'H NMR titration 
experiment 
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TabL~ 4.2. ResuLts of the ground and exdk'd Slales equil ibrium ,onstants {I09 K and 
I09K'res~li\"ely)oblainedb)"globalana lysisorlhcscriesofabsorption and emission 
dataofbbimlilration",i thP-
Reactionmodcl 10gK 10gK' 
bbi l11H. + P- ;:! bbimH.P- 3.60 
bbimH.P- +P- ;::"' bblmH, + PHP- 4.67 6.97 
bbtmH; +P-;::"' bblmH,-P- 7.56 
bbimH,-P- +P-;::"' bbimHi- + PHP- 12.87 
bbimHt + P- ;:! bbimHtp- 14.35 17.17 
bblmH;- + P- ;::"' bbimH, - + PHP- \ 7.50 
bbimH:- + P-;::"' bb imH, P- 25.9'1 
"bimH, - P-+ P-;::"' b"I I11'- + PHP- ' T3J7~ 
ThcabwrptionS~lra,hangcsuronadditionof P- issl\own in Figure 4.10 
Addilion of OH - displays similar changes as r-; on the othcr hand addilion of Ac-
displays allenualion of lhe peaks (Figure 4.11). The wlTeiations belween the parameters 







Figure 4.1 0. Titration ofbbim in ])MSO solution at 298 (± 2) K under I aIm N, with F-
UsingSPECFITIJ2resullsinagoodfiIW(hedataaI4Q4nm 
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Figu~ 4.11. Titration of bbim in DMSO solution at 298 (± 2) K under 1 atm Nl with 
a<:dalC anion. Using SPECFITIJ2 results in a good 1;110 Ihe dala 31334 nm 
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Table 4.3. Ground state global analysis measurements of binding constants (log K. ) for 
bbim titrated with fluoride. hydroxide. and acetate anions. 
2,2) 4.67 7.56 11.12 14.35 17.50 19.49 23.57 
15m 26.03 28.94 
2.59 25.17 
Tlte data shmm in Figure 4.12 ,",-ere analped using the global analysis SI'ECFIT/J2 
program to extract the equilibrium eonstant (10 of the excited state. 
Ta ble 4.4. Ground state global analysis measurements of the excited state binding 
constants (log K. ) for bbim titrated with fluoride. hydroxidc.and acetate an ions. 
Anions 10gK , 10gK) logKJ 10gK. 10gKl logK6 10gK, 10gKI 
3.66 6.97 9.47 12.87 17.17 22.36 25.99 30.98 
15.04 27.72 
Absorption. excitation. and emission spectra of bbim with 40 equivalents of F- in a Nl 
purged DMSO solution an: shown in Figure 4.1 3. This solution gives rise to two major 
emission bands at 520 run (19230 em·l) and 635 nm (15748 em'I ). The excitation 
spectrum of bbim ( A_ - 635 nm) displa)'cd identical band envelope shapc5 10 the 
absorplionspeclrn 
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Figurr 4.12. Titration ofhbim in DMSO solution at 298 (± 2) K ur>dcr I atm Nl with 
nooridc anion. Using SPECFITf3 2 program resulls in a good fit 10 lhe data 3t 6JJ run 
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-E~citation290>0450 ; 635 
- Absorption 
- Emission 380:4<10>0750 
i .n (\ 
!- r' LJ \ 
Figure ~.13 . Absorption. excitation, and emission spectra ofbbim in DMSO solution at 
298 (:I: 2) K under I atm N1 .... ith additionof40 equivalcntsofTBAF. 
The emission spectra of bbim (10 ~M in DMSO) dcmonstmtal dcpendence on the 
,oncentration ofD,O. with the intensity of the enol fonn peak at 426 run decreasing with 
increasing kcto-f(}nn (tautomer). A smal l new emission peak arises at about 635 nm when 
nee"" D,O was added. as shown in Figure 4.14 
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Wavelength, nm 
."igure 4.14. Emission spectropootomClric titrntioo ofbbim in OMSO solution at 298 (± 
2) K under 1 atm N, with D10 10IXJuivaients (red spectrum line). free bbim is the blaclr;. 
sp..'Ctrumlioe 
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4.3 lliSl: ussion 
Supramolccular interaction betWeen chromophoresand ions in solution constitute 
ooe of the most active areas of re",ar(:h in the molecular sci!.'I1ces. Cationlanion-
donor/acceptor dynamics "ith su itable acCCptors can alter the physical properties ora 
givcnsystcm. Theehcmisuymayt>ccxploitcdforthcdctcctionofanalytcsin solution. 
thereby form ing the basis for a chemosensor 
4.3.1 El« trolytclntcractions 
The effcct of ions on the ground state properties of bbim in DMSO (lOIiM 
solution. 1 aim N2) wasstudiC<.l by adding tetraal~ylammonium salts ofCI-. 1-. Br-. PF; 
and HSO'. lllese ek'Ctrulytes did not significantly aller the UV-Yis speetra of bbim 
(Figure A-7 in the appendix). In contrast. addition of!Ctrabutylallunoni um salts with F-
or 0 11 - affccts the absorption spectra in two ways. Upon addition of I and 2 molar 
~'quival cntsofflu()rideionsto thebbim.thcbandshirts(Figure4.3)suggcsttMtthcbbim 
formed an intermolecular hydrogen bond w'ith F-asshowllinSchcme4.3 
Scheme 4.3. Proposed mechanism illustrate the adduct complex between bbim in DMSO 
solution at 298 (* 2) K under 1 atm N2 and 2 equivalent~of F- . 
However. with further addition of fluoride from 3 to 40 molar equivalents. 
s)'stcmatic chang"" in the UY·Vis spectra were observed with five isobestic points, 
suggesting that binding of F- with bbim must be described by multiple equilibra This 
'" 
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was confirmed by absorption SpeelIll changes and NMR changes. with observation of 
FIIF- after addition of more than fourequivalcnts ofF-(Figure 4.1). To detcrminc tile 
equilibrium oonstants. the speetral data were subjccted to global analysis (Figure 4.10) 
The I>.:.t fiuingofthe speetrnl data is obtainoo on theaswmplion ofmuhiple stepwise 
equilibria (Schemc4.4). 
S~h eme 4.4. Proposed ground state mechanism of the interaction ofbbim in DMSO 
solution at 298 (±2) K under 1 atmNlwilhF- . 
In Figure 4.4. the fluoride titration in DMSO solutions results in spectml changcs which 
suggcst the formalion ofa [bbim .... F- ] intern,tion through hydrogen bonding and 
intermolecular proton transfer (IPn between thc bridging hydroquinonc OH and 
benzimidazole NH upon further addition of F- . Thc,., dcprolonalions lead to an 
increased negative ehargeon the ion statcofbbim. i.e. from a ncutml state tooncthat;s 
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negatively charged. The interaction of F- with bbim is also clear from 'II NMR slUdies 
" 'hich arc consistent with Schemes 4.3 and 4A. and demonS1Tate the prescoce of SlTong 
hydrogen bonding involving both the 011 and NlI groups with fluoride anion in the 
ground state. Upon addition of F- . the hydroquiooocOl1 proton signal (IJ.31 ppm) and 
benzimidazole NlI proton signal (12.71 ppm) disappear completcly from the NMR 
spectrum (0-20 ppm) as shown in Figure 4.1. Thescobscrvalionsdemonstra\e that the 
prolon tl1lOsfer interaction between bbim and F- involves both the OH and NH 
moicties. ' 1 One also sces broadening of all of the other peaks at 7.75. 7.62 and 7.36 ppm. 
and a downticld shill for the H" H .. H,. H, and 1-1, protons (Figure 4.]5) in the 
benzimidazole ring. indicating the fonnalionofO-H···F and N-H···Fhydrogen bonds.11>-11 
The appearance ofa new peak at 16.15 ppm indicates that thedeprotonation of 
both the 01'1 and NH groups has oc<:urred. Aller the addition of 8 equivalents of F- . the 
systcm has lost all hydrogen bonds 10 F- which causcslhe broad NMR peaks (obsc rved 
aller the addition of one equivalent of F-) 10 fonn a sharp multiplct peak from 7.362 to 
7.344ppm,andlheotherbroadpeak~ameasharpquartctpeakat6.781--6.764ppm. 
which indicatcs Ihal bbim has ~ame more symmetrical. With len molar equivalents of 
F- . low ticld signals at 16.15 ppm wilh a tripk"! resonance appears, which is assigned 10 
bifluoride ion (Fl IF- )(Figure 4.16(1l)).' I·I'l--JJ This is consistent " 'ith Scheme 4.4. 
Occurrence of lhe O-H and N-H dcprotonn\ion is continned by: (a) complete 
disappearance of both O-I~ and N-H NMR peaks from 0-20 ppm. and (b) an upticld shill 
for all aromatic protons (Figure 4.I6(B)). 
'" 
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+ 4fHf-
Figun' 4.15 . Dcprolonalion ofhbim in DMSO-d6 solution at 298 (± 2) K by adding more 
than 8 equi\'alentsof[l3u.N]F. 
_~t 
(0) 
......... ~. ~. '" '" '" , .. 0' ." o.'"~ •. ' ". " ••• •. , ........ " .. " 
Figure ·U 6. (A) 'H NMR spcctrn for bbim in DMSO·d6 at room lemperntllre. rhe peaks 
w~.,.e assigned as: Lil NMR: 0 ppm 7.32-7.20 (H, and H.J. m). 7.63 (H.. d. 3J = 6 Hz). 
7.75 (Hb,d, 3J - 6 liz). 7.79 (H .. s). 12.70 (N H. s). 13.31 (OH. s). (B) 'H NMR spectra 
for bbim in DMSO-d, with 10 equivalents ofF-. The peaks were assigned as: IH NMR· 
o ppm 6.78-6.76 (H,and Ii., m). 7.36-7.34 (11,and Hb m). 7.55 (H .. s) and 16.39-16.91 
(Fm : -, t) 
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Titrntions ofbbim with [B14N[OH. display similar behaviour to that of F- : the 011 
and Nil peaks complclc1y disappear upon addition of I C<:jui\'aient of OH-. and there is 
IIQresonance peak at 16.15 ppm. With other less basic anions such asCi - , 1- , Br- . PFi: 
and 1150:;. lIQevidcnee of de proto nation wllSobserved in the ground and excited s tales. 
However. lhis is IIQt UOCXpccled. The intcraclion of bbim wilh anions is related 10 the 
basicity of anions which in the case ofAC induccdgradual spcctralehanges. howc\'c r. 
thc sensitivityofspcctral responses were lIS IIQt large lIS those scen forF - and 011- . The 




hydrogen dooor and the basicityoflhe anion acceptor. bUI also thc stability 0 fthclc8ving 
group. The F- ion is able [0 extract more than one prolon from the same molecule by 
producing 3 \'Cry stable hydrogen bondcdoomplcx [FHFj.'·.20,llJlJl 
The emission sp'->ctrum of bbim exhibit~ anion dependent behavior lIS sho"n in 
Figure 4,7 and 4.9, In the case oftitrntion ofbbim in DMSO "ith F- shown in Figure 
4.9, the imensity of the peak at 427 nm (23420 cm") d~>creases in intensity while the 
intensity of the tautomer peak at 550 nm (18182 em" ) increases "ilh slight shifts 10 
highercncrgy. l'unheraddilionof F- resuhs in the peak at 427 nm beingeompletcly 
qucnch~-d. while the peak at 550 nm is quenched and shifts 10 525 nm (19048 em") 
giving rise to a ocw bright and deep red emission with a maximum 31 6JS nm. The 
inereased emission yicld. eSp'-'Cially the obs<or\'ation of a new emission at the longer 
,,. 
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wawl~ngth and the extr~'111ely large Strohs shift (236 nm, 9165 em' L) suggesls that an 
intcnnolc.::ularproton transfer to basic nuorid~occurs in both the gr"und and Ihc excik-d 
statcs . .!<l.l<l Whcn the data WeT,' lit using the SPECFITI32 global analysis program. the 
association constall1S weredetcnnined resulting in a good fit to the dalaat 635 run. The 
resulting e\juilibrium constanl' are con,istent with the NMR tilration experiments 
perfonned in DMSO-d,. and also reasonably consistent with the mechanism shmom in 
&heme4.4. rhis is reasonably ill1crpreicd as wcll by considering thc molccular st ruelurc 
ofbbim which has 011 and Nil groups both capable ofhrdrogen bonding 10 the flooridc 
ion.Jl "!be postulatcd mechanism in Schcmc4.5 predicts that, in the presence of F-. 
competition between the c'<citcd state intramolecular proton transfer and excited state 
intennole<:ularproton transfer occurs. Further addition of F-causescompletequenching 
of the isomer (enol-form) emission peak and also quenched the tautomer (keto-fonn) 
emission peak with a new emission band (red shilled) being 'IC<,n which increased in 
ink'TlSity gradually upon additi"n of F- . A po>sible explanation of the significant red 
shifl is that a >eriesofproton transfers occuJ"S 10 fimn four negative charges on the bbim 
complex in thcexcited Slatc. The fonnationofa ne""red shiftcd emission afler addition 
of8 equivalents of F- is indicative of complete deprolOnation ofbbim. This causes a 
loss of the inter and intramole<:ular hydrogen bonds, a conclusion supported by the 
incrca,,' in the quantum yield of the new emi,sion peak al 635 nm compared to the 
tautom~'T emission peak al 550 nm (<1>.", 635nm--o.362 and <1>. ", 550nm=().091 
respectively). These results arc also supported hy a paper published by Barbara and 
Flom.'" in which they confinned that nonrad iativc decay rates ofthc tautomcr "ill 
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increase in thc presencc of intramolecular hydrogen bonding. TIle acidity of the OI~ in 
thehydroquinoncintheexciteds(ateishighcrlhaninthegrounds(ate.l3ecauscofthis 
diffen:nce the stability constant in the excited statc is not the samc as the gro undstatc 
stability constant (fables4.J and 4.4) 
hv hv hv 
& heme 4.5. I'ropo$l.-d excited state mechanism of the first set of interactions of bbim 
withF-ion 
The cfToxt of OH - ionin theexcik-d state is nOl exactly the sarne as that of F- ion 
c"en Illough both anions (F-. OH - ) gavc Ihe same ground stale resuhs(ab!iorbance and 
IH NMR tilration). In the cxcited stale. Ihcre is a slight difference which is nOI fully 
understood. From the exeik-d state measurcmeniS Ihe F- ion is sllown to he able to 
deprolonalCthc hydroquinoneOH ofbbim by forming a I:t adduct. and lodeprotonate 
Ihe benzimidazole NIl ofbbim byforminga2:1 adduct. Therefore. it isposlulaled that 
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the nature of the excited state ofbbimH··{Fh is dramatically different than that of the 
hv hv Flu.635nm 
- (j))" (FHF) " ii (FHF") 
o:;q<:o :. o:;~:o-o:~:o 
0' a~~ ' . 
Scheme 4.6. Proposed excited state mechanism of the second 5Clofinteractions between 
bhimand F- ions. 
Addition of [Bu.N]OH resuits in a similar r~-d-shifkd emission being obscr\"~-d 
togclherwith the eventual quenching of the enti.,ionpeak at 635 nmaft eradditionof18 
equivalents of OH-. 1llc Sk111-Volmcr plot)' ofbbim with addition of OH - displays a 
close to linear relationship (Figure 4.H). The fluoresccnce intensit}" ofbbim is quenched 
upon addition of excess OH- . which maybe indicates a strong excited state interaction 
between bbim and 011- (hydrogen-bond interaction) or could be auributcd to a 
photoinduced ele<:tron transfcrproccss (PET). -
'" 
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I'revious work on a related s)'stem has bccn done b)' Fabbrizzi elul. in 2005.J2 
They pcrfomled tilrluiolls of urea by tetrabutylammonium fluoride and hydroxide and 
found that tl\cse anions indue<.-d double deprotonation from urea. They used theUV·vis 
absorption and IH NMR spc.:tra as e\'idencc for their conclusions. On the other hand. 
addition ofa large amount of acetate induced only onc dcprotonation. Thcseobser·,ations 
areeonsistcnI " .. ithourresuhs forti tralionofbbim by the same anions. 
Addilion of an ex~'ess amount of the less basic anions such as I'Fi. HSO'. ct- . 
Br- . and 1- toa OMSO solution ofbbim do not induce detcctablc ehanges in the 
fluorescence spectra excillding a small decrease in emission intensity which may be 
indicatiw of a heavy atom efTl~ (Figure A·8 in appendix).)) Upon addition of I 1:0 or I 
and DlO. the floorcsccnce intensity of the tautomcr ir>ercascs in DMSO solution (Figure 
4.14).ThisislikelyduetofoI1l\3tionoftheinteI1l\0Iocularh)'drogenbondedtautomer.To 
extract a proton from bbim requires the assistance of sc,'eral H20 molecules to assist 
proton transfer from the bbim molecule (Scheme 4.7)." The number of H)O molecules 
which panicipate cannot be dctel1l\ined from our experiments. DcprolOnaiion ofbbim by 
H20 Or 0,0 could not {)Ccur unless a large exc..ss of water molecules were added. In our 
experiments. we saw evidence of strong hydrogen bonds between bbim and a clUSlerof 
hydrogen bonded watcr moleculcs but no clear evidence fordcprotonation. Thcemission 
spcctra show a growing new emission peak at 635 nm in the same position as seen in 
titrations of bbim withF- . OH- .and AC. Therefore. we can conclude that bbim 
deprotonation necds a cluster of HlO molecules to accept a proton from bbim 
Chapter 4 
Scheme 4.7. Proposed ground and excited stat~ proton tmnsfer mL",hanism of interaction 
bbimwilhH,O. 
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In Ihis work,lhc behaviorofbisbcnzimidazolyl-hydroquinone in the prescn ecof 
ba,ic anions has Ocen ,tudied. /l.otb the gmund and the excited-state bcbaviorofbbim 
were sho,,;n 10 be anion dependent. The nuoride and hydroxidll encel on bbim is 
significantly higher than that observed for other halide anions (Ae-,PFi, H50;.C1- , 
Br- , and 1- ). Moreover,theeffe<:tof F-andOH-dramalieaJiyehangcstheemission 
eolor from weak g",..,n to bright red and gives about a 5-fold enbanced emissi on for F-
and OH - and a small effect for Ac- in the UV-Visand fluorescence emission. For the 
other anions such as PFi, 1150:;:, Br-, Br-, and r there is no significant change inlhe 
gmund and excited state emission 
'" 
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Chapter 5 
Characterization of the Ground and Excited State 
Properties in a Series of3-aminocournarins (3-AC) 
ChapterS 
5.1.1 The Pro perties of Coum u in li nd its Derintin;\ 
The coumarin mole<:ule (1,2·ocnzop)'l".>ne)""aS isolated from plants in 1820.' A 
variety of coumarin derivatives have been synlhesized and particularly inwSligal~-d for 
lheirbiologieal efTe<:tsand medieal usefulness. For example. coumarins an: fornlcd in 
responsc 10 lraumatic injury and art: widely used in the fields of polymer scicnce.l-'· 
Coumarins an: also found in which the pharmacological Ih~'TIlpy and ph010dynamic 
properties depend upon the paltern of ring SubslilUlion.Z.'6. Examples of coumarin 









Coumarins exhibit sensitivi ty to their local structure. For example. changes in 
solvent polarity alters the fluorescence wavelength. quantum yield. and excited state 
lifetime of the coumarin laser dyes.".n·" As a result of this sensitivity to the 
environment/medium. coumarins haw found widespread applications. For instance. 
coumarins having a strong electron donating substituent. such as the amino group (7-
position). comprise a dass of efficient laser dyes. 300 coumarins ..... ith 3. 4 and 6-
substitutedclectron withd'-dwinggroups provide a large numher of laser emin inglincsin 
the blue-green region of the visible spectrum. li.I· ln total. owrone hundr~"<l coumarin 
laser dyes are prescntly kno"n.20JI 
Coumarin 460 
~'igurr S.2. Examples of the chemical structures of some coumarin l~r d)'e-> 
Jones <'I a/.n have studied the SQlv~nl ~ffl~ts for Ihe coumarins shown in Figure 
5.2. Thcyobscr,ed a strong n."<l-shift and a m!uced fluorescence quantum yicld in polar 
solvents. The authors attributed these changes ..... ith increasing solvent polarity 10 an 
increased nonrndialiw d~~ay ralC (k ... ) via fonnation of a Iwisted intramolecular charge-
lransfer(TrCT)statc."'hichwil1bcdiscusscdinalatcrSL~lion 
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Spectroscopic Properti~.ofCoum~rin and its Ilcrivati...,,, 
The photophysical properties of coumarin based chromophores have been 
d<x;umented,incethe 1941h,lJ The excited Slates generally can undergo many excitation 
and rclax3lionproccs.se,. How~\'er. SOme ofthe>e processes can he represented using a 
mooifiedlablonski diagram or energy Slate diagram for a typical chromoph orcmolcculc. 
Figu~ 5.3, A modified Jablon~ki diagram illustrates exciK-d state decay 
The photophysics and photochemistry of wumarins are dependent on solvent 
polarity. subst ituent, and sub,tilucnt placement. The numbering system for substituent 
placement i,sho"n in the figure he low 
'00" "" 61 ""'" """" 
'" R~ 8 t 0 
" 
"igu'-"S.4.Structurcandnumheringschcmeforcoumarinwi th subst;tucnts 
>70 
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The abS()rption "l'I"'trum <)fcoumarin or 6-mNhylcoomarin has One transition at 
275 nm (Eop = 36364 em-' ) assigned to a 1[(If)1 .... (lflf')] or L~ transition using the 
Plan notation. and a second transition at 321 nm (Eop == 31150 em- I) assigned to a 
1(1f)2 --> I(mr')] transition or a L~ transition using the Platt notation. The eXl'I"'ted 
[(n)2 --> '(lflf -)] transition locali1 ... -d on the CO mokty is not observed. as it is a 
forbidden transition. Emission is observed at 370 run (E,m = 27030 em-') in dioxane 
with r < 0.3 nS and is assigned to 50 ___ 5, (]uo",'SCenc~ 
5.1.2. 1 TripldState 
Coumarins often possess a long-lin-d triplet \nn') which arises from intefS)'stcm 
erossing from the singlet I(lflf') state. In the absenee of an obvious source of spin -orbit 
coupling (e.g. hcavy metals). the singlet-triplet transition is counterintuitive, Coumarin 
derivatives such as J·amioocoumarin (J-AC) can und~"'go the spin forbidden process of 
intersystem crossing (ISC). The law of conservation of momentum dictates that in an 
isolated system or molecule the momentum may b" transferred but must be consewd. lJ 
HO,","Cl"cr. the total change in the angular momentum and linear momentum must be 
oonstont. Thusthc forces within a molecule that can bring about a spin change witho ut 
violating the law of conservation of momentum can be summarized. Spin-orbit coupling 
(SOC). in whieh torque un an electron spin is created by orbital angular momentum. is 
the dominant intmrnolc><:ular force which facilitatcs ISC. Figure 5,5 illu stratesthc relalive 
oriemations ofthc two c1ectron spins for thc single and the triplet statc,l' 
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Singlet Triplet 
Figurt 5.5. Schematic "'prcsentation ofelcctron spin for the singJeand the triplctstate. l• 
Benmphenone as described above undergoes Facile intersystem processes. The 
bcnzophenonemok'Cule has a srnall energy gap bctween the singlet excited state and the 
10'",esl triplet state (-2000 em- Ii! and undergoes a rapid intersystem crossing (k,sc = 
IO"S -ll~)' from the lowest excited singlel stilte oFthe In - 11:' to the two triplet states 
3n _ n , as sho"n;n the Figure 5.6 
ISC .. _ __ , _ l(Jtrr"J 
Figurt 5.6. Schematic representation oflhe energy levels ofbenwphcnone in the excited 
statesn 
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The intersystem crossing yield to the triplet (</I;se) is negligible; howcvcr, the coumarin 
based tripici is eflicicntly sensitizc>d by hcnzophenonc. The \1fI(') state is at 420 
nm (23810 em-I ). The [(11)2 ..... ' (1fI(')) transition is a forbidden transition and docs not 
contribute to ground state absorption Spc"CIr1L Once the 'emf') is fonned the (nil') plays 
an important role and mediates the L(nn') to l (nn') transitiun. The mechanism kno"'n as 
EI-Sayed"srulcs ' issho"" in FigureS.7. 
The singlct_triplet intersystem erossing of some coumarin derivatives has been 
studied using se .... "'1 s~troscopic methods. ll.29 In such cases th~ triplet emission (T,) of 
substituted coumarin derivativcs has been assigned to the n - n ' IIlInsition from the 
excited statc. The Jablonski diagram energy Ie"cls of coumarin"s e~cited state for 
orientations of singlet and triplet SillIes of substi tuted coumarin derivatives is shown in 
FigureS.7.}/) 
.. ";-. 




'The rate ofinters~'stem crossing is relatively large if the radiationless transition in"olves 
a ehang~ of orbital type. A typical ease is the transition from the lowcst singlct state 10 
the triplet rnanifold.e.ll." 'nit' --->J llJIo 
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The absorption spc.:trum ofan unsubstitute<i coumarin displays absorption bands 
at 274 run and 311 run." the low~.,- wa"cicngth band being the more intense. Wavelength 
shiflsOCCur duc!Othe dTc...:tofdifTcrcntsubstiluents.Forexan,ple.a bathochromicshifl 
iSObserwd inthcabsorptionspectruminthcpresenceoflheelcclron-wilhdrawingnilro 
group in position6orSJ1 11'1cnatureand position of the substitucnts influcneelhc 
magnilude of the spc"':lral shift_ Wheelock,l""lcdlhcsubstituent intlucnecdelectronic 
energiesof7-mctooxyeoumarin. resulting in emission shifts 10 longer " 'avclcngth (red 
shifis). The efToxI of the subslitution, in thecascofele.:tron-donalinggrou ps(EIXi)in 
Ihe4,6.or7 posilionsoflhecoumarin molccu1c,islhal n:d shifts will be observed, On 
the other hand. in thecasc ofaneloxtron-withdra"ing group (EWG) in position numberJ 
the tluon..'SC<...ce band will red shift as well. In general. coumarin and its derivaliws such 
as 7-anlinocoumarins are ofpanicular interest bccausc they possess an eicctron donaling 
group (amioo group) and an cloxtron wi!hdra,,;ng group (carbonyl group). These 
compounds revcal strong tlUOK'SCCOCC in UV-Vis light which makes lheir identification 
easy. '9JJ-" However. the substitutions may con!ribute to cxCiK-d state dec ay by providing 
aI'IOtherkil"lClicpathway.9J ! 
Changing the sol\-ent polarily and thc pH may afTccl the fluorescence Sp'...:tra. For 
instance. upon changing solvcnt poJarity for !he 7-aminocoumarins one obse""es a bluc 
shill and a slight reduction in the molar extinclion coefficienl_ Tne poolophysical 
propcniesofthinc.:ncoumarindcrivati\'csinavarictyoforganicsoJ\'enlShavebcen 
investigaled by Jones el al.··lo 11'Icy found !hat inereasingsolvent polarilY ca uses a red 
shift in Ihcabsorplion sJlCCtrum and bo!ha red shift and broadening in the tluorescenee 
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emission_Solvcntpolaritycan shift both the emission and absorption peaks and ala rge 
shifthasbcenobser .... edbyShannaelul.J6 for4-and7-substitutedcoumarindcrivatiws 
They al oo observed a large shift in the emission SpKlf1I due 10 a large increase in thc 
dipole momcl1t on photoexcitation. subscquemly giving rise to large Stokes' shi fts ..... hich 
aresol .... ent-dcpendcnt. J6.Jl 
5. 1.2.3 T,..,... Df bdtetl State. and .:~dtrd Statr Dyna mi ... and Energttit . in 
CDumarin a nd its Oeri ... ti,·" 
When a f1uorophore contains both an el~trondonorand an acccptorgroup. it 
undergoes intramolecular charge transf~'1' (ICn from the donor to the acceptor upon 
excitation by light. llte pholoinduced ICT reaction t.;:,1 ..... ~'Cn lhe 1 ..... 0 distincl parts ofa 
moiecule is cUlTCntly One of the most imporumt reactions in pholochemistryand find suse 
inlascrapplications.1' nonlinearoplical propcrties..lI fluorescence scnsors.'w etc. The ICT 
Icads 10 a eonscquem change in dipole moment and rcsults in a Stokes shift that depends 
on the polarity of the medium ..... ··' ICT in a conjugated donor-acceptor assembly may t.;:, 
accompanied by internal rotation or othcrconfonnational changes leading to t ..... iSk..! 
intramolccularchargetransfcr(nCnstatcs·1.Lipperte/al.·l ..... erethefirstto "'porta 
dual cmission band from 4N.N-dimethylaminobcnzonitrile (OMABN) assigned to an 
intramolecular charge transfer (ICn . Lippert initially proposcd that therc arc t ..... ocx cited 
states.oncof ..... hichishighlypolarandtheothcroflowpolarity.responsiblefor the short 
and long ..... a"clength fluorescence bands respc'Ctivciy. Later Grabo ..... ski 1'1 al.)I.44-4-1 
proposed that the dual fluorcscencefrom DMABNcouldl.>eexplainedusingtheconeept 
of a TlCT state. They aloo investigated the role of solvent ;n the t"'isting of the 
bichromophoric mok'Culc in the excited SUIte. The TlCT state arises from a rotation of the 
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donor &roup to 90" leading 10 donor and acceptor sites that are cle.::tronically 
uncoupled (V '" 0). In this limit. tm,re is oomplete intrnrnole.::ular ele.::tron transfer in tm, 
donor acceptor a:i~emhly ."·oq·~ The TICT state has a significant dipole mOment which is 
stabilized in polar soh·cms. lltc nuoresccnce from TlCT states is usually weak because 
the radiative dC\:ay rate constant (krl value is small and the 1/1 . ... value for TICT emission 
shouldd~"Creascwithanincrea.""insolwntpol arity 
Results from experimental studies on oompounds such as DMABN have Ix"", 
rationaJizl-d using the TlCT mooel to explain the observed duaJ-fJoorescence 
Grnbowski·s mooel of the TICT state arrangement is SIlo .... l1 in Figure 5.8. lltc locally 
excited state of DMABN is a.imosl planar and solvent relaxation takes place with an 
associatc-d rotation of the dimClhylamino group in DMABN ultimately increasing the 
dihedrnl angle between the dotlQr and acceptor to tm, point whcrecxcilcd relaxation is 
predominant ly radiative. The It-clectronic d~coupling of the twisted donor and acceptor 
moieties leads to a large dipole moment as a result of a full charge separation and a 




panial charge lransfer 
TICTSlate(l"isted) 
foil charge transfcr 
Figo ,"", .'i.lt POienlial energy diagram of DMABN and modd of a mole-cullll" TOIOT 
CQnsi$ling oflwo differenl moieties (donor and acceplor) in a TICT exciled Slale for a D-
A mol~ule" ,'!' 
Even lhough the TlCT SlUle of DMABN was invoh-d 10 accommodalC lhe dual 
fluorescence. it was realized Ihal lhe TlCT 'laic may nol a],,-ays fluoresce. The 
pholophy,ical lJ.;,haviors ofa \'lIS! number ofcoumarins have be..,n cxanlined and the 
involvemCnl of lhe nonradiative TIeT state has been ascertained.·· I1J1.J) However. 
coumarin dyes wilh an electron wilhdrawing gTOUp (EWG) arc good electron 
acCCPlorslUI which in some cases leads 10 [omlalion of an inuamole-cular charge transfer 
slruclure that sulJseGucntly relaxes 10 a non-fluorescenl TICT slate." for example. 7-
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aminocoumarin in polar solvents undergoes charge transfer and excitation twisting 
around Ih~ C·N bond (an excitoo state torsional motion) linking the amino group to the 
aromatic ring. However, coumarin C<lmlXmnds that contain an electron donating group 
undergo ICT upon optical excitation. Consequentlylhis process leads to an increase in 
the dipole moment ill the excited state Ihat exhibits a large Stokes shift in the 
fiuor.:scence emission.ol The excited state charaeter of 7·aminoeownarin has Ix:en 
inten'ively,tudied hysewl1ll authors.9.,0,62-1(Il1Iey found that in the excitoo state 7-
aminoeoumarin undergoes rapid torsional motion involving the amino group at the C-7 
position on the coumarin ring which results in the fonnation of the TICT state.··'Ml.70 
While an increase in the solvent viscosity may attenuate charge transitions by 
confonnmional gating efTl'Cll; sl!Ch as amino group rotation. it could be argu~>d trn.tthe 
solvent polarit~· stabilizes eith~.,- ICT or TICT states due to the magnitude of the dipole 
moment change (.tr.i1)." Scheme 5.1 shows the structures of the ICT and TlCT states for 
7-aminocoumann 
Scheme 5.1. I'lanar ICT .tru,ture and nonplanar T ICT <tmclure. "" 
Figure 5.9 illm;trates the potential energy diagram for the ground and excite dstatcs, 
where the nciloo state. have three distinct minima. These three minima represent 
diff~.,-~..,t C<lnfigurations which are 'IOlvcnt dependent and can exist at different values of 
'" 
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the reaction coordinatc as shO"ll in Figure 5.10.'" Tne numhers from (1) to (6) reprC'SCl1t 
!he follo,,;ng: ( I) PholOn capture and fOmlation of the Franck·Condon (FC) stale. (2) 
Radiative and non·mdialive de<.:ay to refoml the ground statc. (3) Vibrational cooling 
";Ihin !he excitcd state (5,) and a themlally activated transilion from 5, .... ICT. (4) 
Radiative deca)· from the ICT stalC. (5) Thcmlally induced activation barrier crossing 
betwe<.:n the leT and TICT states. (6) The relaxation of the TICT state '0 the ground 





Figure S.9. Potentialcnergydiag.ramofamoleculc undergoing structural ch angc in the 
cxcitedstatc 
Since the TICT state is cssentially highly polar in character it is expected to become more 
stable in higher polarity so!ventsn .1j Figure S.IO illustrates how the potential energy 
surface for the 7·amiIlOCt>urnarin dye changes with different sol\'enl dielectric properties. 
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Figure 5. 10. Potential ene'gy diagrams f", 3·AC showing the proposed changes in 
cxcitl-d state configurntions wilh a change in the soIvcnl polarity. 
Pal e/ a!. l~ have studie<l clecllvn transfe, from aromatic arnines to excite'll 
coumarin d}'es in OC<.10nitrile (Ml>(;N) solUlion using steady stale and lime resolved 
spe.:troscopictechniques, Th",yob$en'e<lfOmlalionofanaminccationradicalusinglascr 
flash photolysis excitation. 1he fluorescence of the eleclron acceptor 4·CFl·7· 
dimcthylaminocoumarin (CI52) was significantly quenched by addition ofclcctro ndonor 
aromatic arnines soxh as N.N-dielhylaniline (DEAN), The appcal".u\Cc of a radical anion 
of Cl52 is consistent with ek'Ctron trnnsfer quenching of the Cl52 el<cited s\ate. Scheme 
5.2. A transient absorption measu"-'TT1cnt shows an absorption peak al 450 nm. which "115 
allribute<l to the DEAN calion radical. TIle aUlhors ob$en'ed a bleach or negati\'e 
absorption peak at 500·550 run that was attributed to stimulak-d emission from the Cl52 
cxciledstatc.TIleyalsoobscn·edabroadabsorplionpeakatarouoo6()()nm which they 





Scheme 5.2. Elecnon Imnsfcr m~'Chanism from N.N.dielhylaniline donor 10 4-CFr 7-
dimethylaminocoumarin ph010excitcd OCCCplQr 
Coumarin can also undergo pholodim~";zalioo. The pholodimeri7"ation aTld 
photochemical prnpenies have been investigated by scveral autiJorsnu They found that 
eleclronically excik-d coumarin derivatives yielded a variety of different dimers in 
solution of which cis-head·to-head. trans-head-to-head. cis-head·to-lail and truns-head-
to-tail. , .. :erc idcmilicd. Schemc 5.3 
SchemeSJ.Photodimcrizalionproductsofcoumarin.JO 
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5.1.3 Srop~ of lh i. Study 
This study is focused on tlK- e~citoo state dynamics of )-aminocoumarin (3-AC) 
and thc dcrivatiws shown in Schcme5.4. Thceffectsofsolventpolarityandsubstitucnt 
eff~'Cts in the C-6 position of the coumarin on the excited state propcnics were 
invest igated. Intmrnolecu larchargetransfcr(ICT) in 3-arninocournarin anditsdcrivati,'cs 
were studied in an al1cmptto detenninc the role of ICT and \0 ascenain the pn",ence of 
twistc-d photoinduced intramolecular charge transfer (TlCD. 
3-aminocoumarin 
(3-AC) 
CCxx'" ~ ~ NIl! 





s., h me 5.4. Structures of coumarin dcrivatiws studiC<.! in this work 
Ground and excited states literature data examplcs arc givcn in Tabk"35.1 and 5.2 
CIlap(cr5 
Sel",,(ed lit~rnture cxampk-s or absorplion spcclrn of coumarin and its 
AAb< Eo, ,~ 
Quantity S<Jlvcnt (nm) (em -') M- 'em- ' 
Coumarin ' Cyclohexane 272 )6765 
32154 
HOCnu " ethanol 30675 1.6JxlO· 
C151' McCN 
C120' MoCN 343 29 155 
C152' M~-CN 393 
C500 f MoCN 385 25974 
C4MI ' ~k-CN 
Dye I ' MoCN 2724M 
Dye2" CIICI) . ., 22422 
Dye3" ethanol J23 J.52xIO· 




Dye6 " M~-CN 35' 
Dye7 ' McCN 3"' 26110 
DyeS ' McCN 33< 29940 1.44xlO· 
Dye9 " 26316 
Dye 10 ' McCN 
'" Dyell ' MoCN 405 
Dye 12 ' McCN 45' 22026 
DyeJ3 ' Mct:N 403 24814 
Dycl4 ' EtOH 454 22026 9.lxlo' 
0),eI5' McCN 450 
Dye 16 ' CHCh 500 
,_ 
Dyel7 CHCll 
• J. Phys. Chern. 19'94.98.6054-6058. b Dyes and Pigmenls 80 (201)9) 115-120.' J. 
f'hy,<. Chem. A, 2001 , 105. 1097-1106 .• J. Chem. Phys .. 119, 2003443-452 . • J. Phys. 
Chem. A 2003, 107, 4808-4816. f J. Ph),s. Chern. A 2003. 107, 501-507. ' J. Ph)' .•. Chem. 
1985,89. 294-300. ' 1. I'h), .•. Chem. 1994.98. 8903-8905. 'JourlWl ujPhou)(,'hemislry and 
PholObioiol{)' A __ Chemislry. 117. 19'98. 67-74. J Tetrahedron Letters 40. 199'9 . 82551-
8555. 'Joumal of Pholuchemislry and Photobiology A: Chemistry. 116. 19'911. 135-142 I 
1. I'hy,·. Chem. A 19'97, 101.981·987. 
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Table S.2. ScIL'{;tcd literature cxamplcs of photo physical propcnicsofroumarin aoo its 
Quantity Soh'ent ~.",.(nm) E.m,em • ..m kr.ns- I knr,ns- ' 
Coumarin ' 0._ < 0.10 > 0.004 > 10.0 
HOCou" ethanol 390 2S641 0.28 
CISI' MeCN '6' 21692 0.57 S.13 1111 '38 
C120' McCN 
'" 
24272 0.63 3.10 2032 1194 
C152' M<CN 50. 19841 0.22 
CSOO f ~kCN 
C481' M<CN 
Dyel l 30.3 < 1.0 




Dyc4 " CHCll 0.43 
DyeS · CHCh 
Dye6 1 M<CN 
Dyc7 1 
Dye8 ' MeCN 
Dye9 1 22222 
Dye 10 1 5.6 7.9 
Dycll l ML-cN 510 '9608 0.87 5.6 15.0 23 
Oye12 1 MoeN 501 ,- 0.63 32 20.0 12 
Dyen l McCN 480 20833 0.67 2.8 24.0 1.2 
0 )'1'14' EtOH 
'" 
20080 0.52 2' 20.0 
Dye 15' ML-CN 528 18939 OM 2,46 26.) 14.8 
Dyc 16 1 CHCI) 571 19.8 
Dye 171 CHCll 
• J. Phys. Chern. 1994.98.6054-6058 . • DyeJ and Pigments 80 (2009) IIS- 120. < J. 
Ph)"s. Chem. A. 200 1. lOS. 1097- 1106. 'J. Chem, Phys .. 119. 2003 443-452 . • J. PhyJ. 
Chem. A 2003. /07, 4808-4816. f J. Phy!, Chem, A 2003, 107. 501-507. I J. Phy!, Chern. 
1985.89, 294-300. h J. Phys. Chem, 1994.98, 8903-890S. i Jourrlil! of Photochemistry and 
I'hotobi%gy A: Chemistry_ 117. 1 ~8. 67-74, ' Tetrahedron leners 40_ 1999_ 825SI-
855S . • Journa/ of l'hotochemi.'try ami Photobiology A: Chemistry. 116. 1998. 135-142. I 




Figur('S. 1 I. Chcmical Sli'UClUre of coumarin and il~derivali\'es 
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FigurtS. ll . chcmicalslructurcofcoumarinandilsdcrivativC'S. 
186 
Dyo l l 
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The ground and ex~ited electronic ,tate pwpcrtics of 1.2-benwpyronc (coumarin) 
and its derivatives have in this work been subjected to detailed spcclroscopi~ analysis. 
rhe a~rption propenies are presented first using 3-aminocoumarin (3-AC) as a 
stan<iardparadigm foUowed hy the presentation and results from the studiesofex~itcd 
state dynamies as a functionofsubslitllCnt cleetronpropcnics and Ihec! fc.::lofexlendcd 
5.2.1 Absorpl ionSpeclra 
The absorption spcctral cnvclopes for the coumarin coml"'und,described below are 
~haracterired by a number of resolved peaks and shoulders due 10 several ov~ .. lapping 
ck><;trunictransilionsandlheir\'ibroni~eoml"'nenlS 
Figure 5. 12. Ahsorbance of 3-AC substituent in McCN solution at 298 (± 2) K under 1 
atrnN, 
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For e~arnple, tite lowest energy transition of the absorption spectrum for 3-AC in 
acetonitrile (MeCN) solution al 324 run (30864 em- I, C = 1.3 x 10' M- 'em- ') is 
attributed to a It-lt' transition locali7.l-d on lh~ C(>umario riog.l l." Th~ shoulder at 337 om 
(2%73 em·l, ( = 9.6 X 101 ,o..,-'em-') is anributcd to a charge transfer ( ICn band as 
is e~pl'Ck-d for moleculcs containing an accepting group (carbonyl gmupj".a.; and 
donating group {amino group). The intcnsiticsofthe abso'lJlion bands found forJ-ACare 
consistent wilitelcctricdipolcaIlOl"'"Cd ICT transitions." The integrated intensity for an 
clcctronictransitionisgivcnby 
whcre M is the transition moment. M is directly related to ji the dipolc moment and the 
ground and cxcitcd statc .... 'llvcfunctions by 
The intcnsityofthetransition is rdated toji 
and thc band shape is govcrned by the Franck·Condon overlap factors, <~:"bl~.jb). 
Time dependcnt density functional theory (TD-Dl~r) WIIS used to calculate the 
~ncrgie, and orbital contributions of the UV-Vis spcClnun. Analysis of the absorption 
spcctrnl data for 3-AC and its derivatives wcr~ calculak-d from thc first and second 
"lnlhispanicularcitargclJansfer(ICT)lransition.ek":\T(II'Idcnsilyhasbttnrcdis\ributcdfrorn 
the amino group (N11,) donor substitklem to an electron detkiem carbonyl group (C = 0) moiety 




derivati\'e of the absorption spectrurn asdcscribcd in thc Chaplcr2. Thccalculatcdand 
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figu,"" 5.1l. Absorption Spectral Deconvolution for 3-AC in McCN solut ion at 298 (± 2) 
Kunder I atm Nl.(a)Observcdandcalculatcdspcctral cnvclope from thed\."<;onvolut ion 
(b) The first derivativc and (c) second deri'·alive . Band max ima an: indicated by the 
vcrtieallines 
Absorption spectral data from the deconvolution procedure. transition en~"'gies. 
oscillator strengths and the dipole moment arc gjvcn in Tablc 5.3. 
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Table 53. Absorption spectral data for 3-AC and wme of its derivatives in MeCN 
w lution. Transition energies assignments, os<:i llator strengths and dipole mom entsfor3-
ACandsomeofit~derivatives 
Ob",rwd FrllmdCCllnvolution 




(nm) (em' i) M"cm" (em·l) ,m' M"ern" 
lJ7 29674 9.95x1OJ <D 29522 0.017 
l.32xlO' <D 30887 2343 90]] OJ)98 1.78 
4.HOxlOJ (j) 3321H 
2' 29850 1.35x lO <D 28397 2693 0.011 
l.06xIO· <D 29691 8102 209 
2W 47847 3.00xI0· (j) 32352 0.42 
<D 27736 oms 2.82 
285 35088 1.53xlO' <D 30970 2549 
260 38462 1.25 x 10' (j) 2543 4.78 
" 
J" 27473 <D 27205 6.80 
1.88x10· <D 28428 
'''''' 
0.055 
J2J J()96Q 1.70 x 10' (j) 29762 3.01 
• (3-AC). b(6--l-.leO-3-AC). '(6- NOr3-AC). and ·(5.6-ilenw-3-ACj 
Theabsorptinnofaphotonleadstofonnationofthefranek-Condonslalcwhcrelhc 
molecule hasthecicctronicco-oroinatcsofthccxcik'<l stalc bUislili PO''''" scs Ihe ground 
statcnuclcarandsolvcnl co-ordinales.lnspeclionoflhedalashown in Table 5.3 reveals 
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that gencrally the optical encrgy of the absorption iocreases as the transition d ipole 
moment decreases asdcscribcd in Eq. 5.l.llIcobscTvation indicates that the lowest 
energy transitions POSSl..""Sscsa largedegn."<:of,hargClmnSfcr(Cncharnctcrwhcre as the 
higher energy transitions are If-lI' and an: I\Ot CXllI"'ted to poss<:ss large dipole 
moments. The ex,eption is the NO/ derivative which will be discusscd further in section 
5.3 
Fil:urt 5. 14. Absorption Spectral D .. ,convolution for top left 6-McO-)·AC. top right 6· 
NO,·3·AC and immediately below left 5.6·Hen7.o·)·AC and below right 3·AC in McCN 
solutionat298(:!: 2)K under 1 aunN/. 
'" 
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5.2.2 Emission and Enli~~ ion S!,<,ctnil Fitting 
Excitation of J-AC (J.u c• 324 nm) in MeCN solution at room tcmpemture gives 
riso. to emission bands at J86 nm (25906 em"). llIccxeitation spectrum displayed 0 De 
emission peak at 328 nm within the .l. == 300 _ 400 nm spectral window. The 
excitation. fluoresccnce. and phosphorescence spectra of 3-AC in MeCN solution are 
shown in Figure S.IS 
Wavelength,nm 
Figurt' 5.15. Normalized absorption spectnun (black line). fluorescence spectrum 
.l.. x< = 324 om (red linc). excitation spcclrum .l. .. on = 368 om (blue line). and 
phosphorescence spectrum (green line) of J-AC in MeCN solution at 298 (" 2) K under 1 
atm Nl 
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Tahle S.". Plmtophysical propenies oO-AC and its derivatives in MeCN 10 ~M solution 
' .m E.m •• m 
" '" 
E~o. E~ 
Quantity em- I liS - I liS - I cm-1 
3N6 25974 




" (3-AC), "(6-MeO-3-AC), ' (6- NOr3-AC). and \S.6-Bcnzo-J-AC) 
Emission <p<:ctra of 3-AC and its derivatives were fit by application of single. 
average mode Fr.m~k·Condon analy~i, utilizing the line shape analysis methodology 
describcd in the expcrimental '«'Ction(Chapter2), Emission spectra and fits arc sho .... n in 
Figure S.16, The fits and their ink>rprdation rely On the magnitude of errors assodated 
with Ihedata. and a well-defined minimum on the error surface.llased on a rigourous 
analrsis of error surfaces by Juan Claude11.lhere exi,t shallow minima. Funhermore. 
scveralofthcparametcrsaremathematicallycorrelat<:dandcaremU5tbeexercisedinthe 
imerpretationoflhesedala, It should be noted that the emission spectral filling analysis 
has been widely utilized for dO polypyridyl complexes of Re. Rh, Ru. Os, etc.'" The use 
of spec Ira I fitting in Ihis work represcnts one oflhe fcw such sludioson organic based 
chromopholl'S. The fitting mClhodolgr employed has c,'olved o,'cr time to reduce 
problcmsa,sociatedwi lhmuitiparalHetcrfLtsandemplorslhefollowings(cPS: 
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Minimization of the number of parameter.; that arc allowed to vary in the fits. FOT 
example. Eo may bc estimated fmm whe", the noml3li~ed absorption and 
emission 51"'\:trn inteTS<-'\:t onc another. or by drnwinga tangent on the highe ncrgy 
sid" of the "mission envelopc and t.'. is then estimated fmm the energy axis 
Iftheemissionspectrnexhibitvibronicstrucwre.llw" is fixed. 
Careful examination of the correlation matricl'S to assess the d"gn.-e of 
mathematical correlation betwcen paramcters 
The usc ofscveral difTerent initialguesscs in thc fitting routine to see ifthefi tting 
pammeters converge to produce the samc results. thereby providing evidence for a 
weil-dcfincdminimumonthecrrOTsurfacc 
The fit parameters are given in Table 5.5. In the case of 6·NO::-J-AC dual emission "'as 
obscrwd and the emission data "ill be presented below. Unfonunately the fitting was 
difficuh becausc this dye has ,'cry weak cmission. 
T~ble 5.5. One-mode emission 51"'\:trnl fitting fOT 6-R-J-AC (R - II. OCliJ and benzol in 
chlorofOmlotroomtempcrature: 
Quantity J-AC 6-MeO-J-AC 5.6-Benm-3-AC 
E.,Cern-') 27840(15) 26505(50) 25748(10) 
S. 1.88 (0.02) 2.41(0.02) 1.77(0.01) 
AV1/2.(cm- t ) 1915(30) 2340(80) 1733(15) 
Iiw",(ern-') 
' Error estimates arc in J>ill"ntht.'SeS 
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f: :ck-.-~ .. "-.-. 
I: 
- -_. __ .-
... - ..... , 
Figu,"" 5. 16. Normali7xd corn-cted emission of 3·AC. 6-McO·3·AC. 6-NOl-3·AC and 
5.6-benzo...3·AC in chloroform solution 3! 298 (~ 2) K ullder I atm N2 (solid black line) 
and onc·mode spectral lit (red dashed linc), The residuals are sho"n in green 
5.2.3 Euited StMt e Dru}, 
Laser tlash emission eXJX'rimcnts "cre performed IOdeR'fITlinc the lifetime fo rthe 
excited staR'S of3·AC and it~ derivatives. Follo,,;ng pulsed laser excitation at 337 nm 
(pulse width 350 ~ SO ps). Ihe emission decay kinetics "'ere monitored at the emission 
maxima. The fluorescence decay kinetics for 3·AC. 6·McO-3·AC, and 6·NOI'3·AC rale 
constants were convoluted with lhe laser pulse obtained by usin!,: the deconvolution 
protocolsasdescribedinChaptcr2_lncontrastthe5.6·bcn7A>-3·ACexhibiISanc1llission 
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lifetime of 1.18 ns. The emission lifetime of 5.6·ben7.o-3·AC was deseribed by a single-
exponential function of the deeay in McCN (Figure 5.17) and was ad"'lU3tely fit to 
Eq.5.4. 
wher.: I, and 10 wcre the emission intensities at time t and t == ° respectively. The 
photophysical properties of 3·AC and its derivatives are summan7.ed in Table 5.4 along 
with extensive data found for other systems. 
Time,n. 
Figure 5.17. Fluorescence decay of 5.6·Bcnzo·)·AC in MloCN solution at 298 (± 2) K 
under 1 atm N2 follo\\ing laser excitation at 337 run. 0.3 ns pulse width at rOOm 
temperature. lascr pulse profile dccay(black dot). and thc rest fit (grccn dot). 
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5.2.4 Non. radiativc P«ay 
There are rour parnmeters given in Table 5.5. Eo is the energy gap for the \!'= 
0 .... u = 0 transition. Sm is the Huang·Rhys factor or vibrational coupl ing eonslan t given 
by 
w-h~reMjandwjare thereducedmassandthevibrati onalfrequencyof t hei"vi brational 
mode and tJQ; is the change in equilibrium displaccment for the j" modc. In the one 
mode approxi mation S is given hy 
S= ~ S; (5.6) 
For coupled vibrational mode wi th wI. and fiw is the average quantum spacings for all 
modes given by 
Itw = Li;jW; (5.7) 
Th<lvibrational rcorganizalion<lncrgy (..1."i&) is givcn by 
.l.vih =S.hw (5 .8) 
ThetenntJv'/l contains infonnalion about the solvent reorganization en ergy 
where tJVO. I/2 isthe intrinsic band width and.l.o~ is the the solvent reorganization energy 
andlhelowfrequcncyvibralionalmodcsaretrealedclassically(kBT»fi(viJ 
).0 = 1~~:i(I~2) (5.10) 
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The fining paramelerscan be used locaiculale the Franck-Condon " 'cighteddcnsityor 
SlIltesrornon-radiati\·edecay. Withthea\'cmgcmodcapproximalion[F(ca/c)]isgil"co 
by 
In]F(ca/c)] = -~ln l(10;oW:_l)lJ -S-(~) 
+(r+1)2(ll:~2)lI16In2 (5.11) 
This expression is I"alid in the weak coupling case. Eo» Shw. and assuml'S equal 
quantum spacing in the initial and final electmnic states. IIw = hw'. In Eq. 5.11, the 
factor or 1000 em" is an arbitrwyscaling ractor to make the logarithmic tenn unitlcss; 
Eo. hw.andll ii,/2arcincm·'.andyisgiwn by 
Y=ln(~)-l (5.12) 
Calculated values for In[f(calc)] are listed in Table 4.6. They are related to the ratc 
constant foroonradiatil"edccay.k~,. byEq. 5.13." 
In(k.,) = Inp.+ln[F(ca/c)] (5.13) 
when: ~o contains the vihmtiotlally induced electronic coupling matrix clement which 
dynamically rouples the initial and final ek-ctronic statl"S. Following exCillltion and 
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n:la.x8tionoflhelowesllyingexcitcdstatc.theeieclronicw-a\'efunClionsfor theexcited 
state (!J!;() and gmund stales (!J!g. ). are orthogonal. Low frequency promoti ngvibrational 
modes allow mixing of thi: g.ound and excited stale wavefunclions by faci litating 
electronic coupling. In this limil. the Bom-Oppenhcimer approximation is no long'" valid 
as dectmn motion <l«'urs on the time s<:ale of vibrational motion. The Siokes shift 
betwccn the absorbing and emitting state, is given by 
where A, is the lotal reorganization energy. which is the sum of the vibrational (A~lb) and 
solvent (,1,0) roo.gani7.ation energies 
11Iefrcecncrgycontentofthccminingstatc(llG~,)isgivcnby 
llG~. "'" Eo +,1,0 (5.16) 
Ille absorption band energy (E.;,,) isrclatcd to emission spcclral tiningandlhecmission 
maximum as dcs<:ribcd in Eq. 5.17. 
Eabs .. E~", + 2Shw + 2,1,0 (5.11) 
The radiative rat~ constant (k,) is related to the emission quantum yield and lifetime b~' 
k,=~ (5.18) 
The electronic coupling betwcen the c]ectron donor and acccplor (IIOA) is rclatcd10 kr a5 
gi\'enby 
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where" is the refractiw index oflhe wlvenl. IIM,e" = 1.3441,Qnd neHell = 1.446 al 
room temperntureandd is the cle<:trorHransfer distance octwccn theclc.;tron donor and 
acceptor which is detemlined using the O~T method. d - 2.7 A. 
Tllbl t 5.6. Emission s~tral filling parameters. I'ranck-Condon fllClors.. 
reorganization energies for 3·AC and its dcri,'atiws in CHClj at 298 (t 2) K 
Q..antity 3·AC 6-M~-o-3-AC 5.6-lknzo..3-AC 
y ' 1.10 1.38 
In[F(calc)]b 
-31.52 -24.60 
.l.o,(cm- ') , 15% 2383 1307 
.l.vib.{cm-') d 2J9() 
.l.,.(em- I )' 4134 5636 3697 
t.C: •. (cm-') ' 
HO,<,(cm- 'Y 
~ Calculated from Eq. 5.12. bCalculated from F..q. 5.11. < Calculal~-d from Eq. 5.10 
d Calculated from Eq. 5.8. ' Calculated from E<]. 5.15. f Calculated from Eq. 5,16. ' 
(;;') " ", E]". '10.9 ' . ~ EoA. Calculated from Eq. 5.17 • Calculak-d fmm E<]. 5.18. 'Calculaled 
from EQ. 5.19 
5.2.5 Triplet Stales 
Nanosecond Imnsicnt absorption experimentS a~ des<;riocd in Chapler 2 were 
perfoml~-d by using pulsed 355 nm excitation. Thes<; experiments revealed that there 
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w~n: II{) long-lived transient Ilpe('ies that might be assignable to a triplet based excited 
Slllte in the "iavekngth range J60 to 650 nm for J-AC and 5.6-benw-J-AC. J lowevcr. in 
the case of 6-MeO-J-AC and 6-N01J-AC the laser flash experiments indicate the 
presence of transient sptties between ~ = 300 .... 600 nm. Transient absorption 
difference Spl~t'" following J55 nm (8 ns pulse. 5-10 mJ/pulse) excitation on 6-Md)-J-
AC arc shown in Figure 5.18. The transient absorption spectra of6-McO-J-AC exhibit a 
broad absorption peak in the range 360-520 nm. The dct:ay of the maximum absorption at 
440 nm (Figure S.18(b» Wlls analyzed using a single exponential fit which gave .1<.. . 
3.84 x 10·s·1 (r = 26jJS).and bleoching ofthc absorption band at 340 nm. lbe deeay is 
sing!eexpo.wntial"itht ..... J.92xW's·l(r=25.5jlS). 
t"igure !'idS. (a) The green line is the nano",-~ond transient absorption difference 
spectrum of a IO'~ M solution of 6-McO-J-AC in MeCN solution at 298 (± 2) K ur>dcr 1 
mmN, . The blaclr;: line is absorption. the red line is the flllOrcscenct:. thc blue line is the 
excitation. and the dark cyan is the phosphorese<:lICc spectra of 6-McO-J-AC in McCN 
solution at 298 (± 2) K under I atm N, . (b) Single "'o\,elength kinelic deeay tracesofa 
sample excik"<l al 355 run and probed at 340 and 440 run. 
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Figure 5.19 sho ... ·s the timc-rcsoll'oo UV-vis spectra of 6-NOrJ-AC which exhibit an 
absorption peak in the range J60-S00 nm. The absorption decay at 380 nm (right Figure 
5.19) was lit using a single exponential model and gave *«,. .. 1.38 X 101 s" (r= 
7.25 ps). and hleach ing of the absorption hand at 320 11m. The d~-.;a~· is single 
~xponent i al withk"", " 1.52x 10 1 S·1 (T = 6.6ps). 
(· ) ~.:pgJ:i: ~ '~. " ... 
1.5 • _ . _ T.. 9 , I .·. . . :mom ~ :.: j 
.. ~ 
.1.0 ~ , 3Drm 
~.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ' 
~- . . , , . . . 
Figu", 5.19. (a) The gn.-.;n line is nanosecond transient absorption difTerence spoxtrom of 
a 10.1 M solution of6-NO,-3-AC in MeCN solution al298 (1 2) K under I aun Nl . the 
black linc is absorption. thc red line isthc floorescence, the blue line is the c xcitation 
spcctra of 6-NOt-3-AC in MeCN solution at 298 (ol 2) K under 1 atm N1. (b) Single 




Table 5.7. Absorption and emission dala for 3·AC and ils derivatives in McCN at 
298±2K. 
Quantity )·AC 6-MeO-J-AC 6-NOr 3-AC 5,6-Bcnzo-3-AC 
.{::,:,x,nm 324 
A=,:,",nm(S, -->So) )46 405 
I t ,,,.nm(T, ... 50) 730 807 
).:~.nm(T, ""Tn) 400 
EOO,cm-1 26455 
Absorption and emission spectra of 3-AC as a function of solwnl are shown in 
Figures 5.20 and 5.22 respectively. Variations in the absorption spewa are generally 
slighl in lhc case ofthc s,,]vents \o]uene, chlomform, ethyl acetale, and M eC N andthcsc 
do not correlate with solvent polarity. On tho other hand. in the ca>eS or DMF and 
DMSO, the absorption spectra show more SCllsitivity 10 the changes in solvent JXllarity 
than for the olher solvents. For MeCN. the Ebp : 30864 em- '; Eop = 30395 em- ! in 
thccasc of DMf. and in thc cascofDMSOlhcEop = 30120 em- l. 1t has been reported 
lhal the hydrogen bonding imeraction is primarily re$ponsible for the enhanced Stokes 
shift in solvents that are ablcto interact with solutes by hydrogcn bonding s uchas wllter 
and alcoholic solvcnts.91 
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."igure S.20. Absorpt;onspcctraldccon\,olutionfor3-ACindiffcrcnt sol\,cnts at 298 (± 
2)Kundcr I atmN2. 
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Table 5.8. Absorption maxima of J-AC dyc as estimated by absorption sJX-ctral 
deconvolution. 
Solvcnt &r Vs._s,,(cm-') iis._s" (cm-') 
0.0]5 2937] 30680 
Chloroform 0.]48 
Ethy]acctale 0.201 29453 30809 
0.305 29512 30875 
OMF 30)68 
DMSO 0.267 
,:"E'-'-"" "" " ft . .... oo_ ... · u . ... ~ ... oM _____________ 
.... .... ' ,10 ' ,10 "'0 0 .......... 
Figurr 5.2 1. P]0I0flhevfor3·ACdyevSlhcsolwntpolarityfuoctiontJ{. 
The solvent eITect on the emission for J-AC al 324 run excitation is giwn in Figure 
5.22. As this figure illustl1lles.. a slighl shift in thccmission isobscr-.'cd .... ith incTCaso.'<l 
solvcntpolarityasisexptttcdforchargctransfcrstatcs, ]naddi'ion.anincrc:c;., in the 
205 
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sol,'cnt polarity results in adrnmatic attenualionofthe emission inlen silY. The emission 
band shifts from 26667 10 25063 em·1 on going from toluene to OMSO 
- Toluene 
- Chlorofonn 





Figure 5.22. Solwnt dTl>(:ts on the fluorescence intensilyofJ-ACsolulionsal 298(010 2) 
K under I aIm Nl al 324 run eXCil8lion. 
Thedcpendenccoflhespc<:lral propcnies of3-AC On thesolvcm polarily is reponed 
in Table 5.9. The Lippert-Malaga solvent polarilY parameter (Il!) is dcfi ..... -d by Eq 
5.20.6J-Io!,70·m'" 




The Slokes' shift (D.V = 4V:'b'f - D.v,"::r) of 3-AC is anticipaled 10 be linear accordin~ 
10 Lippert-Mataga. Eq. 5.21. "hich is rclated to D.{and D.p whereD.p is the differenccin 
dipole moments belween the excit~'<l and ground stales. 411 = p~ - 119 
2D.p7 
411 = const.+ heal 4f (5.21) 
whcrehisPlanc);·sconstant.eis thespccdoflighl.andaistheOnsagerradiusofthe 
solute mok-cule. taken as the distance bct"'een the amino N atom and the carbonyl 0 
alOm (2.7 A) in the optimi7.cd geometry (Figure 5.23). The ground-state dipole 
momcntll, '" 3.73 Oebye (0). oblained usin~ densily function theory (DFT).'" 
Figure 5.23. DFf optimized slructure of3-AC. 
The Onsager radius com:sponds to the maximum distance across "'hich charge separation 
occurs." The l!.p magni tude can be obtained from thc slope of tile 4ii ,·crsusD.{ plot 
using Eq. 5.21 giving the change in the dipole moments as D.!, '" 2.22 0 for J-AC which 
is similar to the reponed 4jJ. vallJCs of some rdak'<l amino coumarin dcrivatives.J),92 T1le 
I'~ valuclhuscaicuJatl'<l for the J-ACdye is about 5.95 J) 




rigu .... 5.2". Plotoflhell.vfor}.ACdyevsthesolventpolarityfunctionll.f. 
Tabk 5.9. AbsoT]ltion and fluorescence maxima of J·AC dye as estimated in different 
solvents. 
.{Abs VAb,cm ..1.~= VEm cm- ' 'f lIv.cm • 
Toluene 12l 30960 375 
Chloroform 4782 
Ethylacetalc 383 26110 0.201 
Acetonitrile 3" 
3" 2S445 0.275 4950 
DMSO 333 30030 
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Furtkrmore, the transition dipole moment for absorption (Mobs)% as given by Eq. 
5.22 ..... asfollndtobeMab• = 3.8D. 
Mob. = 0.0958 C'''';:,::'n( Z (5.22) 
..... here£ .. ""'istheextinctioncoefficienlatlhema.'limum intensity of the absorplion peak 
(1.3 x 10' em" MO' ). tJii,/z is the fllll ..... idth al halfmllJ(imwn of the absorption band as 
dctennined by Gaussian filling (3810 em- '). and ii","x is the wavenumber of the 




~-igure 5.25. Normalilcd corr~~ted emission of 3·AC in different solvents al 298 (± 2) K 




Ta ble 5. 10. One-mode emission spectral fining and ~'TT1ission speclral fitting parameters, 
Franck-Condon factors, and reorganization energies fo, 3-AC in different solvents at 
roornlernpemture 
Quantity Toluene Chloroform Ethylacclatc MoCN 
Co. (ern-I) 28154 27840 28502 28438 26801 
S. 3.15 
Ay,/,,(cm- ') 2330 1915 3346 289 1 4293 3550 
hw.,.(ern-') 1350 
A.o.(crn- I) 2363 1596 4874 3638 8023 
1.63 1.00 
In [F(calc)] -3\.52 -31.52 -28.46 27.44 
-29.27 
Eabs - fem.(ern-') 
At. (em-I) 
A,,(ern- ') 2147 2391 2445 
AGES. Cern-I) 33376 32076 34824 33940 
5.2.7 Ground and t: xcited State I'roton Transfer Headion~ 
The reaction between 3-AC and TFA was investigated by lJ V-Vis and emission 
spe<:troscopy in McCN solution. Addition of TF A results in a remarkable effect on the 
absorption spectrum or 3·AC ;n McCN ",Iution <l'j demonstrated in Figure 5.26. There 
"'as a decrease in the intensity of the transitions at 324 nm (30864 em'L). while the 
int~nsity of the tmns;t;on" at 280 nm (35714 em·L) increased wilh an isosbestic JX)int 
obsc ..... ·edat 2% nm (JJ784 em" ) 
'" 
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:: .. . ... . 
.,. ............ - - .~ .~ ... 
Figurt' 5.26. (Left) spectrophotometric titration of3-AC in McCN solution at 298 (" 2) K 
undcr I atm N2 with TFA. (Right) absorbance change at 324 and 280 nrn vs .,quivalcnis 
ofTFA 
Using global ana lysis (described in Chapter 2) for estimation of the equilibriumcoll5tant 
for the ground (P/(a) and the excited state (p/(~). P/(a and p/(~ were detennincd to be 
3.44 and 5.71 rC'I"-'<:tivel~' 
D "' O '-1:- 1 :: .. '" .... ~ '... - .. . .... .. .. 
. . 
Figure 5.27. Equilibrium constant dClcnnination using the global analysis fitting 
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The fluorescL>Jlcc spo..'Ctrum of 3·AC exhibits acidic dependent b<:havior. as sho,." in 
Figure 5.28. Upon addition ofTFA. the emission spectrum of3·AC increas,·s in intensity 
and shifts to slight ly higher energy from)......, 386 run to 399 run. 
-[D"'-Jji -~"' -[3 1= =~:: ,= ' -'~-- .' l§ ~~~~ l~ ., .... . 
- - . 
, - . 
- ... - - ... ... . .. ... ..... , .... .. 
Figure 5.211. (Left) emission changes of 3·AC in McCN solution at 298 (01 2) K under 1 
atm N2 upon addition of TFA. (Right) Fluorescence change at 390 run vs <,<,!uivalents of 
TFA 
5.2.R ~:8timalion of pK~ Using lhe F/l rs ler C)'d e 
By using F/lrster cyclc caiculalions. onc can eSlimalc the pK~ of J·AC following the 
prolonalion ofthc arnino group bytil11l1ion ofJ·AC ",ith triflooroacelic acid (fFA) as 
dcscribcd in section 5.1.3.11Ie protonatcd arninogroup is in equilibrium with the ncutl1l 1 
spo..'Cies in the exciled slatc. Fllrstcr9'cleca1culations ",,,redone using fluorescence 
spect", for the deprotonated (neulraI3·AC) and prolonaled (cation J·AC) species. For 




For T - 298.15 K. A,·ogadro's number (NA ), Planck·s ~onStant (h), and the ideal gas 
cOl1Stanl(R) Eq. 5.23 lx."CQmes 
pK~ = pK~ - 6.999 x 10- " S (\I, - 112)5- 1 (5.24) 
Neutral 386 7.7666 x 10" 
Cation 7.5136x 10" 3.44 5.21 
The estimated error for pK~ between the global analysis and the FOrster cycle calculation 
is less than 10 % 
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5.3.1 Int .... moleeula r Ch~rgf T .... nsfer (lCT) ~ nd T .. - i~ted Intramol« ular Charge 
T .... nsferSlale (TICT) Formwlion in 3-AC 
The photophysical properties of 3-AC may be delineated from the stcady-state 
absorplion andcmission s!'<"'tl'lll data which were sho,,,, in FigureS_IS. The absorption 
S!'<"'trum shows a maximum absorption peak al 324 nm which is al1ribul~-d to a It - It-
transitiunlocalizedonthecoumarinring. The shoulder at 337 run isattributcd to a charge 
transfer (CT) band from the amino moiety (donor) into the carbonyl moiety (acceplor) of 
the coumarin ring. The emission s!'<"'trom shows one emission peak al 386 nm that is 
assigned to a radiativc cllargelransfertl'llnsition(S, .... So). 11lis slate ex hibitsaverr 
short emission lifetime (T < 400 ps. Ii> 2.5 X 109$-1). However. no emission peak has 
been observed from a TICT state which is consistent with the results reported by Lippert 
ftlJ/. 'n These authors Ilave theoretically calculated the coupling for a bichromophoric 
molecule . They ohsct ... ed that the radiative relaxation from the TICT state is disallowed 
beeausethe ll-system of the donor and acccptor are dcroupled from each other. Therefore 
detection of fluorescence from the TICT state would oc aUenuated. Alternatively. il 
should be noted iffIJIr:T <Shw. fluorescenccwould not be obse .... ed as the ground atKI 
excited TICT states would be high,l)' distorted " 'ith respect to one another. 3·AC exhibits 
a fluorescence quantum yield (</lorn == O.OOS) which is consistent wilh intersystem 
crossing from the CT state to the dose lying tripk1 state (from singk1 to triplci state), 
showing a phosphorescence band at 730 nm (Figure 5.15). The presence of 1I .... /f· 
states. while making only a small oontribution to the ground stalcs!,<",lral cnv elope. may 
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focilitate intersystem crossing in the excite<J state by a series oftnmsitions betw~...,n states 
in a manncrdescribed using El-Saycd's rule,21 11lcre arc other non-radiative pathw'ays 
that may be present, but at the presen1time there is little evidence to invoke sueh 
behavior_ Bangar RajulJ has studkd the photophysical properties of some substituted 
bicownarins in dillcrcnt solvcnts. The author concludes that excited triplet states ha\'c 
low probability of fonnation in the absence of a mcchanism which lifts the spin 
restriction ofaAS = 2 spin intcreonvcrsion. A proposed cncrgy level diagram derived 
from thcemission spectroscopic data is given in Figure 5_29 




Figure 5.29 Energy diagram illustrating th" excited .tate trunsitions of 3-AC 
substitution 
5.3,2 .: ffcct of Solvent I'olarity on the ICT a nd TICT States 
Spectroscopic data for3-AC in different solvcntsarc shown in Figures S.20 and 
5.26 and emission spectral fitlingparamctcrs., Franck--condon factors, and reorganizat ion 
cnergics data are collated in Table 5.10. Absorption and fluorescence spt'Ctra of3-AC 
were found to be dependent on the dielcctric properties of the solvent. The absorption 
'" 
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speclrae~hibilaredshiftwilhanincreaseinlhesolwnl polarily whichiseXpecledbased 
on the polarilY ofa cbarge transfer state. In DMSO and DMF. which are able to hydrogen 
bond " 'ith a solutc. theobscrved Stokes' shifts are much larger than those secn i nother 
soIWnlsoflowerpolarily.Thisisindicativeofaspecifiesolute-solvemintCllICtion.lthas 
been reponed that the hydrogen bonding imeraction is primarily responsible for the 
enhanced Stokes' shift and therefore enhanced !CT chara<;tcr for the dye in such 
so!\·enls ... ·91 llle (looresecncc spectra show slight shifts in polar so!\'cnts and 3 
pronouneeddecrease in the emission imensitywith increasingsolwnt polarity (Figure 
5.22) as isexpect~-d forch.argc tnlnsfer. The dramatic ql1Cnehingof(luoresc~"TlCe in highly 
polarsolvenlsis eonsistenl with a mechanism "'herek ~r is increased due to the cncrgy 
gap law considerations or to Ihe new non-radiative channels such as the !CT ..... TICT 
Inmsitions as shown in Figure 5.31. The ability of solwnls to specifically inleract with a 
chromophore is due to lhc preseocc ofclcctron lone pairs, either in thcsol"entorthc 
solute(Figure5.30).SiocedicicctriccontinuumlhCOl"}'lreatslhesolwntas a continuum 
characterized by thc bulk sol\'cntpropcnics Dop 300 D., and docs IlOt considcr specifie 
solute I soh'cm interaclions. it is IlOlappropriatc in thi<case.1\l 
II-bond from sol\"enl 
f igurt5,JO.StruclureofJ-ACfonningaH-bond,,·i!hsolvenl. 
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More importantly. the ordering of electronic states in 3-AC is predicated on several 
facton; which diclale lhe slructure of the ground and exci ted stateelcctroni cmanifolds 
Coumarins have been extensively investigated as solvalion probes for the reasonS 
described above. The nature of the solvent dT~"Ct on lhe energy gap is illustrated in a 
propos<--d potential energy surface in Figure 5.31. 
Fi gu~ 5.3 1. Proposed mechanism for J-AC in polar solvent. depicting a Franck-Condon 
(FC) transi tion and internal conwrsion from the CT stale 10 the twisted confonnation 
TICTstate 
One other important property that may be estimated is the change of dipole 
ntoment(J1ji) following excitation. This v31ue is important bccause il provides a measure 
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of the electronic redistribution in thc excited stale compared to Ihe ground "tale. To 
understandspectralshifiswithsolventpolariry.itisimponantlocorrclaleStokes' shifts, 
;lv, with M, which arc expected 10 foJlow Ihe linear Lippert-Mataga relalionship. Eq 
5.21 , Figure 5.24shows the;l .. "s~fplot for3-ACllJe value of the dipole mOment of 
the excited stale (p. : 5.95 D) indicates thatrhe excited state is more polar than the 
ground stale. which is al1ribuled 10 Ihe ICT slate. and corresponds to the proposed 
mcehanisminFigure5.31 
5.3.3 The t~fTCi:t ofTrinuoroacetic At id (TF A) on the leT a Dd TleT State. 
J-AC acts as a proton acceptor and the addition of TFA 10 3-AC leads 10 a 
decrease in the ahsorption intensity at 324 nm which is consistent with the enhancement 
observed in the fluorescence intensity with increasing H-bond ~apacity. This implies a 
considerable decrease in the efficiency of inlen;ystcm ero"ing (ISC) or inlernal 
conversion (IC) of 3-AC in such media because the fJle of IC belween n - Jr' and 
n-n' states i, dependent to a significant ex tent on the vibrational overlap integral 
(Franck-Condon faclor) between thc states. The vibrational overlap integral between the 
n - n' andn-Jr' states dccreascsas a result of the deereasc in the charge density of the 
nonbonding electrons of thc amine moiety of 3-AC following II-bond fornlation, <» These 
changes in the absorption and emission imcnsitics due to protonation oflhe amino group 
in 3-AC d<:ereasetheknr.bccausetheloncpairoftheNHlgfOupisnotaccessihleafter 
the amino moiety has heen protonated. The protonated amino substiluent then lx'Comes 
elcctronwithdrawingandincreascstheen~"'gyoft""intrnrnokcularchargetransfer stale. 
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This is alSQ why the emission intensity increases (with a slight red shift). One sees a 
larger k, value and decreased internal conversion from tile leT to tile nCT slate.97.loo.IOI 
Subba Aro el al. '0' conclude from a similar observation on 3-AC that the emission 
intensity increases when 3-AC is protonated: they alSQ investigated the acid-base 
equilibria of J-AC in aqueous SQIUlion for the ground and excited state.1o:.! Their 
experiments and ours were conducted at different temperatures making direct 
compariSQns of the derived quantitiesdifficuh. 
S.3.4 Subst itutions r. ffeel on the leT ynd Tier SI~ lc. 
Substitucntsat thc 6 posilion of the coumarin ring havc a noliccable cffcct on the 
abSQrption and fluorescence energies and the quantum yield for emission. The lJV-vis 
absorption and fluorescence spectra of J-AC and its derivati\"Cs in Ml<:N an.' shown in 
FigureS.32. The results are alSQgiven in Tables 5.3 and S.4. The fluorescence intensity 




Figll~ 5.32. Fluorescence of)-AC with substitucms in ~k-CN solution at 298 (* 2) K 
under I atmNl 
The substituent Stooy provides additional evidence that 3-AC fonns the lCT and 
TlCT state. where the sol,,<:nt polarity has a similar effect 10 the substituent effect . The 
lal1erdcpcndsonlhenaturcoflhesubstilucn1.Anclectron-wilhdrawingsubstiluentalthe 
6 posilion such as one finds in 6-NOl-)-AC may act as a charge stabilizer. which tends to 
diminish the barrier bctw~...,n the ICT and TlCT states and increases k~T via a temperature 
dcpcndentthennalerossing.Thisisexactlyanalogoustothesolwntdependenceof the 
Ru(bpy)I+' which undergoes non-radiative relaxation through highly disloncd Ru"' 
localized excited states (i.e. dd States) and which al1cnuates the lifetime of the 
111 
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ehromophorc.'OJ The cncrgy gap betwecn thc ground and the excited statedccrcascs as 
the polar TICT state i~ stahili~ed re lative to the ground ,tate (Figure 5.10) via inductive 
suhstit""nt dTe<:ts. On the other hand, th" dectron-donating substituent. such as one 
linds in 6-MeO-3-AC would provide an additional electron density "hieh energetically 
lacilitatcs fonning the ICT state. Thus, the substituent behavior of 3-AC can be 
undersloodonthebasisofconventionalindUClivesubSliluenlefTectslhal give rise to 
variation~ in k~, . This is illustraled schematkally in Figure 5.1 0 
deiocaJizalion.EffcctivelY.lhecxcitedstatespindcnsityissprcadovcralargernuclear 
framework and results in a signilieant allenuation in lIr •. This in tum lowers 5 .. and the 
potential ~'T1ergy surfaces bt:come n~sted. AI"" spreading thc excited state elc"Ctron spin 
density over the aromatic rings should reduceeicctron-elcclron repulsion. The nel effect 
is undcr.<lood within the frumcwork of non-mdimive deca)' theory. With Ihis structural 
fcature (1he larger aromatic ringsyslem) the kn' value is allcnuated and k,bc<:omc smore 
prominent. Hence the tluorcscence quantum yield increases with decreasing internal 
conversion from the FC to the ICT stale. Table 5.4. 
Transient absorption of 3-AC substituted with mcthoxy and nitro groups in 
position 6 shows signiJieant difTcrcnceseomparcd to the \ransicnt absorplion of3-ACand 
5,6-bc"TV.<>-3-AC. Thi, indicates that the ekc\ron--donating and electron-withdl'1lwing 
groupshavcsignificant influence on the fl3turc of the excited sta1es. The mcthoxy group 
suppons the ICT state. and the nilro group suppons the TlCT state. Trans ient difference 
SPCCII'1l of 6-MeO-)_AC (Figure 5,18) show bleaching at A.""u:~ 340 run due 10 loss of 
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ground stale absorption and lhe positiw peak atAmtlr- 400nm isallribuled to cither ih e 
triplet state or the ICT slate. The suggcsled mechanism is shmm in Figuw 5.H 
Figure 5.33. Schemalic energy lewl diagrnm sho,,;ng the proposed medanism for 
relaxation and interconwrsion of ICT and TICT stales and iliustrnling the energelics of 
the singlet and triplC"l statcs in 6-McO-3-AC. 
The emission spectl"\lm of6-NOl-3-AC exhibits a dual emission at 380 nm and 555 
nm in CHCI) solutions as shO"ll in Figure 5.34. llte emission peak at SSS nm 
corresponds with the TICT emission. The emergence of a TlCT emission band for 6· 
NOrJ·AC can be interpreted as being due to the nitro group (N02) substituent. Since 
No,. is a withdrawing group. this group causes an increase in the dipole moment between 
the donor and acceptor moieties. The TICT stale generally has a large dipole moment and 
its energy is cxpectt-d to d~"Crcasc with prc.scnce of a withdrawing group such a N02 
group. ConSl.."<]uently. this group will stabilize the TICT state by reducing the energy of 
the TlCT state as soown in Figurc5.10 
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Wavelength , nm 
F i g,,~ 5.3-1. Emission """etm of 3·AC bearing various substituents in CHCb solution at 
298(± 2) K under I atmNl 
Transient difference spectra of 6-NOl·3·AC (Figure 5.19) show that the bleach at 
320 run is due 10 a loss of ground stale abso'l'lion and lhe positive peak at 380 run is 
attributed 10 the TICT stmc. The mechanism is shown in Figure 5.35. 
Figure ~U5 . Schematic energy level diagmm "ru,,,;ng the proposed mechanism for 
relaxation for tCT and TICl" states and illustrating the cn~'Tgeties of the singlet and triplet 
states in 6-NO,.3·AC 
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The fining of the emission spc<:tl1l was accomplished using a single mode Franck_ 
Cor>don analysis_ The pholophysical paramelers for )-AC. 6-MeO-J-AC and S.6-benzo.. 
J-AC arc listed in Table 5.4 and the fits an: silo,,,, in Figure 5.16. The valucsoflhe 
quantum spacings (hw/ol) for 3-AC and 6-MeO-J-AC are significantly larger than the 
value obtailllx/ for 5,6-bcn7-o--J-AC. It is proposed lhallhc emission spc<:lm for these 
chromophon.'$ is duc to a charge transfers1ate in which an increase in the valueforftw/ol 
is caused by an increm;.,in thcvibmtional frequency of the carbonyl groupfollo"'ing 
SUbslilUlion of an ciL'ctron-withdm"ing group, tGt-tOfi II is diflicuh to calculate the 
electronic coupling(HoA) bctwL'Cn the dectron donor and acceptor because these 
compounds have silo" emission lifclimcs and only an upper limit of the lifetimes can be 
estimated. Therefore, the estimates of HOA n:p=nt lower lim;ts. Thus the electronic 
coupling matrix dement. H OA ' has values> 1000 em" and ora magnitude that indicates 




In conclusion, the absorption and cmission spectral properties of3-AC and its 
substituted derivatives show a significant dependence on both the coumarin mok~ular 
structure and the coosen solvenl. In the solveTIt polarity studies on the pootophysi cal 
propertics ofJ-AC w-e observed increased nonrndiatiw d~"Cay in high polarity solvents 
which suggests that the excited state rela~es from the TICT state to the ground state 
rather than the ICT state. Also. particular substituents such as cilX'tron ,,;thdrawing 
groups stabilize the TICT state by increasing the nonmdiativc decay. Protonation of the J-
AC dye leads to an increase in the emission intensity by decreasing the nonradiative 
decay. From thescobserv3tions. we con<.:ludc that J-AC has a planar IC"Tstructure in 
solvcntsofmodcratcpolaritics. but ina highly polarsolwnt whithcould hyd rogcn-bond 
with the dye. the nCT statc is stabilized. This interpretation is consistcnt with what has 
bcenprcviouslyrcponed.Il./>. -<il.7<l.IOl 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Conclusion 
'3' 
6. 1 Summ~l)' and Conclusion 
lllc primary goal of this work was to understand at a very fundamcntallcvcl.lhe 
molecular propcnics that dictate chemical reactivity 50 as to quantify the impoMant 
factorswhichintlucnce thcchargctrnnsferexcited·statcdynamics.lnthiswork.wchavc 
applied a variety ofdiiferenttechniqucs to study the propcnies and the m~'Chanism of 
ground state and excited state intennolecularand intramolecular proton transfer and 
charge transfer in chromosphere assemblics. lllcsaliem points and collClusion are point 
fonnbclow. 
In Chapter 3 investigations have been conductcd into the struclUml dynamics of the 
excit~"d state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPn and charge transf~.,- (en behavior of 
2.5-Bis(benzimidazoyl}I.4-dihydroxybenzcne (bbim) in DMSO and THF 501\'cnts. The 
cffectsofclectrol}1eS on the ground and excited state ofbbim ha\'e bcen inve stigatedin 
Chapter 4. l1tc impoMant conclusions from Chapter 3 and 4 are as follows 
l1tc bbim rtlQlecule exhibits similar pootophysical propcnies to those described 
for too same family of compounds that contain intr.lffiolecular hydrogen bonds 
within the molecuk 
Thcbbimmoleculccxhibitspootodcgradationintileprcsenceofair. 
After cxcitotion. the bbim molecule can undergo facile ESIPT from the hydroxyl 
group to the bcnzimidazolc nitrogen to gi"c the excited clectronic state tauto mer 
The tluorcscencequantum yield and lifetime oflhc cxcit~-d statc tautomerhove 
bt'Cnfoundtobe50lwntdep<:ndcnt 
lJ5 
A double excited state intramolccular proton transfertlikes place leading to charge 
migration from the deprotonated hydroq uinone ring (donor) to the protonaK-d 
benzimidamlc(acceptor). 
We consider that the bbim molecule might be an example of a proton<oupled 
electron transfer. These reoctions are the most imponant photoinduced 
phenomenayctstudied 
The bbim mokoculcdispla)'shighlyscnsitivc and selective fllIOresccncclOwards 
lluoridc.hydroxidc.andaceUltcrelmive tohalidcanionsothcrthanlluoridc.This 
is facilitatcd by the strong hydrogen hondinginvolvinghoththc NH and the OH 
Moreover. the dramatic change of the emission color from weak green to bright 
red illustmtcsthe effect of anions on bbim. 
In Chapter 5. in"estigationsMvc bccn conducted into J-aminocournarin(J-Aqand 
itsderivativcsbystcadystalCand transiemabsorption. The conclusions of ChapterS can 
The photophysical propcniesof3·AC dye show a signifieam depcndern;e on the 
position of the amino group in position 3. which is seen to display a sharp 
dlocreasein thc fluorescern;cquantumyicld and emission lifctimc relati.·c to 7-
aminoooumarin. Thus the J-AC dye is not technically imponam as a laser dye. in 
contrnst to 7-aminoooumarin. With the amirt<) gmup in position 7 one S<.."CS 
significant differences. where the fluorescence quantum yield of 7_ 
aminocoumarin is vcry high compared to that sccn for 3-amniocoumarin dycs . .!-I 
l1le 3-AC exhibits a decrcasc in the emission intensity in highly polar solvcnls. 
This effecl could be due 10 relaxalion oflhc ICT Siale 10 a low lying TICT SUile. 
which opcns a new Tadiationless pathway fordeaClivation ofih ... cxcitc dSlalc. 
Prolonalionoflhcaminoand l orlhccarbonyl group of3-AC by lrinuoroacetic 
acid (TFA) leads to enhancement of the nuores.encequanlumyield by reducing 
iheTadiationle$schannel 
The ground and excited statC acidity conSlanlS for the prolonated 3-AC via TFA 
cquilibriawcreevalualed with Ihc help of the Hlrster cycle and global an alysis 
methods using the nuoresccnce titrntion data. BothanalyscsproduccdconsiSlcnt 
rcsults 
Substituentswhich eithcr donatc or withdraw clcctrons from the aromatic ring 
have a marked effect on the absorption and emission maxima. For example. with 
a nitro group in position 6, ihe molecule exhibits a dual emission. This was 
explained as being due to fonnation ofa twisled intramolcculareharge lransfer 
state following rotation around the single bond of the amino group. 
From thcse observations. we conclude that 3-AC has a planar ICT s1tuCture in 
solwnts of modernte polariti"s. However. in a highly polar soh'cnt there is clear 
evidenceofasolvcntstabililcdTICTstpte. This interpretation is consistent "ith 
",·hathasbccnprcviouslyrcported. l-9 
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Appendix 
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Figurc A- I. (a) Visible spectra obscrved following concentration changes ofbbim in 
DMSO at 298 (± 2) K, (b) Beer's Law Plot for bbim in DMSO at 403 nm. 
Tahle A_ I. Absorption. emission spectra maxima. and emission lifetime "aJucs for bbim 
in DMSO titrated with 40 equi\'alcnlsofdiifcrcnl anions al 298 ( ± 2) K 
Anions Alllax(Abs.) 














'" No Change 
liSa, Likebbim 
'" No Change 








Continued TMhle A- I. Ahsorption. emission spectra maxima. and emission litCtimc values 
filr hhim ;n UMSO titrated with 40 equivalents of different anions at 298 ( ± 2) K 
W""&iengIh. nm 
Figure A·2 Tempernwre dcpendcn(c·baod intensity decreases as temperawre is 
increased (from 293 to 333 K gradually usin" 5 K temperature increments) . 
• "igure A·] . Spectrophotomctric titration ofbbim in DMSO solution (10 xl006 M) with 
[Bu4N]OIL Inse": First seloftitration with one aod twocquivofOH - to bbim. 
wavelength,nm 
Figure A-t Emission changes ofbbim (DMSO. 10 11M) upon addition of [lIu4N)OII 
from51040equival~ms:insert:Firslscloflilraliol15withO.l.2.3.4and5equivalenls 
of OW. 
Figure A-5. Spectrophotometric titrati on ofbbim in DMSO solution ( IOx10"'; M) with 
ACfromzcroto40cquivaJems 
100000 E ml .. lOn .p.etr. 01 •• ." tI" . ... "I" ~< 1'0", DIO 'O OO . M ~< 
I"· .. · i 100000 
8 100000 
Figure A-6. Emission changes of bbim (OMSO. 10 I-I M) upon addition of IBu4NjAc 
fmmOto40cquivalcntsAC. 
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rigure A-7. Absorption SptttropoolOmClric titration of bbim in DMSO (10 xl0" M) 
solution ""th (a) PF.- from zero 10 40 equivalents. (b) ffSO, from zero 10 40 equivalents. 
(e) CI- from zero 10 40 equivalents. (d) Br- frorn zero 10 40 equivalenls,(e) 1- from 
zcroto 40cquivalcnts. 
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G no __ ,. 'ISO toa .,., ,aD 
W~,nm 
.· jgu..e A-8. Emission spectrophotometric titration of bbim in DMSO (1? xl0" M) 
solution with (a) cr from zero 10 40 ~ui\'alenls. (b) Br- fmm zero to 40 equIvalents. (e) 
r- fromleroto40~-quivalents 
Figure A-~. Fluorescence decay of lhe new emission speclrom of bbim lilJaIe<J wilh r -
al 635 nm. laser cxcitalion al 400 nm. (RighI) Fluorescence dcray of lhe new emission 
speclrum ofbbim litJalcd wilh 011- al635 nm, laser excitation al 33 7 nm 
Figure A- IO. (a) Fluorescence d~"Cay of the isomer bbim emission al427 nm. lilmlc'<.l "''llh 
40 equivalcnls of CI-. (b) Fluorcsccnce dl"Cayofthctaulomerbbim emission at 550 nm. 
titl""dk'<.lwith40equivalent.ofCI- . 
'0[fi'_O":;"=-
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Figure A- II . (a) Flooresccncc decay oflhe isomer bbim emission 31427 nm. titrated " ';111 
40 equivalents of Br- ,(b)FJuorescencede<;:ayoflhetaulomcrbbimemissiona1550nm. 
lilralc<l Wilh40~oqui\'alcnlsof Br- . 
Figurr A- Il . (a) Fluorescence dccayoflhe iwmer bbim emission at 427 nm, titrated "ith. 
40cquivalcntsof ]-,(b)Fluoresccnccd«ayoflhclaulomcrbbimemissiona1550run. 
litralc-dwith40equivaJentsof 1-
---........,.-.. ~ ... -"'-
__ 3,_'0°:0_'0° 
Figun' A-I3. (a) Emission data set obtained for different ~'Oneentmtions of bbim in 
DMSO solution (10 ).1M) aoo for standard solution (quinine bisulfate in 0.1 H2SO4). (b) 
linear plots of integrated fluorescence intensity versus absorbanee at excitation 
wavelength 385 nmofbbim in DMSO 10 I'M solution 
T"bl~ A-2, Correlation matrix from global analysis fitti ng for abso'Jltion spectra of bbim 
lilrJlcd ,,; lh acelale ion. 
[PHOGRAM] Name ~ SPECFlT. Version 
]SPECIES] [FIXED] [PARAMETER1 [ERROR1 




False 1.77754 E+{)1 .1- 8.4621 8E-OI 
1 " 
[CORRELATION1 
I,OOOE+OO 1.07510-01 -2.373£-0 1 
lOOOE +OO -8.6~ l E-01 
-2J73E-OI - ~ .68I E-O I 
2.893E-01 7.6%E-01 
TMbit A -J. Correlation matrix from global analysis fining for ahsorption spectra of bbim 
titmtcd with fluoride ion. 
[PROGRAM] 
Name - SPECFlT. Vcrsion - 3.O 
(CORRELATION] 
Table A ... t Correlation matrix from global analysis tilting for absorption spc<:tra of bbim 
titrated with hydroxide ion 














False 1.50665E+Ql +/. 
I.S09I7E+Q1 +/. 5.29284[·01 
False 2. 17680E+Ql +/. 4.229{\IE·01 
2.60325E+Ol +/. 6.73512E·01 
2.89J5 HE+Q 1 +/. 1.00719E+00 
Tabk A_5. Condation matrix from global analysis fining for emission specua ofbbim 
titratedwilhfluorideion 
(PROGRAM] Name ~ SPECF1T. Version - 3.0 
(SPEC[ES] (FIXED] [PARAMETER1 [ERROR1 
0.00000£..-00 ./- O.OOOOOE+oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
001 O.OOOOOE+oo ./- 0.00000£+00 
3.66[08£+00 ./- 1.83650E-02 
110 False 6.96773E+OO ./- 6.046) [E-OI 
130 False 9,47320EH)0 ./- 5.25986£-01 
I" False 1.28752E+OI ./- 3.72809£-01 
3.30310£-0 \ 
160 False 
170 False 2.5995210+01 . /- 3.2138910-01 
3.098 I 7E+Ol ./- 5.07877E-01 
[CORRELATION1 
Table A-6. Correlation matrix from global analysis filling for emission spectra ofbbim 
titrated with hydroxide ion 
[PROGRAM] Name - SPECHT. Version - 3.0 
[SPECIES] [FIXED] [PARAMETER1 [ERROR] 
OOOOOOE+{IO ./- O.OOOOOE+OO 
,>0 
1.00134[+{Jl ./- 9.32702E-01 
120 False 1.2302HE-01 . /- 2.47098Et{)(l 
2.750241'100 
2.24755E+{J 1 ./- 2.86887E+OO 




9.075E-Ol 6.6931'-01 4.113£-0 1 
-9J166E-Ol 9.075E-OI I.OOOE+OO 
9.139E-O l 1.000£+00 9.4481:-01 8.424E-OI 
1.000E+OO 9.7181'_01 
2.150£-0 1 563(IE-01 8.424E-OI 
Tablf 1\ -7. COrrelalion ma!ri~ from global analysis fiuing forcmission speclraofbbim 
tilTaU:dwithaccuueion 
[PROGRAM] Name - SPEC FIT. Version - 3.0 
[SPECIES] [FIXED] [PARAMETER] [ERROR] 
100 1'= O.OOOOOE+OO ./. O.OOOOOE+OO 
Tru, 0.0000010+00 ./. O.OOOOOE+OO 
1'1'0 2.36520E+OO ./. 2.46340E-01 
1'20 False 1.I401OE-«>1 .,. 6.14215E-01 
1.96800E-«>1 .,. 3.12898E-OI 
, " False 2.45320E-«>1 
.,. 1.87033E+OO 
[CORRELATION] 
I.000E+OO -1.867E-OI 1.53810-01 -3.99IE-01 
-1.75IE-01 4.18810-01 
1.53810-01 .7,75IE-01 I.000E+OO 
4.188E-01 -3.240E-01 1.00010+00 



